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Five Criteria For Excellent Writing: The Argumentative Essay 
 
 
For Essays on Literature: 
 
1) Text-Based Literary Analysis 
The paper offers a literary interpretation. It focuses on a defined aspect of the text—a "pattern" 
or a "problem"—and analyzes that aspect in order to give readers a better understanding of the 
work as a whole. The analysis may focus on formal or thematic features of the text. The 
important thing is that the paper argues about the text, not with the text. The point is to describe 
how the text creates meaning. 
 
 
 
For College Writing in General: 
 
2) Thesis 
The paper is unified around a central thesis. The thesis concisely articulates a precise position 
on a complex phenomenon. The thesis does not have to be shocking and controversial, but it 
must be debatable. It offers an argument that is plausible but that requires more discussion if 
the reader is to be convinced. 
 
3) Evidence and Development 
The body of the paper performs two jobs: it supports the thesis with evidence and it develops 
the thesis by discussing its multiple facets in greater detail than was possible in the initial 
statement. The thesis becomes richer and more substantial in the course of this discussion, as 
different kinds of evidence support, illuminate or qualify the thesis in different ways. 
 
4) Organized Structure 
A good paper is full of complex and nuanced ideas, but they are presented in a way that the 
reader can follow. Organization matters at the level of section, paragraph and sentence. Each 
paragraph is unified around a specific point that supports the thesis, and the paragraphs are 
ordered in a way that creates a logical progression. Within each paragraph, sentences build on 
each other as they explain a point. The result is that the reader never feels disoriented. 
 
5) Clear Prose 
The language used in the paper is clear, expressive and elegant. Sentences are built around 
concrete actors and actions; words are chosen to be precise and vivid; vague or wordy phrasing 
is avoided; and sentence structure is varied yet controlled. The language of the paper is 
interesting and creative in a way that supports rather than detracts from the ideas being 
expressed. 
 
 
 
 
 
By Sarah Ruth Lorenz, UC Berkeley, 2008; revised 2012. 
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Grading Rubric 
Sarah Ruth Lorenz, R1B "Everyday Drama," UC Berkeley, Fall 2012 

90-100—A Range: 
1) The paper contains a thesis that is clearly stated, precise and focused. The thesis is debatable: 
it expresses an argument that is plausible but not immediately obvious. The thesis offers an 
interpretation of the text. 
2) The body of the paper provides ample evidence to support the thesis, in the form of specific 
references to or quotations from the text. The discussion of evidence develops the thesis, adding 
detail and depth to the main ideas suggested in the first paragraph and shedding light on 
multiple facets of the thesis. As a result, the initial thesis is fleshed out into a well-rounded idea 
that acknowledges the complexity of the topic. 
3) The structure of the paper is logical and organized. Paragraphs are centered around one main 
point and follow from each other in a way that makes sense according to the argument. 
Sentences also are placed in a reasonable order; there are few sentences that seem to serve no 
particular function. Transitions feel natural. The result is that the reader never feels disoriented, 
but always has a good idea of what point the writer is making at any given time.  
4) The language in the paper expresses ideas clearly, succinctly and expressively. Words are 
chosen to be vivid, effective and appropriate. Sentence structure is varied and elegant. The 
writing is interesting and enjoyable to read; it is creative in a way that supports rather than 
detracts from the ideas expressed. The paper contains almost no grammatical errors. 

80-90—B Range: 
1) The thesis is reasonably clear and arguable, yet it needs some work. It may not be as precise 
or nuanced as it could be, or it may not be adequately based in the text, or it may not fully 
correspond to the body of the paper. 
2) There is a good amount of support for the thesis, but the paper needs to do more to fully 
explore the depth and complexity of the topic at hand. The discussion could better highlight 
specific textual details and their implications. Explanations of evidence could be enhanced to 
better convince us of the interest and relevance of a cited passage. 
3) The writer made a genuine effort to structure the paper, but sometimes the reader loses the 
thread of the argument. Some paragraphs may wander off topic; ideas are not fully sorted out. 
4) The language in the paper gets its point across, but is sometimes vague, wordy, awkward or 
slightly confusing. Sentences may be less varied or word choice more limited. The paper may 
contain significant but not pervasive grammatical errors. 

70-80—C Range: 
1) The paper has an identifiable thesis, but it may be confusing, vague or not particularly 
arguable, or may not match the rest of the paper. 
2) The writer made some effort to support the thesis, but the evidence provided may be 
inadequately explained or perfunctory, or it may fail to correspond to the opening thesis. 
3) The paper shows occasional signs of organization, but these efforts are overshadowed by 
structural errors that make it hard to follow the progression of the argument. Many paragraphs 
wander off topic or lack a clear unifying point. Sentences may seem to be just filling space. Ideas 
may appear and disappear without being adequately elucidated or sorted out. 
4) The language presents barriers to understanding the ideas behind the paper. Sentences may 
be wordy, awkwardly structured, vague or confusing. 

A grade of D or F will be given for papers that fail to meet the basic requirements of the 
assignment or show little evidence of effort to meet course standards.  
"Rewrites" that contain very little revision will receive a lower grade than the first draft. 
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3. Overview of the Academic Essay 

Copyright 1998, Kathy Duffin, for the Writing Center at Harvard University 

A clear sense of argument is essential to all forms of academic writing, for writing is thought made 
visible. Insights and ideas that occur to us when we encounter the raw material of the world—natural 
phenomena like the behavior of genes, or cultural phenomena, like texts, photographs and artifacts—
must be ordered in some way so others can receive them and respond in turn. This give and take is at the 
heart of the scholarly enterprise, and makes possible that vast conversation known as civilization. Like 
all human ventures, the conventions of the academic essay are both logical and playful. They may vary 
in expression from discipline to discipline, but any good essay should show us a mind developing a 
thesis, supporting that thesis with evidence, deftly anticipating objections or counter-arguments, and 
maintaining the momentum of discovery.  

Motive and Idea  

An essay has to have a purpose or motive; the mere existence of an assignment or deadline is not 
sufficient. When you write an essay or research paper, you are never simply transferring information 
from one place to another, or showing that you have mastered a certain amount of material. That would 
be incredibly boring—and besides, it would be adding to the glut of pointless utterance. Instead, you 
should be trying to make the best possible case for an original idea you have arrived at after a period of 
research. Depending upon the field, your research may involve reading and rereading a text, performing 
an experiment, or carefully observing an object or behavior.  

By immersing yourself in the material, you begin to discover patterns and generate insights, guided by a 
series of unfolding questions. From a number of possibilities, one idea emerges as the most promising. 
You try to make sure it is original and of some importance; there is no point arguing for something 
already known, trivial, or widely accepted.  

Thesis and Development  

The essay's thesis is the main point you are trying to make, using the best evidence you can marshall. 
Your thesis will evolve during the course of writing drafts, but everything that happens in your essay is 
directed toward establishing its validity. A given assignment may not tell you that you need to come up 
with a thesis and defend it, but these are the unspoken requirements of any scholarly paper.  

Deciding upon a thesis can generate considerable anxiety. Students may think, "How can I have a new 
idea about a subject scholars have spent their whole lives exploring? I just read a few books in the last 
few days, and now I'm supposed to be an expert?" But you can be original on different scales. We can't 
possibly know everything that has been, or is being, thought or written by everyone in the world—even 
given the vastness and speed of the Internet. What is required is a rigorous, good faith effort to establish 
originality, given the demands of the assignment and the discipline. It is a good exercise throughout the 
writing process to stop periodically and reformulate your thesis as succinctly as possible so someone in 
another field could understand its meaning as well as its importance. A thesis can be relatively complex, 
but you should be able to distill its essence. This does not mean you have to give the game away right 
from the start. Guided by a clear understanding of the point you wish to argue, you can spark your 
reader's curiosity by first asking questions—the very questions that may have guided you in your 
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research—and carefully building a case for the validity of your idea. Or you can start with a provocative 
observation, inviting your audience to follow your own path of discovery.  

The Tension of Argument  

Argument implies tension but not combative fireworks. This tension comes from the fundamental 
asymmetry between the one who wishes to persuade and those who must be persuaded. The common 
ground they share is reason. Your objective is to make a case so that any reasonable person would be 
convinced of the reasonableness of your thesis. The first task, even before you start to write, is gathering 
and ordering evidence, classifying it by kind and strength. You might decide to move from the smallest 
piece of evidence to the most impressive. Or you might start with the most convincing, then mention 
other supporting details afterward. You could hold back a surprising piece of evidence until the very 
end.  

In any case, it is important to review evidence that could be used against your idea and generate 
responses to anticipated objections. This is the crucial concept of counter-argument. If nothing can be 
said against an idea, it is probably obvious or vacuous. (And if too much can be said against it, it's time 
for another thesis.) By not indicating an awareness of possible objections, you might seem to be hiding 
something, and your argument will be weaker as a consequence. You should also become familiar with 
the various fallacies that can undermine an argument—the "straw man" fallacy, fallacies of causation 
and of analogy, etc.—and strive to avoid them.  

The Structure of Argument  

The heart of the academic essay is persuasion, and the structure of your argument plays a vital role in 
this. To persuade, you must set the stage, provide a context, and decide how to reveal your evidence. Of 
course, if you are addressing a community of specialists, some aspects of a shared context can be taken 
for granted. But clarity is always a virtue. The essay's objective should be described swiftly, by posing a 
question that will lead to your thesis, or making a thesis statement. There is considerable flexibility 
about when and where this happens, but within the first page or two, we should know where we are 
going, even if some welcome suspense is preserved. In the body of the paper, merely listing evidence 
without any discernible logic of presentation is a common mistake. What might suffice in conversation 
is too informal for an essay. If the point being made is lost in a welter of specifics, the argument falters.  

The most common argumentative structure in English prose is deductive: starting off with a 
generalization or assertion, and then providing support for it. This pattern can be used to order a 
paragraph as well as an entire essay. Another possible structure is inductive: facts, instances or 
observations can be reviewed, and the conclusion to be drawn from them follows. There is no blueprint 
for a successful essay; the best ones show us a focused mind making sense of some manageable aspect 
of the world, a mind where insightfulness, reason, and clarity are joined.  
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4. College Writing: Beyond the 5-Paragraph Essay 

From The Writing Center, Univ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

What this handout is about 

This handout will help you figure out what your college instructors expect when they give you a writing 
assignment. It will tell you how and why to move beyond the five-paragraph themes you learned to write 
in high school and start writing essays that are more analytical and more flexible. 

What is a five-paragraph theme? 

North Carolina public school teachers sometimes give a writing assignment called a "five-paragraph 
theme"; in other places, this kind of assignment is called a "keyhole essay." Either way, it's hourglass-
shaped: it begins with something general, narrows down in the middle to discuss specifics, and then 
branches out to more general comments at the end. In a classic five-paragraph theme, the first paragraph 
starts with a general statement and ends with a thesis statement containing three "points"; each body 
paragraph discusses one of those "points" in turn; and the final paragraph sums up what the student has 
written. 

The five-paragraph theme is a good way to learn how to write an academic essay. It's a simplified 
version of academic writing that requires you to state an idea and support it with evidence. Setting a 
limit of five paragraphs narrows your options and forces you to master the basics of organization. 
Furthermore—and for many high school teachers, this is the crucial issue—many mandatory end-of-
grade writing tests, Advanced Placement exams, and college admissions exams like the SAT II writing 
test reward writers who follow the five-paragraph theme format.  

Writing a five-paragraph theme is like riding a bicycle with training wheels; it's a device that helps you 
learn. That doesn't mean you should use it forever. Once you can write well without it, you can cast it 
off and never look back. 

Why don't five-paragraph themes work well for college writing? 

The way college instructors teach is probably different from what you experienced in high school, and 
so is what they expect from you. 

While high school courses tend to focus on the who, what, when, and where of the things you study—
"just the facts"—college courses ask you to think about the how and the why. You can do very well in 
high school by studying hard and memorizing a lot of facts. Although college instructors still expect you 
to know the facts, they really care about how you analyze and interpret those facts and why you think 
those facts matter. Once you know what college instructors are looking for, you can see some of the 
reasons why five-paragraph themes don't work so well for college writing: 

• Five-paragraph themes often do a poor job of setting up a framework, or context, that helps the 
reader understand what the author is trying to say. Students learn in high school that their 
introduction should begin with something general. College instructors call these "dawn of time" 
introductions. For example, a student asked to discuss the causes of the Hundred Years War 
might begin, "Since the dawn of time, humankind has been plagued by war." In a college course, 
the student would fare better with a more concrete sentence directly related to what he or she is 
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going to say in the rest of the paper—for example, a sentence such as "In the early 14th century, 
a civil war broke out in Flanders that would soon threaten Western Europe's balance of power." 
If you are accustomed to writing vague opening lines and need them to get started, go ahead and 
write them, but delete them before you turn in the final draft. 

• Five-paragraph themes often lack an argument. Because college courses focus on analyzing and 
interpreting rather than on memorizing, college instructors expect writers not only to know the 
facts but also to make an argument about the facts. The best five-paragraph themes may do this. 
However, the typical five-paragraph theme has a "listing" thesis, for example, "I will show how 
the Romans lost their empire in Britain and Gaul by examining military technology, religion, and 
politics," rather than an argumentative one, for example, "The Romans lost their empire in 
Britain and Gaul because their opponents' military technology caught up with their own at the 
same time as religious upheaval and political conflict were weakening the sense of common 
purpose on the home front." 

• Five-paragraph themes are often repetitive. Writers who follow the five-paragraph model tend to 
repeat sentences or phrases from the introduction in topic sentences for paragraphs, rather than 
writing topic sentences that tie their three "points" together into a coherent argument. Repetitive 
writing doesn't help to move an argument along, and it's no fun to read. 

• Five-paragraph themes often lack "flow;" that is, they don't make smooth transitions from one 
thought to the next. The "listing" thesis statement encourages writers to treat each paragraph and 
its main idea as a separate entity, rather than to draw connections between paragraphs and ideas 
in order to develop an argument. 

• Five-paragraph themes often have weak conclusions that merely summarize what's gone before 
and don't say anything new or interesting. In our handout on conclusions, we call these "that's my 
story and I'm sticking to it" conclusions: they do nothing to engage readers and make them glad 
they read the essay. Most of us can remember an introduction and three body paragraphs without 
a repetitive summary at the end to help us out. 

• Five-paragraph themes don't have any counterpart in the real world. Read your favorite 
newspaper or magazine; look through the readings your professors assign you; listen to political 
speeches or sermons. Can you find anything that looks or sounds like a five-paragraph theme? 
One of the important skills that college can teach you, above and beyond the subject matter of 
any particular course, is how to communicate persuasively in any situation that comes your way. 
The five-paragraph theme is too rigid and simplified to fit most real-world situations.  

• Perhaps most important of all: in a five-paragraph theme, form controls content, when it should 
be the other way around. Students begin with a plan for organization, and they force their ideas 
to fit it. Along the way, their perfectly good ideas get mangled or lost.  

How do I break out of writing five-paragraph themes? 

Let's take an example based on our handout on thesis statements. Suppose you're taking a United States 
History class, and Professor College asks you to write a paper on this topic:  

Compare and contrast the reasons why the North and South fought the Civil War. 

Alex, preparing to write her first college history paper, decides to write a five-paragraph theme, just like 
she learned from Mr. Highschool. She begins by thinking, "What are three points I can talk about to 
compare the reasons the North and South fought the Civil War?" She does a little brainstorming, and she 
says, "Well, in class, Professor College talked about the economy, politics, and slavery. I guess I can do 
a paper about that." So she writes her introduction: 
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A civil war occurs when two sides in a single country become so angry at each other that 
they turn to violence. The Civil War between North and South was a major conflict that 
nearly tore apart the young United States. The North and South fought the Civil War for 
many reasons. In some cases, these reasons were the same, but in other cases they were 
very different. In this paper, I will compare and contrast these reasons by examining the 
economy, politics, and slavery. 

This is a classic five-paragraph theme introduction: it goes from the general to the specific, and it 
introduces the three points that will be the subjects of each of the three body paragraphs.  

But Professor College doesn't like it, not one little bit. She underlines the first two sentences, and she 
writes, "This is too general. Get to the point." She underlines the third and fourth sentences, and she 
writes, "You're just restating the question I asked. What's your point?" She underlines the final sentence, 
and then writes in the margin, "What's your thesis?" because the last sentence in the paragraph only lists 
topics. It doesn't make an argument. 

Is Professor College just a big old grouch? Well, no—she is trying to teach this student that college 
writing isn't about following a formula (the five-paragraph theme), it's about making an argument. Her 
first sentence is general, the way she learned a five-paragraph should start. But from Professor College's 
perspective, it's far too general—so general, in fact, that it's completely outside of the assignment: she 
didn't ask students to define civil war. The third and fourth sentences say, in so many words, "I am 
comparing and contrasting the reasons why the North and the South fought the Civil War"—as Professor 
College says, they just restate the prompt, without giving a single hint about where this student's paper is 
going. The final sentence, which should make an argument, only lists topics; it doesn't begin to explore 
how or why something happened. 

If you've seen a lot of five-paragraph themes, you can guess what Alex will write next. Her first body 
paragraph will begin, "We can see some of the different reasons why the North and South fought the 
Civil War by looking at the economy." What will Professor College say about that? She might ask, 
"What differences can we see? What part of the economy are you talking about? Why do the differences 
exist? Why are they important?" After three such body paragraphs, the student might write a conclusion 
that says much the same thing as her introduction, in slightly different words. Professor College might 
respond, "You've already said this!" 

What could Alex do differently? Let's start over. This time, Alex doesn't begin with a preconceived 
notion of how to organize her essay. Instead of three "points," she decides that she will brainstorm until 
she comes up with a main argument, or thesis, that answers the question "Why did the North and South 
fight the Civil War?" Then she will decide how to organize her draft by thinking about the argument's 
parts and how they fit together.  

After doing some brainstorming and reading the Writing Center's handout on thesis statements, Alex 
thinks of a main argument, or thesis statement: 

Both Northerners and Southerners believed they fought against tyranny and oppression, 
but Northerners focused on the oppression of slaves while Southerners defended their 
rights to property and self-government. 

Then Alex writes her introduction. But instead of beginning with a general statement about civil wars, 
she gives us the ideas we need to know in order to understand all the parts of her argument: 
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The United States broke away from England in response to British tyranny and 
oppression, so opposition to tyranny and a belief in individual freedom and liberty were 
important values in the young republic. But in the nineteenth century, slavery made 
Northerners and Southerners see these values in very different ways. By 1860, the 
conflict over these values broke out into a civil war that nearly tore the country apart. In 
that war, both Northerners and Southerners believed they fought against tyranny and 
oppression, but Northerners focused on the oppression of slaves while Southerners 
defended their rights to property and self-government. 

Every sentence in Alex's new introduction leads the reader down the path to her thesis statement in an 
unbroken chain of ideas. 

Now Alex turns to organization. First, she decides, she'll write a paragraph that gives background; she'll 
explain how opposition to tyranny and a belief in individual liberty came to be such important values in 
the United States. Then she'll write another background paragraph in which she shows how the conflict 
over slavery developed over time. Then she'll have separate paragraphs about Northerners and 
Southerners, explaining in detail—and giving evidence for—her claims about each group's reasons for 
going to war. 

Note that Alex now has four body paragraphs. She might have had three or two or seven; what's 
important is that she allowed her argument to tell her how many paragraphs she should have and how to 
fit them together. Furthermore, her body paragraphs don't all discuss "points," like "the economy" and 
"politics"—two of them give background, and the other two explain Northerners' and Southerners' views 
in detail. 

Finally, having followed her sketch outline and written her paper, Alex turns to writing a conclusion. 
She knows that a "that's my story and I'm sticking to it" conclusion doesn't move her ideas forward. 
Applying the strategies she finds in the handout, she decides that she can use her conclusion to explain 
why the paper she's just written really matters—perhaps by pointing out that the fissures in our society 
that the Civil War opened are, in many cases, still causing trouble today. 
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College Writing Myths 

Myth: Only bad writers need feedback. 

Reality: Good writers seek feedback. Think about all the readers a professional writer consults before 

publishing: colleagues, reviewers, editors, and proofreaders. 

Myth: Good writers write quickly and effortlessly. 

Reality:  Good writers prewrite, draft, revise, edit and sweat over their writing. When Ernest Hemingway was 

asked why he rewrote the last page of A Farewell to Arms thirty-nine times, he explained that he was just 

“getting the words right.” That’s what writers do. 

Myth: Good writers know exactly what they want to say before they start writing. 

Reality: Good writers develop their ideas as they write, and are open to changing their minds. 

Myth: Readers want simple explanations. 

Reality: Readers trust writers who recognize and communicate the complexity of controversial issues. 

Myth: Straightforward language seems dumb. 

Reality: Ornate language or wordy sentences muddy your argument and make readers suspect you’re hiding 

your lack of ideas behind fancy words. Use concise, direct language. 

Myth: Longer is better. 

Reality: Stop when you’re done. Readers appreciate not having their time wasted. 

Myth: Using “I” is always bad. 

Reality: No universal rule exists on using I. Different audiences and different disciplines have different 

expectations, so ask. If your audience thinks using I is appropriate, you can use it. 

Myth: The 5-paragraph essay format works for every assignment. 

Reality: A five-page essay will not fit into five paragraphs.  Write a clear thesis, devote each paragraph to a 

topic, and don’t worry about how many paragraphs it takes. 

Myth: Changing your writing style for your audience is selling out. 

Reality: Gear your writing toward your audience to get your point across. You would explain the Green Bay 

Packers’ defensive scheme differently to a group of tourists from China than you would to a group of high 

school football coaches—not because you’re compromising your intellect, but because you want to 

communicate effectively. 

Myth: Geniuses don’t need to follow rules. 

Reality: The goal of writing is to communicate. The rules of format, grammar and punctuation are a set of 

shared expectations between writer and reader that help your reader understand you. 
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6. Writing about Literature 
 

By Sarah Ruth Lorenz, UC Berkeley, 2008; revised 2012. 
 
Papers in the field of literary studies make arguments about how to interpret texts. But how do you do 
this? Arguing about literature, after all, is not as intuitive as arguing about something like public 
policy. The following tips will guide you toward successful literary analysis. First, reread this popular 
Frost poem, which will be used as an example: 
 
 
Robert Frost (1874–1963).  Mountain Interval.  1920. 
 1. The Road Not Taken 
  
TWO roads diverged in a yellow wood,  
And sorry I could not travel both  
And be one traveler, long I stood  
And looked down one as far as I could  
To where it bent in the undergrowth;      
  
Then took the other, as just as fair,  
And having perhaps the better claim,  
Because it was grassy and wanted wear; 
Though as for that the passing there  
Had worn them really about the same, 
  

And both that morning equally lay  
In leaves no step had trodden black.  
Oh, I kept the first for another day!  
Yet knowing how way leads on to way,  
I doubted if I should ever come back. 
  
I shall be telling this with a sigh  
Somewhere ages and ages hence:  
Two roads diverged in a wood, and I—  
I took the one less traveled by,  
And that has made all the difference.

 
1. Do not write a book report. 

The first step is to remember what not to do. You are not writing a book review. This means you do not 
describe the text purely for the sake of description, nor do you try to summarize every salient aspect of 
the text. Summary is only necessary either for brief orientation in the opening paragraph or where 
paraphrase is used to support an argumentative point. In addition, unlike a book review, it is not your 
job to judge whether the text is a good or bad work of art or whether it is worth reading. 

Example: Do not launch into a list of every bit of imagery used in the poem or criticize the 
rhyme scheme because you think it sounds trite. 

 
 
2. Argue about the text, not with it. 

Just as you do not need to state whether you like the text, you also do not need to state whether you 
"agree" with it. Such a statement would imply that you have already established the meaning of the 
text. But, although it may be comforting to be told that a challenging text was written just to say that 
"growing up is hard" or "war is bad," most artistic texts worth reading cannot be reduced to simple 
propositions. Arguing "with" a literary text oversimplifies the text itself while launching you into a 
philosophical discussion that has nothing to do with literary analysis.  

Instead, aim to argue about the text. The point of literary interpretation is to figure out what the text 
means in the first place and to show how very specific features of the text function to produce that 
meaning. Literary texts are full of fine detail, complexity and ambiguity; your job is to illuminate a little 
more clearly the workings of this intricate signifying structure. As you will read elsewhere, a good 
starting point is to latch onto a prominent "pattern" or "problem" in the text and show how it shapes 
our understanding of the text. You will know you are taking the right approach when your question 
forces you to turn back to the text for answers. The point here is not that we should never connect 
literature to the controversial issues of the external world, but simply that our reflection on those issues 
will be more productive if we first open our eyes to the complexity of the text. When we turn the 
meaning of the text into the point of argument, we enrich the text. That richness of meaning allows the 
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text to challenge us and prod critical thinking, and makes the text more satisfying on the emotional and 
aesthetic level as well.  

Example: The speaker in Frost's poem seems to be reflecting on a past major life choice, 
symbolically presented as a choice of paths during a forest walk. How can we deepen this initial 
understanding? Avoid arguing about whether it is better to choose the "less traveled path" 
rather than the conventional path in life. Instead, ask questions about meaning and the 
production of meaning: What is the effect of situating this decisive moment in a forest rather 
than in a city or in the open countryside? If the path symbolizes our journey through life, do the 
leaves, the undergrowth and the morning setting also have symbolic meaning? Why does the 
poem first say that one path is less worn, but then say they are worn "about the same"—is the 
speaker making some sort of significant choice here, or is the choice random? How does the 
speaker feel about the choice: why the "sigh" in the last stanza? Does the last line of the poem 
carry a regretful or a proud tone? 

 
 
3. Use close reading. 

In order to have something to argue about, you need to truly notice what is happening in the text. Read 
attentively. First, pay attention to details; ask yourself why one detail was used and not some other 
detail. Secondly, be alert for the unexpressed implications of various details. If we are told that a 
character changed clothes three times before leaving to attend a meeting, that could mean that the 
meeting is very important, that the character is vain, or that the character is insecure. How do you 
decide? Choose whichever interpretation best fits with the other details you've noticed elsewhere. 
Works of literature do not use words just to fill space. Your interpretive analysis will be most 
compelling when you remain sensitive to the way that every word, phrase and sentence helps build 
meaning. 

Example: Hm, the speaker looks down the first, ultimately rejected path for a "long" time. Does 
this mean that the rejected path exerted—and maybe still exerts—a strong pull on him? Hm, 
this traveler takes a pretty casual approach to decision-making when he suddenly selects a path 
because it is "just as fair"—maybe the poem is suggesting that major changes in our lives are 
often based on a whim? Hm, the pronoun "I" is repeated in the last stanza—does that express 
pride or a stuttering hesitation? Which interpretation fits best with the rest of the poem? 

 
 
4. There is no single correct interpretation, but some readings are more convincing than others.  

Many arguments can be made about a literary text. Some will contradict each other; others will 
complement each other. So don't worry about trying to get the "right" answer—but do aim to find a 
plausible and interesting interpretation. Don't strain to find the most unpredictable, abstract reading of 
a text. There is a difference between an argument that is debatable and one that has no compelling basis 
in the text at all.  

Example: We could legitimately argue about whether the speaker regrets the choice of paths, 
accepts it, or is even proud of it. A case can be made for each view. A less compelling argument 
would be to assert that, since the only two colors mentioned in the poem are "yellow" and 
"black," the traveler is really a bee. This is a playful idea, but since it does not resonate with 
anything else that is going on in the poem, it is neither convincing nor particularly interesting. 

 
 
 
So go to it! Think of a text as a complex fabric woven from many interesting and varied threads: 
people, situations, ideas, images, symbols, settings and pure linguistic fireworks. The rich fabric of a 
text produces a rich fabric of meanings. Pick one thread that most speaks to you, and show how the 
details of the text generate the meaning or the beauty you see in it. 
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7. Writing About Literature (Fiction) 

From The Writing Center, Univ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

What this handout is about 

This handout describes some steps for planning and writing papers about fiction texts. For information 
on writing about other kinds of literature, please see the Writing Center's handouts on writing about 
drama and poetry explications. 

Demystifying the process 

Writing an analysis of a piece of fiction can be a mystifying process. First, literary analyses (or papers 
that offer an interpretation of a story) rely on the assumption that stories must mean something. How 
does a story mean something? Isn’t a story just an arrangement of characters and events? And if the 
author wanted to convey a meaning, wouldn’t he or she be much better off writing an essay just telling 
us what he or she meant? 

It’s pretty easy to see how at least some stories convey clear meanings or morals. Just think about a 
parable like the prodigal son or a nursery tale about "crying wolf." Stories like these are reduced down to 
the bare elements, giving us just enough detail to lead us to their main points, and because they are 
relatively easy to understand and tend to stick in our memories, they’re often used in some kinds of 
education.  

But if the meanings were always as clear as they are in parables, who would really need to write a paper 
analyzing them? Interpretations of fiction would not be interesting if the meanings of the stories were 
clear to everyone who reads them. Thankfully (or perhaps regrettably, depending on your perspective) 
the stories we’re asked to interpret in our classes are a good bit more complicated than most parables. 
They use characters, settings, and actions to illustrate issues that have no easy resolution. They show 
different sides of a problem, and they can raise new questions. In short, the stories we read in class have 
meanings that are arguable and complicated, and it’s our job to sort them out. 

It might seem that the stories do have specific meanings, and the instructor has already decided what 
those meanings are. Not true. Instructors can be pretty dazzling (or mystifying) with their 
interpretations, but that’s because they have a lot of practice with stories and have developed a sense of 
the kinds of things to look for. Even so, the most well-informed professor rarely arrives at conclusions 
that someone else wouldn’t disagree with. In fact, most professors are aware that their interpretations are 
debatable and actually love a good argument. But let’s not go to the other extreme. To say that there is 
no one answer is not to say that anything we decide to say about a novel or short story is valid, 
interesting, or valuable. Interpretations of fiction are often opinions, but not all opinions are equal. 

So what makes a valid and interesting opinion? A good interpretation of fiction will:  

• avoid the obvious (in other words, it won’t argue a conclusion that most readers could reach on 
their own from a general knowledge of the story) 

• support its main points with strong evidence from the story 

• use careful reasoning to explain how that evidence relates to the main points of the interpretation. 
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The following steps are intended as a guide through the difficult process of writing an interpretive paper 
that meets these criteria. Writing tends to be a highly individual task, so adapt these suggestions to fit 
your own habits and inclinations. 

 

Writing a paper on fiction in 9 steps 

1. Become familiar with the text.  

There’s no substitute for a good general knowledge of your story. A good paper 
inevitably begins with the writer having a solid understanding of the work that he or she 
interprets. Being able to have the whole book, short story, or play in your head—at least 
in a general way—when you begin thinking through ideas will be a great help and will 
actually allow you to write the paper more quickly in the long run. It's even a good idea 
to spend some time just thinking about the story. Flip back through the book and consider 
what interests you about this piece of writing—what seemed strange, new, or important? 

2. Explore potential topics  

Perhaps your instructor has given you a list of topics to choose, or perhaps you have been 
asked to create your own. Either way, you'll need to generate ideas to use in the paper—
even with an assigned topic, you'll have to develop your own interpretation. Let's assume 
for now that you are choosing your own topic. 

After reading your story, a topic may just jump out at you, or you may have recognized a 
pattern or identified a problem that you’d like to think about in more detail. What is a 
pattern or a problem?  

A pattern can be the recurrence of certain kinds of imagery or events. Usually, repetition 
of particular aspects of a story (similar events in the plot, similar descriptions, even 
repetition of particular words) tends to render those elements more conspicuous. Let’s 
say I’m writing a paper on Mary Shelley’s novel Frankenstein. In the course of reading 
that book, I keep noticing the author’s use of biblical imagery: Victor Frankenstein 
anticipates that "a new species would bless me as its creator and source" (52) while the 
monster is not sure whether to consider himself as an Adam or a Satan. These details 
might help me interpret the way characters think about themselves and about each other, 
as well as allow me to infer what the author might have wanted her reader to think by 
using the Bible as a frame of reference. On another subject, I also notice that the book 
repeatedly refers to types of education. The story mentions refers to books that its 
characters read and the different contexts in which learning takes place. 

A problem, on the other hand, is something in the story that bugs you or that doesn’t 
seem to add up. A character might act in some way that’s unaccountable, a narrator may 
leave out what we think is important information (or may focus on something that seems 
trivial), or a narrator or character may offer an explanation that doesn’t seem to make 
sense to us. Not all problems lead in interesting directions, but some definitely do and 
even seem to be important parts of the story. In Frankenstein, Victor works day and night 
to achieve his goal of bringing life to the dead, but once he realizes his goal, he is 
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immediately repulsed by his creation and runs away. Why? Is there something wrong 
with his creation, something wrong with his goal in the first place, or something wrong 
with Victor himself? The book doesn’t give us a clear answer but seems to invite us to 
interpret this problem. 

If nothing immediately strikes you as interesting or no patterns or problems jump out at 
you, don’t worry. Just start making a list of whatever you remember from your reading, 
regardless of how insignificant it may seem to you now. Consider a character’s peculiar 
behavior or comments, the unusual way the narrator describes an event, or the author’s 
placement of an action in an odd context. (Step 5 will cover some further elements of 
fiction that you might find useful at this stage as well.)  

There’s a good chance that some of these intriguing moments and oddities will relate to 
other points in the story, eventually revealing some kind of pattern and giving you 
potential topics for your paper. Also keep in mind that if you found something peculiar in 
the story you’re writing about, chances are good that other people will have been 
perplexed by these moments in the story as well and will be interested to see how you 
make sense of it all. It's even a good idea to test your ideas out on a friend, a classmate, or 
an instructor since talking about your ideas will help you develop them and push them 
beyond obvious interpretations of the story. And it's only by pushing those ideas that you 
can write a paper that raises interesting issues or problems and that offers creative 
interpretations related to those issues.  

3. Select a topic with a lot of evidence 

If you’re selecting from a number of possible topics, narrow down your list by 
identifying how much evidence or how many specific details you could use to investigate 
each potential issue. Do this step just off the top of your head. Keep in mind that 
persuasive papers rely on ample evidence and that having a lot of details to choose from 
can also make your paper easier to write.  

It might be helpful at this point to jot down all the events or elements of the story that 
have some bearing on the two or three topics that seem most promising. This can give 
you a more visual sense of how much evidence you will have to work with on each 
potential topic. It’s during this activity that having a good knowledge of your story will 
come in handy and save you a lot of time. Don’t launch into a topic without considering 
all the options first because you may end up with a topic that seemed promising initially 
but that only leads to a dead end. 

4. Write out a working thesis  

Based on the evidence that relates to your topic—and what you anticipate you might say 
about those pieces of evidence—come up with a working thesis. Don’t spend a lot of time 
composing this statement at this stage since it will probably change (and a changing 
thesis statement is a good sign that you’re starting to say more interesting and complex 
things on your subject). At this point in my Frankenstein project, I’ve become interested 
in ideas on education that seem to appear pretty regularly, and I have a general sense that 
aspects of Victor’s education lead to tragedy. Without considering things too deeply, I’ll 
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just write something like "Victor Frankenstein’s tragic ambition was fueled by a faulty 
education." 

5. Make an extended list of evidence  

Once you have a working topic in mind, skim back over the story and make a more 
comprehensive list of the details that relate to your point. For my paper about education 
in Frankenstein, I’ll want to take notes on what Victor Frankenstein reads at home, where 
he goes to school and why, what he studies at school, what others think about those 
studies, etc. And even though I’m primarily interested in Victor’s education, at this stage 
in the writing, I’m also interested in moments of education in the novel that don’t directly 
involve this character. These other examples might provide a context or some useful 
contrasts that could illuminate my evidence relating to Victor. With this goal in mind, I’ll 
also take notes on how the monster educates himself, what he reads, and what he learns 
from those he watches. As you make your notes keep track of page numbers so you can 
quickly find the passages in your book again and so you can easily document quoted 
passages when you write without having to fish back through the book.  

At this point, you want to include anything, anything, that might be useful, and you also 
want to avoid the temptation to arrive at definite conclusions about your topic. Remember 
that one of the qualities that makes for a good interpretation is that it avoids the obvious. 
You want to develop complex ideas, and the best way to do that is to keep your ideas 
flexible until you’ve considered the evidence carefully. A good gauge of complexity is 
whether you feel you understand more about your topic than you did when you began 
(and even just reaching a higher state of confusion is a good indicator that you’re treating 
your topic in a complex way). 

When you jot down ideas, you can focus on the observations from the narrator or things 
that certain characters say or do. These elements are certainly important. It might help 
you come up with more evidence if you also take into account some of the broader 
components that go into making fiction, things like plot, point of view, character, setting, 
and symbols. 

• Plot is the string of events that go into the narrative. Think of this as the "who did 
what to whom" part of the story. Plots can be significant in themselves since 
chances are pretty good that some action in the story will relate to your main idea. 
For my paper on education in Frankenstein, I’m interested in Victor’s going to the 
University of Ingolstadt to realize his father’s wish that Victor attend school 
where he could learn about a another culture. Plots can also allow you to make 
connections between the story you’re interpreting and some other stories, and 
those connections might be useful in your interpretation. For example, the plot of 
Frankenstein, which involves a man who desires to bring life to the dead and 
creates a monster in the process, bears some similarity to the ancient Greek story 
of Icarus who flew too close to the sun on his wax wings. Both tell the story of a 
character who reaches too ambitiously after knowledge and suffers dire 
consequences. 

Your plot could also have similarities to whole groups of other stories, all having 
conventional or easily recognizable plots. These types of stories are often called 
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genres. Some popular genres include the gothic, the romance, the detective story, 
the bildungsroman (this is just a German term for a novel that is centered around 
the development of its main characters), and the novel of manners (a novel that 
focuses on the behavior and foibles of a particular class or social group). These 
categories are often helpful in characterizing a piece of writing, but this approach 
has its limitations. Many novels don’t fit nicely into one genre, and others seem to 
borrow a bit from a variety of different categories. For example, given my 
working thesis on education, I am more interested in Victor's development than in 
relating Frankenstein to the gothic genre, so I might decide to treat the novel as a 
bildungsroman. 

And just to complicate matters that much more, genre can sometimes take into 
account not only the type of plot but the form the novelist uses to convey that 
plot. A story might be told in a series of letters (this is called an epistolary form), 
in a sequence of journal entries, or in a combination of forms (Frankenstein is 
actually told as a journal included within a letter).  

• These matters of form also introduce questions of point of view, that is, who is 
telling the story and what do they or don’t they know. Is the tale told by an 
omniscient or all-knowing narrator who doesn’t interact in the events, or is it 
presented by one of the characters within the story? Can the reader trust that 
person to give an objective account, or does that narrator color the story with his 
or her own biases and interests? 

• Character refers to the qualities assigned to the individual figures in the plot. 
Consider why the author assigns certain qualities to a character or characters and 
how any such qualities might relate to your topic. For example, a discussion of 
Victor Frankenstein’s education might take into account aspects of his character 
that appear to be developed (or underdeveloped) by the particular kind of 
education he undertakes. Victor tends to be ambitious, even compulsive about his 
studies, and I might be able to argue that his tendency to be extravagant leads him 
to devote his own education to writers who asserted grand, if questionable, 
conclusions. 

• Setting is the environment in which all of the actions take place. What is the time 
period, the location, the time of day, the season, the weather, the type of room or 
building? What is the general mood, and who is present? All of these elements 
can reflect on the story’s events, and though the setting of a story tends to be less 
conspicuous than plot and character, setting still colors everything that’s said and 
done within its context. If Victor Frankenstein does all of his experiments in "a 
solitary chamber, or rather a cell, at the top of the house, and separated from all 
the other apartments by a staircase" (53) we might conclude that there is 
something anti-social, isolated, and stale, maybe even unnatural about his project 
and his way of learning. 

Obviously, if you consider all of these elements, you’ll probably have too much evidence 
to fit effectively into one paper. Your goal is merely to consider each of these aspects of 
fiction and include only those that are most relevant to your topic and most interesting to 
your reader. A good interpretive paper does not need to cover all elements of the story—
plot, genre, narrative form, character, and setting. In fact, a paper that did try to say 
something about all of these elements would be unfocused. You might find that most of 
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your topic could be supported by a consideration of character alone. That’s fine. For my 
Frankenstein paper, I’m finding that my evidence largely has to do with the setting, 
evidence that could lead to some interesting conclusions that my reader probably hasn’t 
recognized on his or her own. 

6. Select your evidence  

Once you’ve made your expanded list of evidence, decide which supporting details are 
the strongest. First, select the facts which bear the closest relation to your thesis 
statement. Second, choose the pieces of evidence you’ll be able to say the most about. 
Readers tend to be more dazzled with your interpretations of evidence than with a lot of 
quotes from the book. It would be useful to refer to Victor Frankenstein’s youthful 
reading in alchemy, but my reader will be more impressed by some analysis of how the 
writings of the alchemists—who pursued magical principles of chemistry and physics—
reflect the ambition of his own goals. Select the details that will allow you to show off 
your own reasoning skills and allow you to help the reader see the story in a way he or 
she may not have seen it before. 

7. Refine your thesis  

Now it's time to go back to your working thesis and refine it so that it reflects your new 
understanding of your topic. This step and the previous step (selecting evidence) are 
actually best done at the same time, since selecting your evidence and defining the focus 
of your paper depend upon each other. Don't forget to consider the scope of your project: 
how long is the paper supposed to be, and what can you reasonably cover in a paper of 
that length? In rethinking the issue of education in Frankenstein, I realize that I can 
narrow my topic in a number of ways: I could focus on education and culture (Victor’s 
education abroad), education in the sciences as opposed to the humanities (the monster 
reads Milton, Goethe, and Plutarch), or differences in learning environments (e.g. 
independent study, university study, family reading). Since I think I found some 
interesting evidence in the settings that I can interpret in a way that will get my reader’s 
attention, I’ll take this last option and refine my working thesis about Victor’s faulty 
education to something like this: "Victor Frankenstein’s education in unnaturally isolated 
environments fosters his tragic ambition." 

8. Organize your evidence  

Once you have a clear thesis you can go back to your list of selected evidence and group 
all the similar details together. The ideas that tie these clusters of evidence together can 
then become the claims that you’ll make in your paper. As you begin thinking about what 
claims you can make (i.e. what kinds of conclusion you can come to) keep in mind that 
they should not only relate to all the evidence but also clearly support your thesis. Once 
you’re satisfied with the way you’ve grouped your evidence and with the way that your 
claims relate to your thesis, you can begin to consider the most logical way to organize 
each of those claims. To support my thesis about Frankenstein, I’ve decided to group my 
evidence chronologically. I’ll start with Victor’s education at home, then discuss his 
learning at the University, and finally address his own experiments. This arrangement 
will let me show that Victor was always prone to isolation in his education and that this 
tendency gets stronger as he becomes more ambitious. 
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There are certainly other organizational options that might work better depending on the 
type of points I want to stress. I could organize a discussion of education by the various 
forms of education found in the novel (for example, education through reading, through 
classrooms, and through observation), by specific characters (education for Victor, the 
monster, and Victor's bride, Elizabeth), or by the effects of various types of education 
(those with harmful, beneficial, or neutral effects). 

9. Interpret your evidence  

Avoid the temptation to load your paper with evidence from your story. Each time you 
use a specific reference to your story, be sure to explain the significance of that evidence 
in your own words. To get your readers’ interest, you need to draw their attention to 
elements of the story that they wouldn’t necessarily notice or understand on their own. If 
you’re quoting passages without interpreting them, you’re not demonstrating your 
reasoning skills or helping the reader. In most cases, interpreting your evidence merely 
involves putting into your paper what is already in your head. Remember that we, as 
readers, are lazy—all of us. We don’t want to have to figure out a writer’s reasoning for 
ourselves; we want all the thinking to be done for us in the paper. 

 

General hints 

The previous nine steps are intended to give you a sense of the tasks usually involved in writing a good 
interpretive paper. What follows are just some additional hints that might help you find an interesting 
topic and maybe even make the process a little more enjoyable. 

1. Make your thesis relevant to your readers 

You’ll be able to keep your readers' attention more easily if you pick a topic that relates 
to daily experience. Avoid writing a paper that identifies a pattern in a story but doesn’t 
quite explain why that pattern leads to an interesting interpretation. Identifying the 
biblical references in Frankenstein might provide a good start to a paper—Mary Shelley 
does use a lot of biblical allusions—but a good paper must also tell the reader why those 
references are meaningful. So what makes an interesting paper topic? Simply put, it has 
to address issues that we can use in our own lives. Your thesis should be able to answer 
the brutal question "So what?" Does your paper tell your reader something relevant about 
the context of the story you’re interpreting or about the human condition? 

Some categories, like race, gender, and social class, are dependable sources of interest. 
This is not to say that all good papers necessarily deal with one of these issues. My thesis 
on education in Frankenstein does not. But a lot of readers would probably be less 
interested in reading a paper that traces the instances of water imagery than in reading a 
paper that compares male or female stereotypes used in a story or that takes a close look 
at relationships between characters of different races. Again, don’t feel compelled to 
write on race, gender, or class. The main idea is that you ask yourself whether the topic 
you’ve selected connects with a major human concern, and there are a lot of options here 
(for example, issues that relate to economics, family dynamics, education, religion, law, 
politics, sexuality, history, and psychology, among others). 
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Also, don’t assume that as long as you address one of these issues, your paper will be 
interesting. As mentioned in step 2, you need to address these big topics in a complex 
way. Doing this requires that you don’t go into a topic with a preconceived notion of 
what you’ll find. Be prepared to challenge your own ideas about what gender, race, or 
class mean in a particular text. 

2. Select a topic of interest to you 

Though you may feel like you have to select a topic that sounds like something your 
instructor would be interested in, don’t overlook the fact that you’ll be more invested in 
your paper and probably get more out of it if you make the topic something pertinent to 
yourself. Pick a topic that might allow you to learn about yourself and what you find 
important. 

Of course, your topic can’t entirely be of your choosing. We’re always at the mercy of 
the evidence that’s available to us. For example, your interest may really be in political 
issues, but if you’re reading Frankenstein, you might face some difficulties in finding 
enough evidence to make a good paper on that kind of topic. If, on the other hand, you’re 
interested in ethics, philosophy, science, psychology, religion, or even geography, you’ll 
probably have more than enough to write about and find yourself in the good position of 
having to select only the best pieces of evidence. 

3. Make your thesis specific 

The effort to be more specific almost always leads to a thesis that will get your reader’s 
attention, and it also separates you from the crowd as someone who challenges ideas and 
looks into topics more deeply. A paper about education in general in Frankenstein will 
probably not get my reader’s attention as much as a more specific topic about the impact 
of the learning environment on the main character. My readers may have already thought 
to some extent about ideas of education in the novel, if they have read it, but the chance 
that they have thought through something more specific like the educational environment 
is slimmer.  

Works consulted 

We consulted these works while writing the original version of this handout. This is not a comprehensive list of resources on 
the handout's topic, and we encourage you to do your own research to find the latest publications on this topic. Please do not 
use this list as a model for the format of your own reference list, as it may not match the citation style you are using. For 
guidance on formatting citations, please see the UNC Libraries citation tutorial.  

Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein: Or, The Modern Prometheus. New York: Signet, 1965. 
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8. Genre 
 
Adapted from A Guide to the Study of Literature: A Companion Text for Core Studies 6, Landmarks of Literature, ©English 

Department, Brooklyn College. 
 
Genre is a French term derived from the Latin genus, generis, meaning "type," "sort," or "kind." It designates the literary 
form or type into which works are classified according to what they have in common, either in their formal structures or in 
their treatment of subject matter, or both. The study of genres may be of value in three ways. On the simplest level, grouping 
works offers us an orderly way to talk about an otherwise bewildering number of literary texts. More importantly, if we 
recognize the genre of a text, we may also have a better idea of its intended overall structure and/or subject. Finally, a genre 
approach can deepen our sense of the value of any single text, by allowing us to view it comparatively, alongside many other 
texts of its type.  

Classification By Types 

While the number of genres and their subdivisions has proliferated since classical times, the division of the literary domain 
into three major genres (by Plato, Aristotle, and, later, Horace), is still useful. These are lyric, drama, and epic, and they are 
distinguished by "manner of imitation," that is, by how the characters and the action are presented. The chart briefly 
summarizes the main differences in the way action and characters are presented in the lyric, drama, and the epic. 
 
Lyric: The poet writes the poem as his or her own experience; often the poet uses first person ("I"); however, this speaker is 
not necessarily the poet but may be a fictional character or persona. 
 
Drama: The characters are obviously separate from the writer; in fact, they generally seem to have lives of their own and 
their speech reflects their individual personalities. The writer is present, of course, in stage directions (which the audience 
isn't aware of during a performance), and occasionally a character acts as a mouthpiece for the writer. 
 
Epic: This long narrative is primarily written in third person. However, the epic poet makes his presence known, sometimes 
by speaking in first person, as when the muses are appealed to for inspiration (the invocation) or by reporting the direct 
speech of the characters.  
 
 
The lyric includes all the shorter forms of poetry, e.g., song, ode, ballad, elegy, sonnet. Up to the nineteenth century, the 
short lyric poem was considered the least important of the genres, but with the Romantic movement the prestige of the lyric 
increased considerably. The relative brevity of the lyric leads to an emphasis upon tight formal construction and concentrated 
unity. Typically, the subject matter is expressive, whether of personal emotions, such as love or grief, or of public emotions, 
such as patriotism or reverence or celebration.  

Drama presents the actions and words of characters on a stage. The conventional formal arrangement into acts and scenes 
derives ultimately from the practice in Greek drama of alternating scenes of dialogue with choral sections. From classical 
example also comes the standard subdivision into tragedy and comedy. Historically, many of the specific conventions of 
these two types have changed. We refer, for instance, to Greek tragedy, or to medieval tragedy, or to Shakespearean tragedy. 
This does not deny interrelationships between them; rather, it emphasizes the equal importance of their distinctive features. 
One thing that Greek tragedy and Shakespearean tragedy share is the "Tragic Vision."  

It is helpful, in discussing plays, to have some familiarity with some basic conventions of drama. Every play typically 
involves the direct presentation of actions and words by characters on a stage. Although the structural principles are quite 
fluid, dramatic form often tends to move from exposition or presentation of the dramatic situation, through complication, 
setting of the direction of the dramatic conflict, to a climax or turning point (connected to Aristotle's peripeteia or "change of 
fortune"), and then through further action, resolving the various complications, to the denouement or conclusion of the play. 
This conventional movement in drama is not an absolute, but a tendency we observe, and variations are frequent. 
("Exposition" of character motivation, for example, need not be limited to the first act.) It is useful to understand this 
conventional structure of drama so that we can better appreciate departures from it, as well as apply it more specifically to 
tragedies, as well as to comedies.  

The epic, in the classical formulation of the three genres, referred exclusively to the "poetic epic." It was of course in verse, 
rather lengthy (24 books in Homer, 12 books in Virgil), and tended to be episodic. It dealt in elevated language with heroic 
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figures (human heroes and deities) whose exploits affected whole civilizations or even, by implication, the whole of mankind. 
Its lengthiness was properly a response to the magnitude of the subject material.  

Today, we classify epics with other forms of the "mixed kind." That is, we see the classical epic as but one of the generic 
subdivisions of the epic or fiction. This broader classification can include many kinds of narratives, in prose as well as in 
verse. Thus the "mixed kind" now includes the novel, the folktale, the fable, the fairy tale, even the short story and novella, as 
well as the romance, which can be in either prose or verse. Of these, the novel and the romance tend to continue the epic 
tradition of length (we speak of the "sweep" of a sizeable novel).  

It should be noted that the three-part division of lyric, drama, and epic or fiction, while useful and relatively comprehensive, 
does not provide a place for all of the known literary genres. Some obvious omissions are the essay, the pastoral, biography 
and autobiography, and satire.  

How Literary Critics Have Used Genres  

Critics have employed the genre approach to literature in a number of ways. From the Renaissance through most of the 
eighteenth century, for example, they often attempted to judge a text according to what they thought of as the fixed "laws of 
kind," insisting upon purity, that is, fidelity to type. Thus the placement of comic episodes in otherwise predominantly 
serious works was frowned upon, and hybrid forms like tragicomedy were dismissed. There was also a tendency to rank the 
genres in a hierarchy, usually with epic or tragedy at the top, and shorter forms, such as the epigram and the subdivisions of 
the lyric, at the bottom. Modern critics have a different view of genres, and are likely to point out how, in actual practice, 
writers play against as well as with generic traditions and how specific conventions are imitated or defied, modified or 
renovated.  

Literary Genres: Conclusion  

All of the arts consist of genres. To name some of the outstanding types: in painting, there are the landscape, the still life, the 
portrait; in music there are the sonata, the symphony, the song; in film we have the domestic comedy, the horror/thriller, the 
Western. If students think of the forms with which they are most familiar (perhaps the film genres), they will understand that 
for sophisticated appreciation, they need always to be acquainted with the specific conventions of the type. The study of 
genres essentially is the study of conventions. And in literature as in the other arts, an acquaintance with generic conventions 
is critical to enriching our responses to particular texts. It is true that since we are reading "landmarks," there will always be 
something marvelously unique about each great work studied. But in each case there will also be a set of expectations 
connected to its type, to its generic tradition, as well as to the Zeitgeist (the "spirit of the time") in which the work was 
written.  
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9. Literary Terms: A Brief List of Core Terms 
 
Adapted from Lilia Melani's webpage for Core Studies 6 in the Department of English, 
Brooklyn College. http://academic.brooklyn.cuny.edu/english/melani/cs6/index.html 
 
 
Alliteration: the repetition of the same sound at the beginning of a word, such as the repetition 
of b sounds in Keats's "beaded bubbles winking at the brim" ("Ode to a Nightingale") or 
Coleridge's "Five miles meandering in a mazy motion ("Kubla Khan"). A common use for 
alliteration is emphasis. It occurs in everyday speech in such prhases as "tittle-tattle," "bag and 
baggage," "bed and board," "primrose path," and "through thick and thin" and in sayings like 
"look before you leap." 
Some literary critics call the reptition of any sounds alliteration. However, there are specialized 
terms for other sound-repetitions. Consonance repeats consonants, but not the vowels, as in 
horror-hearer. Assonance is the repetition of vowel sounds, please-niece-ski-tree. See rhyme. 
 
An allusion: a brief reference to a person, event, place, or phrase. The writer assumes will 
recognize the reference. For instance, most of us would know the difference between a 
mechanic's being as reliable as George Washington or as reliable as Benedict Arnold. Allusions 
that are commonplace for readers in one era may require footnotes for readers in a later time. 
 
Ambiguity: (1) a statement which has two or more possible meanings; (2) a statement whose 
meaning is unclear. Depending on the circumstances, ambiguity can be negative, leading to 
confusion or even disaster (the ambiguous wording of a general's note led to the deadly charge 
of the Light Brigade in the Crimean War). On the other hand, writers often use it to achieve 
special effects, for instance, to reflect the complexity of an issue or to indicate the difficulty, 
perhaps the impossibility, of determining truth. 
The title of the country song "Heaven's Just a Sin Away" is deliberately ambiguous; at a 
religious level, it means that committing a sin keeps us out of heaven, but at a physical level, it 
means that committing a sin (sex) will bring heaven (pleasure). Many of Hamlet's statements 
to the King, to Rosenkrantz and Guildenstern, and to other characters are deliberately 
ambiguous, to hide his real purpose from them. 
 
Characterization: the way an author presents characters. In direct presentation, a character is 
described by the author, the narrator or the other characters. In indirect presentation, a 
character's traits are revealed by action and speech. 
 
Characters can be discussed in a number of ways: 

 • The protagonist is the main character, who is not necessarily a hero or a heroine. The 
antagonist is the opponent; the antagonist may be society, nature, a person, or an aspect of 
the protagonist. The antihero, a recent type, lacks or seems to lack heroic traits. 
 • Characters may be classified as round (three-dimensional, fully developed) or as flat 
(having only a few traits or only enough traits to fulfill their function in the work); as 
developing (dynamic) characters or as static characters. 
 • A foil is a secondary character who contrasts with a major character; in Hamlet, Laertes 
and Fortinbras, whose fathers have been killed, are foils for Hamlet.  
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Convention: (1) a rule or practice based upon general consent and upheld by society at large; 
(2) an arbitrary rule or practice recognized as valid in any particular art or discipline, such as 
literature or art (NED). For example, when we read a comic book, we accept that a light bulb 
appearing above the head of a comic book character means the character suddently got an 
idea. 

 • Literary convention: a practice or device which is accepted as a necessary, useful, or 
given feature of a genre, e.g., the proscenium stage (the "picture-frame" stage of most 
theaters), a soliloquy, the epithet or boast in the epic (which those of you who took Core 
Studies 1 will be familiar with). 

 • Stock character: character types of a genre, e.g., the heroine disguised as a man in 
Elizabethan drama, the confidant, the hardboiled detective, the tightlipped sheriff, the girl 
next door, the evil hunters in a Tarzan movie, ethnic or racial stereotypes, the cruel 
stepmother and Prince Charming in fairy tales. 

 • Stock situation: frequently recurring sequence of action in a genre, e.g., rags-to-riches, 
boy-meets-girl, the eternal triangle, the innocent proves himself or herself. 

 • Stock response: a habitual or automatic response based on the reader's beliefs or 
feelings, rather than on the work itself. A moralistic person might be shocked by any sexual 
scene and condemn a book or movie as dirty; a sentimentalist is automatically moved by 
any love story, regardless of the quality of the writing or the acting; someone requiring 
excitement may enjoy any violent story or movie, regardless of how mindless, unmotivated 
or brutal the violence is.  

 
Fiction: prose narrative based on imagination, usually the novel or the short story. 
 
Genre: a literary species or form, e.g., tragedy, epic, comedy, novel, essay, biography, lyric 
poem. 
 
Irony: the discrepancy between what is said and what is meant, what is said and what is done, 
what is expected or intended and what happens, what is meant or said and what others 
understand. Sometimes irony is classified into types: in situational irony, expectations 
aroused by a situation are reversed; in cosmic irony or the irony of fate, misfortune is the 
result of fate, chance, or God; in dramatic irony. the audience knows more than the characters 
in the play, so that words and action have additional meaning for the audience; Socractic 
irony is named after Socrates' teaching method, whereby he assumes ignorance and openness 
to opposing points of view which turn out to be (he shows them to be) foolish. 

Irony is often confused with sarcasm and satire: 

• Sarcasm is one kind of irony; it is praise which is really an insult; sarcasm generally 
invovles malice, the desire to put someone down, e.g., "This is my brilliant son, who failed 
out of college." 

• Satire is the exposure of the vices or follies of an indiviudal, a group, an institution, an 
idea, a society, etc., usually with a view to correcting it. Satirists frequently use irony.  

 
Language can be classified in a number of ways. 

 • Denotation: the literal meaning of a word; there are no emotions, values, or images 
associated with denotative meaning. Scientific and mathematical language carries few, if 
any emotional or connotative meanings. 
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 • Connotation: the emotions, values, or images associated with a word. The intensity of 
emotions or the power of the values and images associated with a word varies. Words 
connected with religion, politics, and sex tend to have the strongest feelings and images 
associated with them. 
For most people, the word mother calls up very strong positive feelings and associations--
loving, self-sacrificing, always there for you, understanding; the denotative meaning, on 
the other hand, is simply "a female animal who has borne one or more chldren." Of course 
connotative meanings do not necessarily reflect reality; for instance, if someone said, "His 
mother is not very motherly," you would immediately understand the difference between 
motherly (connotation) and mother (denotation). 
• Abstract language refers to things that are intangilble, that is, which are perceived not 
through the senses but by the mind, such as truth, God, education, vice, transportation, 
poetry, war, love. Concrete language identifies things perceived through the senses (touch, 
smell, sight, hearing, and taste), such as soft, stench, red, loud, or bitter. 
• Literal language means exactly what it says; a rose is the physical flower. Figurative 
language changes the literal meaning, to make a meaning fresh or clearer, to express 
complexity, to capture a physical or sensory effect, or to extend meaning. Figurative 
language is also called figures of speech. The most common figures of speech are these: 

o A simile: a comparison of two dissimilar things using "like" or "as", e.g., "my love is 
like a red, red rose" (Robert Burns). 
o A metaphor: a comparison of two dissimilar things which does not use "like" or "as," 
e.g., "my love is a red, red rose" (Lilia Melani). 
o Personification: treating abstractions or inanimate objects as human, that is, giving 
them human attributes, powers, or feelings, e.g., "nature wept" or "the wind whispered 
many truths to me." 
o hyperbole: exaggeration, often extravagant; it may be used for serious or for comic 
effect. 
o Apostrophe: a direct address to a person, thing, or abstraction, such as "O Western 
Wind," or "Ah, Sorrow, you consume us." Apostrophes are generally capitalized. 
o Onomatopoeia: a word whose sounds seem to duplicate the sounds they describe--
hiss, buzz, bang, murmur, meow, growl. 
o Oxymoron: a statement with two parts which seem contradictory; examples: sad joy, a 
wise fool, the sound of silence, or Hamlet's saying, "I must be cruel only to be kind" 

• Elevated language or elevated style: formal, dignitifed language; it often uses more 
elaborate figures of speech. Elevated language is used to give dignity to a hero (note the 
speechs of heros like Achilles or Agamemnon in the Iliad), to express the superiority of 
God and religious matters generally (as in prayers or in the King James version of the 
Bible), to indicate the importance of certain events (the ritual language of the traditional 
marriage ceremony), etc. It can also be used to reveal a self-important or a pretentious 
character, for humor and/or for satire.  

 
Lyric Poetry: a short poem with one speaker (not necessarily the poet) who expresses thought 
and feeling. Though it is sometimes used only for a brief poem about feeling (like the sonnet).it 
is more often applied to a poem expressing the complex evolution of thoughts and feeling, 
such as the elegy, the dramatic monologue, and the ode. The emotion is or seems personal In 
classical Greece, the lyric was a poem written to be sung, accompanied by a lyre. 
 
Meter: a rhythm of accented and unaccented syllables which are organized into patterns, 
called feet. In English poetry, the most common meters are these: 
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• Iambic: a foot consisting of an unaccented and accented syllable. Shakespeare often uses 
iambic, for example the beginning of Hamlet's speech (the accented syllables are italicized), 
"To be or not to be." Listen for the accents in this line from Marlowe, "Come live with me and 
be my love." English seems to fall naturally into iambic patterns, for it is the most common 
meter in English. 
• Trochaic: a foot consisting of an accented and unaccented syllable. Longfellow's 
Hiawatha uses this meter, which can quickly become singsong: 
 "By the shores of GitcheGumee 
 By the shining Big-Sea-water." 
The three witches' speech in Macbeth uses it: "Double, double, toil and trouble." 
• Anapestic: a foot consisting of two unaccented syllables and an accented syllable. These 
lines from Shelley's Cloud are anapestic: 
 "Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from the tomb 
 I arise and unbuild it again."  
• Dactylic: a foot consisting of an accented syllable and two unaccented syllables, as in 
these words: swimingly, mannikin, openly. 
• Spondee: a foot consisting of two accented syllables, as in the word heartbreak. In 
English, this foot is used occasionally, for variety or emphasis. 
• Pyrrhic: a foot consisting of two unaccented syllables, generally used to vary the rhythm.  

A line is named for the number of feet it contains: monometer: one foot, dimeter: two feet, 
trimeter: three feet, tetrameter: four feet, pentameter: five feet, hexameter: six feet, heptameter: 
seven feet. 
The most common metrical lines in English are tetrameter (four feet) and pentameter (five 
feet). Shakespeare frequently uses unrhymed iambic pentameter in his plays; the technical 
name for this line is blank verse. In this course, I will not be asking you to identify meters and 
metrical lines, but I would like you to have some awareness of their existence. Modern English 
poetry is metrical, i.e., it relies on accented and unaccented syllables. Not all poetry does; 
Anglo-Saxon poetry relied on a system of alliteration. Skillful poets rarely use one meter 
throughout a poem but use these meters in combinations; however, a poem generally has one 
dominant meter. 
 
Paradox: a statement whose two parts seem contradictory yet make sense with more thought. 
Christ used paradox in his teaching: "They have ears but hear not." Or in ordinary 
conversation, we might use a paradox, "Deep down he's really very shallow." Paradox attracts 
the reader's or the listener's attention and gives emphasis. 
 
Point of view: the perspective from which the story is told. 

• The most obvious point of view is probably first person or "I." 
• The omniscient narrator knows everything, may reveal the motivations, thoughts and 
feelings of the characters, and gives the reader information. 
• With a limited omniscient narrator, the material is presented from the point of view of a 
character, in third person. 
• The objective point of view presents the action and the characters' speech, without 
comment or emotion. The reader has to interpret them and uncover their meaning.  

A narrator may be trustworthy or untrustworthy, involved or uninvolved.  
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Rhyme: the repetition of similar sounds. In poetry, the most common kind of rhyme is end 
rhyme, which occurs at the end of two or mroe lines. Internal rhyme occurs in the middle of a 
line, as in these lines from Coleridge, "In mist or cloud, on mast or shroud" or "Whiles all the 
night through fog-smoke white" ("The Ancient Mariner"). There are many kinds of end rhyme: 

• True rhyme is what most people think of as rhyme; the sounds are nearly identical--
notion, motion, potion, for example. 
• Weak rhyme, also called slant, oblique, approximate, or half rhyme, refers to words with 
similar but not identical sounds, e.g., notion-nation, bear-bore, ear-are. Emily Dickinson 
frequently uses partial rhymes. 
• Eye rhyme occurs when words look alike but don't sound alike--e.g., bear-ear.  

 
Structure: framework of a work of literature; the organization or over-all design of a work. The 
structure of a play may fall into logical divisions and also a mechanical division of acts and 
scenes. Groups of stories may be set in a larger structure or frame, like The Canterbury Tales, 
The Decameron, or The Arabian Tales. 
 
Style: manner of expression; how a speaker or writer says what he says. Notice the difference 
in style of the opening paragraphs of Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms and Mark Twain's The 
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: 
In the late summer of that year we lived in a house in a village that looked across the river and 
the plain to the mountains. In the bed of the river there were pebbles and boulders, dry and 
white in the sun, and the water was clear and swiftly moving and blue in the channels. Troops 
went by the house and down the road and the dust they raised powdered the leaves of the 
trees. The trunks of the trees too were dusty and the leaves fell early that year and we saw the 
troops marching along the road and the dust rising and leaves, stirred by the breeze, falling 
and the soldiers marching and afterward the road bare and white except for the leaves. (A 
Farewell to Arms) 
You don't know about me without you have read a book by the name of The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer; but that ain't no matter. That book was made by Mr. Mark Twain, and he told 
the truth, mainly. There was things which he stretched, but mainly he told the truth. 
(The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn) 
 
Symbol: in general terms, anything that stands for something else. Obvious examples are 
flags, which symbolize a nation; the cross is a symbol for Christianity; Uncle Sam a symbol for 
the United States. In literature, a symbol is expected to have significance. Keats starts his ode 
with a real nightingale, but quickly it becomes a symbol, standing for a life of pure, unmixed 
joy; then before the end of the poem it becomes only a bird again. 
 
Tone: the writer's attitude toward the material and/or readers. Tone may be playful, formal, 
intimate, angry, serious, ironic, outraged, baffled, tender, serene, depressed, etc. 
 
Theme: (1) the abstract concept explored in a literary work; (2) frequently recurring ideas, such 
as enjoy-life while-you-can; (3) repetition of a meaningful element in a work, such as 
references to sight, vision, and blindness in Oedipus Rex. Sometimes the theme is also called 
the motif. Themes in Hamlet include the nature of filial duty and the dilemma of the idealist in 
a non-ideal situation. A theme in Keats's "Ode to a Nightingale" is the difficulty of correlating 
the ideal and the real. 
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Tragedy: broadly defined, a literary and particularly a dramatic presentation of serious actions 
in which the chief character has a disastrous fate. There are many different kinds and theories 
of tragedy, starting with the Greeks and Aristole's definition in The Poetics, "the imitation of 
an action that is serious and also, as having magnitude, complete in itself...with incidents 
arousing pity and fear, wherewith to accomplish its catharsis of such emotions." In the Middle 
Ages, tragedy merely depicted a decline from happiness to misery because of some flaw or 
error of judgment. 
 
 



 
 
 

C. Thesis and Evidence 
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10. Thesis Statements 
From The Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

 

WHAT THIS HANDOUT IS ABOUT 

This handout describes what a thesis statement is, how thesis statements work in your writing, and how 
you can discover or refine one for your draft. 

INTRODUCTION 

Writing in college often takes the form of persuasion—convincing others that you have an interesting, 
logical point of view on the subject you are studying. Persuasion is a skill you practice regularly in your 
daily life. You persuade your roommate to clean up, your parents to let you borrow the car, your friend 
to vote for your favorite candidate or policy. In college, course assignments often ask you to make a 
persuasive case in writing. You are asked to convince your reader of your point of view. This form of 
persuasion, often called academic argument, follows a predictable pattern in writing. After a brief 
introduction of your topic, you state your point of view on the topic directly and often in one sentence. 
This sentence is the thesis statement, and it serves as a summary of the argument you’ll make in the rest 
of your paper. 

WHAT IS A THESIS STATEMENT? 

A thesis statement: 

  • tells the reader how you will interpret the significance of the subject matter under discussion. 
  is a road map for the paper; in other words, it tells the reader what to expect from the rest of the 

paper. 
  • directly answers the question asked of you. A thesis is an interpretation of a question or 

subject, not the subject itself. The subject, or topic, of an essay might be World War II or Moby 
Dick; a thesis must then offer a way to understand the war or the novel. 

  • makes a claim that others might dispute. 
  • is usually a single sentence somewhere in your first paragraph that presents your argument to 

the reader. The rest of the paper, the body of the essay, gathers and organizes evidence that will 
persuade the reader of the logic of your interpretation. 

 
If your assignment asks you to take a position or develop a claim about a subject, you may need to 
convey that position or claim in a thesis statement near the beginning of your draft. The assignment may 
not explicitly state that you need a thesis statement because your instructor may assume you will include 
one. When in doubt, ask your instructor if the assignment requires a thesis statement. When an 
assignment asks you to analyze, to interpret, to compare and contrast, to demonstrate cause and effect, or 
to take a stand on an issue, it is likely that you are being asked to develop a thesis and to support it 
persuasively. (Check out our handout on understanding assignments for more information.) 

HOW DO I GET A THESIS? 

A thesis is the result of a lengthy thinking process. Formulating a thesis is not the first thing you do after 
reading an essay assignment. Before you develop an argument on any topic, you have to collect and 
organize evidence, look for possible relationships between known facts (such as surprising contrasts or 
similarities), and think about the significance of these relationships. Once you do this thinking, you will 
probably have a “working thesis,” a basic or main idea, an argument that you think you can support with 
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evidence but that may need adjustment along the way. 

Writers use all kinds of techniques to stimulate their thinking and to help them clarify relationships or 
comprehend the broader significance of a topic and arrive at a thesis statement. For more ideas on how 
to get started, see our handout on brainstorming. 

HOW DO I KNOW IF MY THESIS IS STRONG? 

If there’s time, run it by your instructor or make an appointment at the Writing Center to get some 
feedback. Even if you do not have time to get advice elsewhere, you can do some thesis evaluation of 
your own. When reviewing your first draft and its working thesis, ask yourself the following: 

  Do I answer the question? Re-reading the question prompt after constructing a working 
thesis can help you fix an argument that misses the focus of the question. 

  Have I taken a position that others might challenge or oppose?If your thesis simply 
states facts that no one would, or even could, disagree with, it’s possible that you are 
simply providing a summary, rather than making an argument. 

  Is my thesis statement specific enough? 
Thesis statements that are too vague often do not have a strong argument. If your thesis contains words 
like “good” or “successful,” see if you could be more specific: why is something “good”; what 
specifically makes something “successful”? 

  Does my thesis pass the “So what?” test? If a reader’s first response is, “So what?” then you 
need to clarify, to forge a relationship, or to connect to a larger issue. 

  Does my essay support my thesis specifically and without wandering? If your thesis and the 
body of your essay do not seem to go together, one of them has to change. It’s o.k. to change 
your working thesis to reflect things you have figured out in the course of writing your paper. 
Remember, always reassess and revise your writing as necessary. 

  Does my thesis pass the “how and why?” test? If a reader’s first response is “how?” or “why?” 
your thesis may be too open-ended and lack guidance for the reader. See what you can add to 
give the reader a better take on your position right from the beginning. 

 
 
EXAMPLES 

Suppose you are taking a course on 19th-century America, and the instructor hands out the following 
essay assignment: Compare and contrast the reasons why the North and South fought the Civil War. 
You turn on the computer and type out the following: 

The North and South fought the Civil War for many reasons, some of which were the same and some 
different. 

This weak thesis restates the question without providing any additional information. You will expand on 
this new information in the body of the essay, but it is important that the reader know where you are 
heading. A reader of this weak thesis might think, “What reasons? How are they the same? How are they 
different?” Ask yourself these same questions and begin to compare Northern and Southern attitudes 
(perhaps you first think, “The South believed slavery was right, and the North thought slavery was 
wrong”). Now, push your comparison toward an interpretation—why did one side think slavery was 
right and the other side think it was wrong? You look again at the evidence, and you decide that you are 
going to argue that the North believed slavery was immoral while the South believed it upheld the 
Southern way of life. You write: 
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While both sides fought the Civil War over the issue of slavery, the North fought for moral reasons while 
the South fought to preserve its own institutions. 

Now you have a working thesis! Included in this working thesis is a reason for the war and some idea of 
how the two sides disagreed over this reason. As you write the essay, you will probably begin to 
characterize these differences more precisely, and your working thesis may start to seem too vague. 
Maybe you decide that both sides fought for moral reasons, and that they just focused on different moral 
issues. You end up revising the working thesis into a final thesis that really captures the argument in 
your paper: 

While both Northerners and Southerners believed they fought against tyranny and oppression, 
Northerners focused on the oppression of slaves while Southerners defended their own right to self-
government. 

Compare this to the original weak thesis. This final thesis presents a way of interpreting evidence that 
illuminates the significance of the question. Keep in mind that this is one of many possible 
interpretations of the Civil War—it is not the one and only right answer to the question. There isn’t one 
right answer; there are only strong and weak thesis statements and strong and weak uses of evidence. 

Let’s look at another example. Suppose your literature professor hands out the following assignment in a 
class on the American novel: Write an analysis of some aspect of Mark Twain’s novel Huckleberry 
Finn. “This will be easy,” you think. “I loved Huckleberry Finn!” You grab a pad of paper and write: 

Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn is a great American novel. 

Why is this thesis weak? Think about what the reader would expect from the essay that follows: you will 
most likely provide a general, appreciative summary of Twain’s novel. The question did not ask you to 
summarize; it asked you to analyze. Your professor is probably not interested in your opinion of the 
novel; instead, she wants you to think about whyit’s such a great novel—what do Huck’s adventures tell 
us about life, about America, about coming of age, about race relations, etc.? First, the question asks you 
to pick an aspect of the novel that you think is important to its structure or meaning—for example, the 
role of storytelling, the contrasting scenes between the shore and the river, or the relationships between 
adults and children. Now you write: 

In Huckleberry Finn, Mark Twain develops a contrast between life on the river and life on the shore. 

Here’s a working thesis with potential: you have highlighted an important aspect of the novel for 
investigation; however, it’s still not clear what your analysis will reveal. Your reader is intrigued, but is 
still thinking, “So what? What’s the point of this contrast? What does it signify?” Perhaps you are not 
sure yet, either. That’s fine—begin to work on comparing scenes from the book and see what you 
discover. Free write, make lists, jot down Huck’s actions and reactions. Eventually you will be able to 
clarify for yourself, and then for the reader, why this contrast matters. After examining the evidence and 
considering your own insights, you write: 

Through its contrasting river and shore scenes, Twain’s Huckleberry Finn suggests that to find the true 
expression of American democratic ideals, one must leave “civilized” society and go back to nature. 

This final thesis statement presents an interpretation of a literary work based on an analysis of its 
content. Of course, for the essay itself to be successful, you must now present evidence from the novel 
that will convince the reader of your interpretation. 
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11. Developing A Thesis  

Copyright 1999, Maxine Rodburg and The Tutors of the Writing Center at Harvard University 

Think of yourself as a member of a jury, listening to a lawyer who is presenting an opening argument. 
You'll want to know very soon whether the lawyer believes the accused to be guilty or not guilty, and 
how the lawyer plans to convince you. Readers of academic essays are like jury members: before they 
have read too far, they want to know what the essay argues as well as how the writer plans to make the 
argument. After reading your thesis statement, the reader should think, "This essay is going to try to 
convince me of something. I'm not convinced yet, but I'm interested to see how I might be."  

An effective thesis cannot be answered with a simple "yes" or "no." A thesis is not a topic; nor is it a 
fact; nor is it an opinion. "Reasons for the fall of communism" is a topic. "Communism collapsed in 
Eastern Europe" is a fact known by educated people. "The fall of communism is the best thing that ever 
happened in Europe" is an opinion. (Superlatives like "the best" almost always lead to trouble. It's 
impossible to weigh every "thing" that ever happened in Europe. And what about the fall of Hitler? 
Couldn't that be "the best thing"?)  

A good thesis has two parts. It should tell what you plan to argue, and it should "telegraph" how you 
plan to argue—that is, what particular support for your claim is going where in your essay.  

Steps in Constructing a Thesis  

First, analyze your primary sources. Look for tension, interest, ambiguity, controversy, and/or 
complication. Does the author contradict himself or herself? Is a point made and later reversed? What 
are the deeper implications of the author's argument? Figuring out the why to one or more of these 
questions, or to related questions, will put you on the path to developing a working thesis. (Without the 
why, you probably have only come up with an observation—that there are, for instance, many different 
metaphors in such-and-such a poem—which is not a thesis.)  

Once you have a working thesis, write it down. There is nothing as frustrating as hitting on a great 
idea for a thesis, then forgetting it when you lose concentration. And by writing down your thesis you 
will be forced to think of it clearly, logically, and concisely. You probably will not be able to write out a 
final-draft version of your thesis the first time you try, but you'll get yourself on the right track by 
writing down what you have.  

Keep your thesis prominent in your introduction. A good, standard place for your thesis statement is 
at the end of an introductory paragraph, especially in shorter (5-15 page) essays. Readers are used to 
finding theses there, so they automatically pay more attention when they read the last sentence of your 
introduction. Although this is not required in all academic essays, it is a good rule of thumb.  

Anticipate the counter-arguments. Once you have a working thesis, you should think about what 
might be said against it. This will help you to refine your thesis, and it will also make you think of the 
arguments that you'll need to refute later on in your essay. (Every argument has a counter-argument. If 
yours doesn't, then it's not an argument—it may be a fact, or an opinion, but it is not an argument.)  

Michael Dukakis lost the 1988 presidential election because he failed to campaign 
vigorously after the Democratic National Convention.  
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This statement is on its way to being a thesis. However, it is too easy to imagine possible counter- 
arguments. For example, a political observer might believe that Dukakis lost because he suffered from a 
"soft-on-crime" image. If you complicate your thesis by anticipating the counter-argument, you'll 
strengthen your argument, as shown in the sentence below.  

While Dukakis' "soft-on-crime" image hurt his chances in the 1988 election, his 
failure to campaign vigorously after the Democratic National Convention bore a 
greater responsibility for his defeat.  

Some Caveats and Some Examples  

A thesis is never a question. Readers of academic essays expect to have questions discussed, explored, 
or even answered. A question ("Why did communism collapse in Eastern Europe?") is not an argument, 
and without an argument, a thesis is dead in the water.  

A thesis is never a list. "For political, economic, social and cultural reasons, communism collapsed in 
Eastern Europe" does a good job of "telegraphing" the reader what to expect in the essay—a section 
about political reasons, a section about economic reasons, a section about social reasons, and a section 
about cultural reasons. However, political, economic, social and cultural reasons are pretty much the 
only possible reasons why communism could collapse. This sentence lacks tension and doesn't advance 
an argument. Everyone knows that politics, economics, and culture are important.  

A thesis should never be vague, combative or confrontational. An ineffective thesis would be, 
"Communism collapsed in Eastern Europe because communism is evil." This is hard to argue (evil from 
whose perspective? what does evil mean?) and it is likely to mark you as moralistic and judgmental 
rather than rational and thorough. It also may spark a defensive reaction from readers sympathetic to 
communism. If readers strongly disagree with you right off the bat, they may stop reading.  

An effective thesis has a definable, arguable claim. "While cultural forces contributed to the collapse 
of communism in Eastern Europe, the disintegration of economies played the key role in driving its 
decline" is an effective thesis sentence that "telegraphs," so that the reader expects the essay to have a 
section about cultural forces and another about the disintegration of economies. This thesis makes a 
definite, arguable claim: that the disintegration of economies played a more important role than cultural 
forces in defeating communism in Eastern Europe. The reader would react to this statement by thinking, 
"Perhaps what the author says is true, but I am not convinced. I want to read further to see how the 
author argues this claim."  

A thesis should be as clear and specific as possible. Avoid overused, general terms and abstractions. 
For example, "Communism collapsed in Eastern Europe because of the ruling elite's inability to address 
the economic concerns of the people" is more powerful than "Communism collapsed due to societal 
discontent."  
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12. Using Evidence in an Argumentative Paper 
 

Sarah Ruth Lorenz, UC Berkeley, 2012. 
 
1. Using Evidence to Generate a Thesis 

If you've been thinking about thesis statements, then you've already been thinking about 
evidence. Any good thesis grows out of the thoughtful consideration of evidence and is 
continually honed in response to new pieces of evidence. Thus evidence determines thesis, and 
not vice versa: the weakest papers are those in which the writer goes looking for pieces of 
evidence to support a predetermined thesis. This may be the way some people operate in the 
real world, but it produces mediocre arguments. 

In papers of literary analysis, the most successful procedure is to first establish a rough topic 
based on a pattern or problem that has caught your interest. If you've been reading actively, 
you will have already marked one or two passages that relate to your chosen topic. Re-read 
these passages and use them to further clarify your topic, formulate your interpretive question, 
and perhaps even develop a working thesis. Now cast your net wider—look through the text 
and gather more pieces of evidence, and use them to adjust and refine your thesis. Be sure to 
consider all relevant passages; readers will notice if you are ignoring an aspect of the text that 
undermines your argument. The body of evidence that you gather is likely to be multifaceted 
and inconclusive. This is a good thing! Your thesis will become much more subtle and precise 
as you work to formulate a statement that does justice to the complex problem you have 
chosen to investigate. 
 
 
2. Incorporating the Evidence into the Paper 

Every time you make an argumentative assertion in your paper, you need to use a piece of 
evidence to support the assertion. The evidence may come in the form of a direct quotation or 
a paraphrase of the relevant passage. See the following handout for advice on when to choose 
which method. 

Whether you use direct quotation or paraphrase, you need to incorporate your evidence 
smoothly into the paper so as not to disorient your reader or create awkward prose. 

• Frame your quotation briefly but clearly. From what episode in a literary work are you 
drawing this quotation? If you are referencing a secondary source, who said these words, 
in what book or article? 
• Direct quotations can be integrated seamlessly into the surrounding sentence or 
introduced with a signal phrase such as "says," "declares," "asserts," etc. A complete 
sentence followed by a colon can also introduce a direct quotation. Whatever you do, be 
sure that the result is a a complete, grammatically correct sentence! See examples below. 
• If you wish to skip part of a lengthy quotation, use ellipses (…) to mark the omitted 
passage. 
• If you need to change the quotation in any way—either to make the quotation agree 
grammatically with the surrounding prose, or to clarify some unclear word—use brackets. 
But first try to find a way to avoid modifying the quotation at all; avoid excessive use of 
brackets. 
• Block quotes are used when the quotation covers more than four lines. Such long 
quotations should be used only when essential for your argument. 
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Examples of Successful Framing, Paraphrase and Direct Quotation: 
Paraphrase: In Discovering Chekhov, Important Scholar argues that Chekhov's talent 
emerged most powerfully not in his dramas, but in his short stories. 
Paraphrase: In Medea, the pettiness of Euripides's heroes emerges in the closing scene 
when Jason and Medea trade insults and bicker back and forth. 
Direct Quotation, woven into prose: The Nurse warns everyone to watch out for 
Medea's "savage temperament" and "stubborn will" (104). 
Direct Quotation, with colon: In Discovering Chekhov, Important Scholar makes a bold 
assertion: "Chekhov is the greatest writer of short stories the world has ever seen" (45).  
Direct Quotation, signal word: As she tries to convince herself to kill her children, 
Medea asks herself, "do I want to become a laughing-stock by letting my enemies off 
scot-free?" (78). 
Use of Brackets: Important Scholar says that she "know[s] that many will disagree with 
me" (93). 
Use of Ellipses: Medea showers her children with love just before she kills them: "O 
hands I love so much… O how I love to hug them" (1072-74). 

 
 
3. Explaining the Evidence. 

Above all, be sure to explain to your reader how the evidence supports your argument! 
Inadequate explanation is one of the most common writing mistakes. The reader cannot read 
your mind: you must explain, fully and precisely, what it is that you want your reader to see in 
the piece of evidence you have just cited. It may help to imagine that your reader is easily 
confused or not very attentive; explain things so that even a distracted reader cannot miss your 
point. Remember that your imagined audience is a fellow student, not the instructor; you 
should never assume that your instructor already understands the whole text, knows what 
you want to say, and is willing to connect the dots for you. The logical connection you aim to 
make is usually not as apparent or unambiguous as you think it is. 
As you force yourself to explain the significance of your evidence, you may discover that you 
yourself are not sure exactly how the evidence supports your point. Perhaps you need to do 
some more thinking before you can fully articulate the implications of the cited passage. Thus 
the process of writing leads you to a more precise understanding of your own ideas.  
To make sure that you do not miss any steps in the presentation of evidence, practice using the 
sequence "assertion-evidence-explication-summary." This method will help you construct 
rock-solid, clear, powerful paragraphs. 
 
1. Assertion: Make a claim. The claim relates back to your thesis and serves as the topic 

sentence of the paragraph. 
2. Evidence: Bring in the evidence to support your claim. 
3. Explication: In 1-3 sentences, explain completely how the evidence supports your claim. 
4. Summary: Close the paragraph by reinforcing your point. 
 
See the handout on "Paragraph Development" for an example of this method. A good 
paragraph has all four of these pieces, even if they are not in this exact order. Many 
paragraphs will include multiple pieces of evidence and thus will move between steps two 
and three as needed before closing with a reminder of the paragraph's overall point.  
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13. Using evidence in an argument 

From The Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Does evidence speak for itself? 

Absolutely not. After you introduce evidence into your writing, you must say why and how this 
evidence supports your argument. In other words, you have to explain the significance of the evidence 
and its function in your paper. What turns a fact or piece of information into evidence is the connection 
it has with a larger claim or argument: evidence is always evidence for or against something, and you 
have to make that link clear.  

As writers, we sometimes assume that our readers already know what we are talking about; we may be 
wary of elaborating too much because we think the point is obvious. But readers can't read our minds: 
although they may be familiar with many of the ideas we are discussing, they don't know what we are 
trying to do with those ideas unless we indicate it through explanations, organization, transitions, and so 
forth. Try to spell out the connections that you were making in your mind when you chose your 
evidence, decided where to place it in your paper, and drew conclusions based on it. Remember, you can 
always cut prose from your paper later if you decide that you are stating the obvious. 

Here are some questions you can ask yourself about a particular bit of evidence. Answering them may 
help you explain how your evidence is related to your overall argument:  

1. O.k., I've just stated this point, but so what? Why is it interesting? Why should anyone care? 
2. What does this information imply? 
3. What are the consequences of thinking this way or looking at a problem this way? 
4. I've just described what something is like or how I see it, but why is it like that? 
5. I've just said that something happens-so how does it happen? How does it come to be the way it 

is? 
6. Why is this information important? Why does it matter? 
7. How is this idea related to my thesis? What connections exist between them? Does it support my 

thesis? If so, how does it do that? 
8. Can I give an example to illustrate this point? 

How can I incorporate evidence into my paper? 

There are many ways to present your evidence. Often, your evidence will be included as text in the body 
of your paper, as a quotation, paraphrase, or summary. Sometimes you might include graphs, charts, or 
tables; excerpts from an interview; or photographs or illustrations with accompanying captions.  

Quotations 

When you quote, you are reproducing another writer's words exactly as they appear on the page. Here 
are some tips to help you decide when to use quotations:  

1. Quote if you can't say it any better and the author's words are particularly brilliant, witty, edgy, 
distinctive, a good illustration of a point you're making, or otherwise interesting. 
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2. Quote if you are using a particularly authoritative source and you need the author's expertise to 
back up your point. 

3. Quote if you are analyzing diction, tone, or a writer's use of a specific word or phrase. 
4. Quote if you are taking a position that relies on the reader's understanding exactly what another 

writer says about the topic. 

Be sure to introduce each quotation you use, and always cite your sources. See our handout on 
quotations for more details on when to quote and how to format quotations.  

Like all pieces of evidence, a quotation can't speak for itself. If you end a paragraph with a quotation, 
that may be a sign that you have neglected to discuss the importance of the quotation in terms of your 
argument. It's important to avoid "plop quotations," that is, quotations that are just dropped into your 
paper without any introduction, discussion, or follow-up. 

Paraphrasing 

When you paraphrase, you take a specific section of a text and put it into your own words. Putting it into 
your own words doesn't mean just changing or rearranging a few of the author's words: to paraphrase 
well and avoid plagiarism, try setting your source aside and restating the sentence or paragraph you have 
just read, as though you were describing it to another person. Paraphrasing is different than summary 
because a paraphrase focuses on a particular, fairly short bit of text (like a phrase, sentence, or 
paragraph). You'll need to indicate when you are paraphrasing someone else's text by citing your source 
correctly, just as you would with a quotation. 

When might you want to paraphrase? 

1. Paraphrase when you want to introduce a writer's position, but his or her original words aren't 
special enough to quote.  

2. Paraphrase when you are supporting a particular point and need to draw on a certain place in a 
text that supports your point—for example, when one paragraph in a source is especially 
relevant. 

3. Paraphrase when you want to present a writer's view on a topic that differs from your position or 
that of another writer; you can then refute writer's specific points in your own words after you 
paraphrase.  

4. Paraphrase when you want to comment on a particular example that another writer uses.  
5. Paraphrase when you need to present information that's unlikely to be questioned. 

Works consulted 

We consulted these works while writing the original version of this handout. This is not a comprehensive list of resources on 
the handout's topic, and we encourage you to do your own research to find the latest publications on this topic. Please do not 
use this list as a model for the format of your own reference list, as it may not match the citation style you are using.  

Lunsford, Andrea A., and John J. Ruszkiewicz, John J. Everything's an argument. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin's, 1999 
Miller, Richard E., and Kurt Spellmeyer. The New Humanities Reader Home Page. 22 Feb. 2005 
http://www.newhum.com/for_students/tutorama/index.html. 
http://www.lib.umd.edu/UES/primary-sources.html 
http://www.library.jcu.edu.au/LibraryGuides/primsrcs.shtml 
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This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5 License. 
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14. Paragraph Development 

From The Writing Center, Univ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

What this handout is about 

This handout will help you understand how paragraphs are formed, how to develop stronger paragraphs, 
and how to completely and clearly express your ideas.  

What is a paragraph? 

Paragraphs are the building blocks of papers. Many students define paragraphs in terms of length: a 
paragraph is a group of at least five sentences, a paragraph is half a page long, etc. In reality, though, the 
unity and coherence of ideas among sentences is what constitutes a paragraph. A paragraph is defined as 
"a group of sentences or a single sentence that forms a unit" (Lunsford and Connors 116). Length and 
appearance do not determine whether a section in a paper is a paragraph. For instance, in some styles of 
writing, particularly journalistic styles, a paragraph can be just one sentence long. Ultimately, a 
paragraph is a sentence or group of sentences that support one main idea. In this handout, we will refer 
to this as the "controlling idea," because it controls what happens in the rest of the paragraph. 

How do I decide what to put in a paragraph? 

Before you can begin to determine what the composition of a particular paragraph will be, you must first 
decide on a working thesis for your paper. What is the most important idea that you are trying to convey 
to your reader? The information in each paragraph must be related to that idea. In other words, your 
paragraphs should remind your reader that there is a recurrent relationship between your thesis and the 
information in each paragraph. A working thesis functions like a seed from which your paper, and your 
ideas, will grow. The whole process is an organic one—a natural progression from a seed to a full-blown 
paper where there are direct, familial relationships between all of the ideas in the paper. 

The decision about what to put into your paragraphs begins with the germination of a seed of ideas; this 
"germination process" is better known as brainstorming. There are many techniques for brainstorming; 
whichever one you choose, this stage of paragraph development cannot be skipped. Building paragraphs 
can be like building a skyscraper: there must be a well-planned foundation that supports what you are 
building. Any cracks, inconsistencies, or other corruptions of the foundation can cause your whole paper 
to crumble.  

So, let's suppose that you have done some brainstorming to develop your thesis. What else should you 
keep in mind as you begin to create paragraphs? Every paragraph in a paper should be 

• Unified—All of the sentences in a single paragraph should be related to a single controlling idea 
(often expressed in the topic sentence of the paragraph).  

• Clearly related to the thesis—The sentences should all refer to the central idea, or thesis, of the 
paper (Rosen and Behrens 119). 

• Coherent—The sentences should be arranged in a logical manner and should follow a definite 
plan for development (Rosen and Behrens 119).  

• Well-developed—Every idea discussed in the paragraph should be adequately explained and 
supported through evidence and details that work together to explain the paragraph's controlling 
idea (Rosen and Behrens 119). 
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How do I organize a paragraph? 

There are many different ways to organize a paragraph. The organization you choose will depend on the 
controlling idea of the paragraph. Below are a few possibilities for organization, with brief examples. 

• Narration: Tell a story. Go chronologically, from start to finish. 
• Description: Provide specific details about what something looks, smells, tastes, sounds, or feels 

like. Organize spatially, in order of appearance, or by topic. 
• Process: Explain how something works, step by step. Perhaps follow a sequence—first, second, 

third.  
• Classification: Separate into groups or explain the various parts of a topic. 
• Illustration: Give examples and explain how those examples prove your point. (See the detailed 

example in the next section of this handout.) 

 

5-step process to paragraph development 

Let's walk through a 5-step process to building a paragraph. Each step of the process will include an 
explanation of the step and a bit of "model" text to illustrate how the step works. Our finished model 
paragraph will be about slave spirituals, the original songs that African Americans created during 
slavery. The model paragraph uses illustration (giving examples) to prove its point. 

Step 1. Decide on a controlling idea and create a topic sentence 

Paragraph development begins with the formulation of the controlling idea. This idea directs the 
paragraph's development. Often, the controlling idea of a paragraph will appear in the form of a topic 
sentence. In some cases, you may need more than one sentence to express a paragraph's controlling idea. 
Here is the controlling idea for our "model paragraph," expressed in a topic sentence:  

Model controlling idea and topic sentence— Slave spirituals often had hidden double 
meanings.  

Step 2. Explain the controlling idea  

Paragraph development continues with an expression of the rationale or the explanation that the writer 
gives for how the reader should interpret the information presented in the idea statement or topic 
sentence of the paragraph. The writer explains his/her thinking about the main topic, idea, or focus of the 
paragraph. Here's the sentence that would follow the controlling idea about slave spirituals: 

Model explanation—On one level, spirituals referenced heaven, Jesus, and the soul; but on 
another level, the songs spoke about slave resistance.  

Step 3. Give an example (or multiple examples) 

Paragraph development progresses with the expression of some type of support or evidence for the idea 
and the explanation that came before it. The example serves as a sign or representation of the 
relationship established in the idea and explanation portions of the paragraph. Here are two examples 
that we could use to illustrate the double meanings in slave spirituals:  
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Model example A— For example, according to Frederick Douglass, the song "O Canaan, 
Sweet Canaan" spoke of slaves' longing for heaven, but it also expressed their desire to escape to 
the North. Careful listeners heard this second meaning in the following lyrics: "I don't expect to 
stay / Much longer here. / Run to Jesus, shun the danger. / I don't expect to stay." 

Model example B— Slaves even used songs like "Steal Away to Jesus (at midnight)" to 
announce to other slaves the time and place of secret, forbidden meetings.  

Step 4. Explain the example(s) 

The next movement in paragraph development is an explanation of each example and its relevance to the 
topic sentence and rationale that were stated at the beginning of the paragraph. This explanation shows 
readers why you chose to use this/or these particular examples as evidence to support the major claim, or 
focus, in your paragraph. 

Continue the pattern of giving examples and explaining them until all points/examples that the writer 
deems necessary have been made and explained. NONE of your examples should be left unexplained. 
You might be able to explain the relationship between the example and the topic sentence in the same 
sentence which introduced the example. More often, however, you will need to explain that relationship 
in a separate sentence. Look at these explanations for the two examples in the slave spirituals paragraph: 

Model explanation for example A— When slaves sang this song, they could have been 
speaking of their departure from this life and their arrival in heaven; however, they also could 
have been describing their plans to leave the South and run, not to Jesus, but to the North. 

Model explanation for example B—[The relationship between example B and the main idea of 
the paragraph's controlling idea is clear enough without adding another sentence to explain it.]  

Step 5. Complete the paragraph's idea or transition into the next paragraph 

The final movement in paragraph development involves tying up the loose ends of the paragraph and 
reminding the reader of the relevance of the information in this paragraph to the main or controlling idea 
of the paper. At this point, you can remind your reader about the relevance of the information that you 
just discussed in the paragraph. You might feel more comfortable, however, simply transitioning your 
reader to the next development in the next paragraph. Here's an example of a sentence that completes the 
slave spirituals paragraph: 

Model sentence for completing a paragraph— What whites heard as merely spiritual songs, 
slaves discerned as detailed messages. The hidden meanings in spirituals allowed slaves to sing 
what they could not say.  

Notice that the example and explanation steps of this 5-step process (steps 3 and 4) can be 
repeated as needed. The idea is that you continue to use this pattern until you have completely 
developed the main idea of the paragraph. 
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Here is a look at the completed "model" paragraph: 

Slave spirituals often had hidden double meanings. On one level, spirituals referenced heaven, 
Jesus, and the soul, but on another level, the songs spoke about slave resistance. For example, 
according to Frederick Douglass, the song "O Canaan, Sweet Canaan" spoke of slaves' longing 
for heaven, but it also expressed their desire to escape to the North. Careful listeners heard this 
second meaning in the following lyrics: "I don't expect to stay / Much longer here. / Run to 
Jesus, shun the danger. / I don't expect to stay." When slaves sang this song, they could have 
been speaking of their departure from this life and their arrival in heaven; however, they also 
could have been describing their plans to leave the South and run, not to Jesus, but to the North. 
Slaves even used songs like "Steal Away to Jesus (at midnight)" to announce to other slaves the 
time and place of secret, forbidden meetings. What whites heard as merely spiritual songs, slaves 
discerned as detailed messages. The hidden meanings in spirituals allowed slaves to sing what 
they could not say.  

 

Troubleshooting paragraphs 

1) Problem: the paragraph has no topic sentence. Imagine each paragraph as a sandwich. The real 
content of the sandwich—the meat or other filling—is in the middle. It includes all the evidence you 
need to make the point. But it gets kind of messy to eat a sandwich without any bread. Your readers 
don't know what to do with all the evidence you've given them. So, the top slice of bread (the first 
sentence of the paragraph) explains the topic (or controlling idea) of the paragraph. And, the bottom 
slice (the last sentence of the paragraph) tells the reader how the paragraph relates to the broader 
argument. In the original and revised paragraphs below, notice how a topic sentence expressing the 
controlling idea tells the reader the point of all the evidence. 

Original paragraph 

Piranhas rarely feed on large animals; they eat smaller fish and aquatic plants. When 
confronted with humans, piranhas' first instinct is to flee, not attack. Their fear of humans makes 
sense. Far more piranhas are eaten by people than people are eaten by piranhas. If the fish are 
well-fed, they won't bite humans.  

Revised paragraph 

Although most people consider piranhas to be quite dangerous, they are, for the most part, 
entirely harmless. Piranhas rarely feed on large animals; they eat smaller fish and aquatic 
plants. When confronted with humans, piranhas' first instinct is to flee, not attack. Their fear of 
humans makes sense. Far more piranhas are eaten by people than people are eaten by piranhas. 
If the fish are well-fed, they won't bite humans. 

Once you have mastered the use of topic sentences, you may decide that the topic sentence for a 
particular paragraph really shouldn't be the first sentence of the paragraph. This is fine—the topic 
sentence can actually go at the beginning, middle, or end of a paragraph; what's important is that it is in 
there somewhere so that readers know what the main idea of the paragraph is and how it relates back to 
the thesis of your paper. Suppose that we wanted to start the piranha paragraph with a transition 
sentence—something that reminds the reader of what happened in the previous paragraph—rather than 
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with the topic sentence. Let's suppose that the previous paragraph was about all kinds of animals that 
people are afraid of, like sharks, snakes, and spiders. Our paragraph might look like this (the topic 
sentence is underlined): 

Like sharks, snakes, and spiders, pirahnas are widely feared. Although most people consider piranhas to 
be quite dangerous, they are, for the most part, entirely harmless. Piranhas rarely feed on large 
animals; they eat smaller fish and aquatic plants. When confronted with humans, piranhas' first instinct 
is to flee, not attack. Their fear of humans makes sense. Far more piranhas are eaten by people than 
people are eaten by piranhas. If the fish are well-fed, they won't bite humans.  

2) Problem: the paragraph has more than one controlling idea. If a paragraph has more than one 
main idea, consider eliminating sentences that relate to the second idea, or split the paragraph into two 
or more paragraphs, each with only one main idea. In the following paragraph, the final two sentences 
branch off into a different topic; so, the revised paragraph eliminates them and concludes with a 
sentence that reminds the reader of the paragraph's main idea. 

Original paragraph 

Although most people consider piranhas to be quite dangerous, they are, for the most part, 
entirely harmless. Piranhas rarely feed on large animals; they eat smaller fish and aquatic 
plants. When confronted with humans, piranhas' first instinct is to flee, not attack. Their fear of 
humans makes sense. Far more piranhas are eaten by people than people are eaten by piranhas.  

Revised paragraph 

Although most people consider piranhas to be quite dangerous, they are, for the most part, 
entirely harmless. Piranhas rarely feed on large animals; they eat smaller fish and aquatic 
plants. When confronted with humans, piranhas' first instinct is to flee, not attack. Their fear of 
humans makes sense. Far more piranhas are eaten by people than people are eaten by piranhas. 
If the fish are well-fed, they won't bite humans.  

3) Problem: transitions are needed within the paragraph. You are probably familiar with the 
idea that transitions may be needed between paragraphs or sections in a paper (see our handout 
on this subject). Sometimes they are also helpful within the body of a single paragraph. Within a 
paragraph, transitions are often single words or short phrases that help to establish relationships 
between ideas and to create a logical progression of those ideas in a paragraph. This is especially 
likely to be true within paragraphs that discuss multiple examples. Let's take a look at a version 
of our piranha paragraph that uses transitions to orient the reader: 

Although most people consider piranhas to be quite dangerous, they are, except in two main 
situations, entirely harmless. Piranhas rarely feed on large animals; they eat smaller fish and 
aquatic plants. When confronted with humans, piranhas' instinct is to flee, not attack. But there 
are two situations in which a piranha bite is likely. The first is when a frightened piranha is lifted 
out of the water—for example, if it has been caught in a fishing net. The second is when the 
water level in pools where piranhas are living falls too low. A large number of fish may be 
trapped in a single pool, and if they are hungry, they may attack anything that enters the water. 

In this example, you can see how the phrases "the first" and "the second" help the reader follow 
the organization of the ideas in the paragraph. 
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15. Essay Structure 

Copyright 2000, Elizabeth Abrams, for the Writing Center at Harvard University 

  Writing an academic essay means fashioning a coherent set of ideas into an argument. Because 
essays are essentially linear—they offer one idea at a time—they must present their ideas in the order 
that makes most sense to a reader. Successfully structuring an essay means attending to a reader's logic.  

 The focus of such an essay predicts its structure. It dictates the information readers need to know 
and the order in which they need to receive it. Thus your essay's structure is necessarily unique to the 
main claim you're making. Although there are guidelines for constructing certain classic essay types 
(e.g., comparative analysis), there are no set formulas. 

Answering Questions:  The Parts of an Essay  

A typical essay contains many different kinds of information, often located in specialized parts or 
sections. Even short essays perform several different operations: introducing the argument, analyzing 
data, raising counter-arguments, concluding. Introductions and conclusions have fixed places, but other 
parts don't. Counter-argument, for example, may appear within a paragraph, as a free-standing section, 
as part of the beginning, or before the ending. Background material (historical context or biographical 
information, a summary of relevant theory or criticism, the definition of a key term) often appears at the 
beginning of the essay, between the introduction and the first analytical section, but might also appear 
near the beginning of the specific section to which it's relevant.   

It's helpful to think of the different essay sections as answering a series of questions your reader might 
ask when encountering your thesis. (Readers should have questions. If they don't, your thesis is most 
likely simply an observation of fact, not an arguable claim.)  

"What?"  The first question to anticipate from a reader is "what": What evidence shows that the 
phenomenon described by your thesis is true? To answer the question you must examine your evidence, 
thus demonstrating the truth of your claim. This "what" or "demonstration" section comes early in the 
essay, often directly after the introduction. Since you're essentially reporting what you've observed, this 
is the part you might have most to say about when you first start writing. But be forewarned: it shouldn't 
take up much more than a third (often much less) of your finished essay.  If it does, the essay will lack 
balance and may read as mere summary or description.  

"How?"  A reader will also want to know whether the claims of the thesis are true in all cases. The 
corresponding question is "how": How does the thesis stand up to the challenge of a counter-argument? 
How does the introduction of new material—a new way of looking at the evidence, another set of 
sources—affect the claims you're making? Typically, an essay will include at least one "how" section. 
(Call it "complication" since you're responding to a reader's complicating questions.) This section 
usually comes after the "what," but keep in mind that an essay may complicate its argument several 
times depending on its length, and that counter-argument alone may appear just about anywhere in an 
essay. 

"Why?"  Your reader will also want to know what's at stake in your claim: Why does your 
interpretation of a phenomenon matter to anyone beside you? This question addresses the larger 
implications of your thesis. It allows your readers to understand your essay within a larger context. In 
answering "why", your essay explains its own significance. Alhough you might gesture at this question 
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in your introduction, the fullest answer to it properly belongs at your essay's end. If you leave it out, 
your readers will experience your essay as unfinished—or, worse, as pointless or insular. 

Mapping an Essay 

Structuring your essay according to a reader's logic means examining your thesis and anticipating what a 
reader needs to know, and in what sequence, in order to grasp and be convinced by your argument as it 
unfolds. The easiest way to do this is to map the essay's ideas via a written narrative. Such an account 
will give you a preliminary record of your ideas, and will allow you to remind yourself at every turn of 
the reader's needs in understanding your idea.  

Essay maps ask you to predict where your reader will expect background information, counter-
argument, close analysis of a primary source, or a turn to secondary source material. Essay maps are not 
concerned with paragraphs so much as with sections of an essay. They anticipate the major 
argumentative moves you expect your essay to make. Try making your map like this: 

•   State your thesis in a sentence or two, then write another sentence saying why it's important to make 
that claim. Indicate, in other words, what a reader might learn by exploring the claim with you. Here 
you're anticipating your answer to the "why" question that you'll eventually flesh out in your conclusion. 

•   Begin your next sentence like this: "To be convinced by my claim, the first thing a reader needs to 
know is . . ." Then say why that's the first thing a reader needs to know, and name one or two items of 
evidence you think will make the case. This will start you off on answering the "what" question. 
(Alternately, you may find that the first thing your reader needs to know is some background 
information.) 

•   Begin each of the following sentences like this: "The next thing my reader needs to know is . . ."  
Once again, say why, and name some evidence. Continue until you've mapped out your essay.   

Your map should naturally take you through some preliminary answers to the basic questions of what, 
how, and why. It is not a contract, though—the order in which the ideas appear is not a rigid one. Essay 
maps are flexible; they evolve with your ideas. 

Signs of Trouble 

A common structural flaw in college essays is the "walk-through" (also labeled "summary" or 
"description"). Walk-through essays follow the structure of their sources rather than establishing their 
own. Such essays generally have a descriptive thesis rather than an argumentative one. Be wary of 
paragraph openers that lead off with "time" words ("first," "next," "after," "then") or "listing" words 
("also," "another," "in addition"). Alhough they don't always signal trouble, these paragraph openers 
often indicate that an essay's thesis and structure need work: they suggest that the essay simply 
reproduces the chronology of the source text (in the case of time words: first this happens, then that, and 
afterwards another thing . . . ) or simply lists example after example ("In addition, the use of color 
indicates another way that the painting differentiates between good and evil").  
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16. Transitions 
From the Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

 

WHAT THIS HANDOUT IS ABOUT 

In this crazy, mixed-up world of ours, transitions glue our ideas and our essays together. This handout 
will introduce you to some useful transitional expressions and help you employ them effectively. 

 

THE FUNCTION AND IMPORTANCE OF TRANSITIONS 

In both academic writing and professional writing, your goal is to convey information clearly and 
concisely, if not to convert the reader to your way of thinking. Transitions help you to achieve these 
goals by establishing logical connections between sentences, paragraphs, and sections of your papers. In 
other words, transitions tell readers what to do with the information you present to them. Whether single 
words, quick phrases or full sentences, they function as signs for readers that tell them how to think 
about, organize, and react to old and new ideas as they read through what you have written. 

Transitions signal relationships between ideas such as: “Another example coming up—stay alert!” or 
“Here’s an exception to my previous statement” or “Although this idea appears to be true, here’s the real 
story.” Basically, transitions provide the reader with directions for how to piece together your ideas into 
a logically coherent argument. Transitions are not just verbal decorations that embellish your paper by 
making it sound or read better. They are words with particular meanings that tell the reader to think and 
react in a particular way to your ideas. In providing the reader with these important cues, transitions help 
readers understand the logic of how your ideas fit together. 

 

SIGNS THAT YOU MIGHT NEED TO WORK ON YOUR TRANSITIONS 

How can you tell whether you need to work on your transitions? Here are some possible clues: 

  Your instructor has written comments like “choppy,” “jumpy,” “abrupt,” “flow,” “need 
signposts,” or “how is this related?” on your papers. 

  Your readers (instructors, friends, or classmates) tell you that they had trouble following your 
organization or train of thought. 

  You tend to write the way you think—and your brain often jumps from one idea to another 
pretty quickly. 

  You wrote your paper in several discrete “chunks” and then pasted them together. 
  You are working on a group paper; the draft you are working on was created by pasting pieces 

of several people’s writing together. 
 
 
ORGANIZATION 

Since the clarity and effectiveness of your transitions will depend greatly on how well you have 
organized your paper, you may want to evaluate your paper’s organization before you work on 
transitions. In the margins of your draft, summarize in a word or short phrase what each paragraph is 
about or how it fits into your analysis as a whole. This exercise should help you to see the order of and 
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connection between your ideas more clearly. 

If after doing this exercise you find that you still have difficulty linking your ideas together in a coherent 
fashion, your problem may not be with transitions but with organization. For help in this area (and a 
more thorough explanation of the “reverse outlining” technique described in the previous paragraph), 
please see the Writing Center’s handout on organization. 

 

HOW TRANSITIONS WORK 

The organization of your written work includes two elements: (1)the order in which you have chosen to 
present the different parts of your discussion or argument, and (2) the relationships you construct 
between these parts. Transitions cannot substitute for good organization, but they can make your 
organization clearer and easier to follow. Take a look at the following example: 

El Pais, a Latin American country, has a new democratic government after having been a dictatorship 
for many years. Assume that you want to argue that El Pais is not as democratic as the conventional 
view would have us believe. One way to effectively organize your argument would be to present the 
conventional view and then to provide the reader with your critical response to this view. So, in 
Paragraph A you would enumerate all the reasons that someone might consider El Pais highly 
democratic, while in Paragraph B you would refute these points. The transition that would establish the 
logical connection between these two key elements of your argument would indicate to the reader that 
the information in paragraph B contradicts the information in paragraph A. As a result, you might 
organize your argument, including the transition that links paragraph A with paragraph B, in the 
following manner: 

Paragraph A: points that support the view that El Pais’s new government is very democratic. 

Transition: Despite the previous arguments, there are many reasons to think that El Pais’s new 
government is not as democratic as typically believed. 

Paragraph B: points that contradict the view that El Pais’s new government is very democratic. 

In this case, the transition words “Despite the previous arguments,” suggest that the reader should not 
believe paragraph A and instead should consider the writer’s reasons for viewing El Pais’s democracy 
as suspect. 

As the example suggests, transitions can help reinforce the underlying logic of your paper’s organization 
by providing the reader with essential information regarding the relationship between your ideas. In this 
way, transitions act as the glue that binds the components of your argument or discussion into a unified, 
coherent, and persuasive whole. 

 

TYPES OF TRANSITIONS 

Now that you have a general idea of how to go about developing effective transitions in your writing, let 
us briefly discuss the types of transitions your writing will use. 

The types of transitions available to you are as diverse as the circumstances in which you need to use 
them. A transition can be a single word, a phrase, a sentence, or an entire paragraph. In each case, it 
functions the same way: first, the transition either directly summarizes the content of a preceding 
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sentence, paragraph, or section or implies such a summary (by reminding the reader of what has come 
before). Then it helps the reader anticipate or comprehend the new information that you wish to present. 

1. Transitions between sections—Particularly in longer works, it may be necessary to include 
transitional paragraphs that summarize for the reader the information just covered and specify 
the relevance of this information to the discussion in the following section. 

2. Transitions between paragraphs—If you have done a good job of arranging paragraphs so 
that the content of one leads logically to the next, the transition will highlight a relationship that 
already exists by summarizing the previous paragraph and suggesting something of the content 
of the paragraph that follows. A transition between paragraphs can be a word or two (however, 
for example, similarly), a phrase, or a sentence. Transitions can be at the end of the first 
paragraph, at the beginning of the second paragraph, or in both places. 

3. Transitions within paragraphs—As with transitions between sections and paragraphs, 
transitions within paragraphs act as cues by helping readers to anticipate what is coming before 
they read it. Within paragraphs, transitions tend to be single words or short phrases. 

 
 
TRANSITIONAL EXPRESSIONS 

Effectively constructing each transition often depends upon your ability to identify words or phrases that 
will indicate for the reader the kind of logical relationships you want to convey. The table below should 
make it easier for you to find these words or phrases. Whenever you have trouble finding a word, 
phrase, or sentence to serve as an effective transition, refer to the information in the table for assistance. 
Look in the left column of the table for the kind of logical relationship you are trying to express. Then 
look in the right column of the table for examples of words or phrases that express this logical 
relationship. 

Keep in mind that each of these words or phrases may have a slightly different meaning. Consult a 
dictionary or writer’s handbook if you are unsure of the exact meaning of a word or phrase. 

LOGICAL 
RELATIONSHIP 

TRANSITIONAL EXPRESSION 

Similarity also, in the same way, just as … so too, likewise, similarly 
Exception/Contra
st 

but, however, in spite of, on the one hand … on the other hand, nevertheless, 
nonetheless, notwithstanding, in contrast, on the contrary, still, yet 

Sequence/Order first, second, third, … next, then, finally 
Time after, afterward, at last, before, currently, during, earlier, immediately, later, 

meanwhile, now, recently, simultaneously, subsequently, then 
Example for example, for instance, namely, specifically, to illustrate 
Emphasis even, indeed, in fact, of course, truly 
Place/Position above, adjacent, below, beyond, here, in front, in back, nearby, there 
Cause and Effect accordingly, consequently, hence, so, therefore, thus 
Additional 
Support or 
Evidence 

additionally, again, also, and, as well, besides, equally important, further, 
furthermore, in addition, moreover, then 

Conclusion/Summ
ary 

finally, in a word, in brief, briefly, in conclusion, in the end, in the final 
analysis, on the whole, thus, to conclude, to summarize, in sum, to sum up, in 
summary 
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 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5 
License. You may reproduce it for non-commercial use if you use the entire handout and attribute the 
source. 



 
 
 

E. Introduction and Conclusions 
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17. Beginning the Academic Essay  

Copyright 1999, Patricia Kain, for the Writing Center at Harvard University 

The writer of the academic essay aims to persuade readers of an idea based on evidence. The beginning of 
the essay is a crucial first step in this process. In order to engage readers and establish your authority, the 
beginning of your essay has to accomplish certain business. Your beginning should introduce the essay, 
focus it, and orient readers.  

Introduce the Essay. The beginning lets your readers know what the essay is about, the topic. The essay's 
topic does not exist in a vacuum, however; part of letting readers know what your essay is about means 
establishing the essay's context, the frame within which you will approach your topic. For instance, in an 
essay about the First Amendment guarantee of freedom of speech, the context may be a particular legal 
theory about the speech right; it may be historical information concerning the writing of the amendment; it 
may be a contemporary dispute over flag burning; or it may be a question raised by the text itself. The 
point here is that, in establishing the essay's context, you are also limiting your topic. That is, you are 
framing an approach to your topic that necessarily eliminates other approaches. Thus, when you determine 
your context, you simultaneously narrow your topic and take a big step toward focusing your essay. Here's 
an example.  

When Kate Chopin's novel The Awakening was published in 1899, critics condemned the book 
as immoral. One typical critic, writing in the Providence Journal, feared that the novel might 
"fall into the hands of youth, leading them to dwell on things that only matured persons can 
understand, and promoting unholy imaginations and unclean desires" (150). A reviewer in the 
St. Louis Post- Dispatch wrote that "there is much that is very improper in it, not to say 
positively unseemly."  

The paragraph goes on. But as you can see, Chopin's novel (the topic) is introduced in the context of the 
critical and moral controversy its publication engendered.  

Focus the Essay. Beyond introducing your topic, your beginning must also let readers know what the 
central issue is. What question or problem will you be thinking about? You can pose a question that will 
lead to your idea (in which case, your idea will be the answer to your question), or you can make a thesis 
statement. Or you can do both: you can ask a question and immediately suggest the answer that your essay 
will argue. Here's an example from an essay about Memorial Hall.  

Further analysis of Memorial Hall, and of the archival sources that describe the process of 
building it, suggests that the past may not be the central subject of the hall but only a medium. 
What message, then, does the building convey, and why are the fallen soldiers of such 
importance to the alumni who built it? Part of the answer, it seems, is that Memorial Hall is an 
educational tool, an attempt by the Harvard community of the 1870s to influence the future by 
shaping our memory of their times. The commemoration of those students and graduates who 
died for the Union during the Civil War is one aspect of this alumni message to the future, but it 
may not be the central idea.  

The fullness of your idea will not emerge until your conclusion, but your beginning must clearly indicate 
the direction your idea will take, must set your essay on that road. And whether you focus your essay by 
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posing a question, stating a thesis, or combining these approaches, by the end of your beginning, readers 
should know what you're writing about, and why—and why they might want to read on.  

Orient Readers. Orienting readers, locating them in your discussion, means providing information and 
explanations wherever necessary for your readers' understanding. Orienting is important throughout your 
essay, but it is crucial in the beginning. Readers who don't have the information they need to follow your 
discussion will get lost and quit reading. (Your teachers, of course, will trudge on.) Supplying the 
necessary information to orient your readers may be as simple as answering the journalist's questions of 
who, what, where, when, how, and why. It may mean providing a brief overview of events or a summary 
of the text you'll be analyzing. If the source text is brief, such as the First Amendment, you might just 
quote it. If the text is well known, your summary, for most audiences, won't need to be more than an 
identifying phrase or two:  

In Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare's tragedy of `star-crossed lovers' destroyed by the blood feud 
between their two families, the minor characters . . .  

Questions of Length and Order. How long should the beginning be? The length should be proportionate 
to the length and complexity of the whole essay. For instance, if you're writing a five-page essay analyzing 
a single text, your beginning should be brief, no more than one or two paragraphs. On the other hand, it 
may take a couple of pages to set up a ten-page essay.  

Does the business of the beginning have to be addressed in a particular order? No, but the order should be 
logical. Usually, for instance, the question or statement that focuses the essay comes at the end of the 
beginning, where it serves as the jumping-off point for the middle, or main body, of the essay. Topic and 
context are often intertwined, but the context may be established before the particular topic is introduced. 
In other words, the order in which you accomplish the business of the beginning is flexible and should be 
determined by your purpose.  

Opening Strategies. There is still the further question of how to start. What makes a good opening? You 
can start with specific facts and information, a keynote quotation, a question, an anecdote, or an image. 
But whatever sort of opening you choose, it should be directly related to your focus. A snappy quotation 
that doesn't help establish the context for your essay or that later plays no part in your thinking will only 
mislead readers and blur your focus. Be as direct and specific as you can be. This means you should avoid 
two types of openings: 

• The history-of-the-world (or long-distance) opening, which aims to establish a context for the essay 
by getting a long running start: "Ever since the dawn of civilized life, societies have struggled to 
reconcile the need for change with the need for order." What are we talking about here, political 
revolution or a new brand of soft drink? Get to it.  

• The funnel opening (a variation on the same theme), which starts with something broad and general 
and "funnels" its way down to a specific topic. If your essay is an argument about state-mandated 
prayer in public schools, don't start by generalizing about religion; start with the specific topic at 
hand.  

Remember. After working your way through the whole draft, testing your thinking against the evidence, 
perhaps changing direction or modifying the idea you started with, go back to your beginning and make 
sure it still provides a clear focus for the essay. Then clarify and sharpen your focus as needed. Clear, 
direct beginnings rarely present themselves ready-made; they must be written, and rewritten, into the sort 
of sharp-eyed clarity that engages readers and establishes your authority.  
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18. Conclusions 

From The Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

What this handout is about 

This handout will explain the functions of conclusions, offer strategies for writing effective ones, 
help you evaluate your drafted conclusions, and suggest conclusion strategies to avoid. 

About conclusions 

Introductions and conclusions can be the most difficult parts of papers to write. While the body is 
often easier to write, it needs a frame around it. An introduction and conclusion frame your thoughts 
and bridge your ideas for the reader. 

Just as your introduction acts as a bridge that transports your readers from their own lives into the 
"place" of your analysis, your conclusion can provide a bridge to help your readers make the 
transition back to their daily lives. Such a conclusion will help them see why all your analysis and 
information should matter to them after they put the paper down. 

Your conclusion is your chance to have the last word on the subject. The conclusion allows you to 
have the final say on the issues you have raised in your paper, to summarize your thoughts, to 
demonstrate the importance of your ideas, and to propel your reader to a new view of the subject. It 
is also your opportunity to make a good final impression and to end on a positive note. 

Your conclusion can go beyond the confines of the assignment. The conclusion pushes beyond the 
boundaries of the prompt and allows you to consider broader issues, make new connections, and 
elaborate on the significance of your findings. 

Your conclusion should make your readers glad they read your paper. Your conclusion gives your 
reader something to take away that will help them see things differently or appreciate your topic in 
personally relevant ways. It can suggest broader implications that will not only interest your reader, 
but also enrich your reader's life in some way. It is your gift to the reader. 

Strategies for writing an effective conclusion 

One or more of the following strategies may help you write an effective conclusion. 

• Play the "So What" Game. If you're stuck and feel like your conclusion isn't saying anything 
new or interesting, ask a friend to read it with you. Whenever you make a statement from 
your conclusion, ask the friend to say, "So what?" or "Why should anybody care?" Then 
ponder that question and answer it. Here's how it might go: 

You: Basically, I'm just saying that education was important to Douglass. 
Friend: So what? 
You: Well, it was important because it was a key to him feeling like a free 
and equal citizen. 
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Friend: Why should anybody care? 
You: That's important because plantation owners tried to keep slaves from 
being educated so that they could maintain control. When Douglass obtained 
an education, he undermined that control personally. 

You can also use this strategy on your own, asking yourself "So What?" as you develop your 
ideas or your draft. 

• Return to the theme or themes in the introduction. This strategy brings the reader full circle. 
For example, if you begin by describing a scenario, you can end with the same scenario as 
proof that your essay is helpful in creating a new understanding. You may also refer to the 
introductory paragraph by using key words or parallel concepts and images that you also 
used in the introduction. 

• Synthesize, don't summarize: Include a brief summary of the paper's main points, but don't 
simply repeat things that were in your paper. Instead, show your reader how the points you 
made and the support and examples you used fit together. Pull it all together. 

• Include a provocative insight or quotation from the research or reading you did for your 
paper. 

• Propose a course of action, a solution to an issue, or questions for further study. This can 
redirect your reader's thought process and help her to apply your info and ideas to her own 
life or to see the broader implications. 

• Point to broader implications. For example, if your paper examines the Greensboro sit-ins or 
another event in the Civil Rights Movement, you could point out its impact on the Civil 
Rights Movement as a whole. A paper about the style of writer Virginia Woolf could point 
to her influence on other writers or on later feminists. 

Strategies to avoid 

• Beginning with an unnecessary, overused phrase such as "in conclusion," "in summary," or 
"in closing." Although these phrases can work in speeches, they come across as wooden and 
trite in writing. 

• Stating the thesis for the very first time in the conclusion. 
• Introducing a new idea or subtopic in your conclusion. 
• Ending with a rephrased thesis statement without any substantive changes. 
• Making sentimental, emotional appeals that are out of character with the rest of an analytical 

paper. 
• Including evidence (quotations, statistics, etc.) that should be in the body of the paper. 

Four kinds of ineffective conclusions 

1. The "That's My Story and I'm Sticking to It" Conclusion. This conclusion just restates the 
thesis and is usually painfully short. It does not push the ideas forward. People write this 
kind of conclusion when they can't think of anything else to say. Example: In conclusion, 
Frederick Douglass was, as we have seen, a pioneer in American education, proving that 
education was a major force for social change with regard to slavery. 

2. The "Sherlock Holmes" Conclusion. Sometimes writers will state the thesis for the very first 
time in the conclusion. You might be tempted to use this strategy if you don't want to give 
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everything away too early in your paper. You may think it would be more dramatic to keep 
the reader in the dark until the end and then "wow" him with your main idea, as in a 
Sherlock Holmes mystery. The reader, however, does not expect a mystery, but an analytical 
discussion of your topic in an academic style, with the main argument (thesis) stated up 
front. Example: (After a paper that lists numerous incidents from the book but never says 
what these incidents reveal about Douglass and his views on education): So, as the evidence 
above demonstrates, Douglass saw education as a way to undermine the slaveholders' power 
and also an important step toward freedom. 

3. The "America the Beautiful"/"I Am Woman"/"We Shall Overcome" Conclusion. This kind 
of conclusion usually draws on emotion to make its appeal, but while this emotion and even 
sentimentality may be very heartfelt, it is usually out of character with the rest of an 
analytical paper. A more sophisticated commentary, rather than emotional praise, would be a 
more fitting tribute to the topic. Example: Because of the efforts of fine Americans like 
Frederick Douglass, countless others have seen the shining beacon of light that is education. 
His example was a torch that lit the way for others. Frederick Douglass was truly an 
American hero. 

4. The "Grab Bag" Conclusion. This kind of conclusion includes extra information that the 
writer found or thought of but couldn't integrate into the main paper. You may find it hard to 
leave out details that you discovered after hours of research and thought, but adding random 
facts and bits of evidence at the end of an otherwise-well-organized essay can just create 
confusion. Example: In addition to being an educational pioneer, Frederick Douglass 
provides an interesting case study for masculinity in the American South. He also offers 
historians an interesting glimpse into slave resistance when he confronts Covey, the 
overseer. His relationships with female relatives reveal the importance of family in the slave 
community. 

Works consulted 

We consulted these works while writing the original version of this handout. This is not a comprehensive list of 
resources on the handout's topic, and we encourage you to do your own research to find the latest publications on this 
topic. Please do not use this list as a model for the format of your own reference list, as it may not match the citation 
style you are using. For guidance on formatting citations, please see the UNC Libraries citation tutorial.  

All quotations are from: 

Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, edited and with introduction by  

 

Strategies for Writing a Conclusion. Literacy Education Online, St. Cloud State University. 18 May 2005 
<http://leo.stcloudstate.edu/acadwrite/conclude.html>. 

Conclusions. Nesbitt-Johnston Writing Center, Hamilton College. 17 May 2005 
<http://www.hamilton.edu/academic/Resource/WC/SampleConclusions.html>. 

 
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5 
License. 
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F. Revising 
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19. Revising the Draft 
   
Copyright Laura Saltz, 1998, and the President and Fellows of Harvard College, for the Writing 

Center at Harvard University. 

Having drafted your essay, you have gained the perspective of hindsight. Was the subject matter more 
complex than you anticipated? Did your preconceived ideas prove less interesting than discoveries you 
made while writing? Would you like to revise, but feel uncertain about how to do so?  

How to revise:  

• Put your draft aside. Time away from your essay will allow for more objective self-evaluation. 
• Get feedback. Since you already know what you're trying to say, you aren't always the best judge 

of where the draft is clear or unclear. Let another reader tell you. Then discuss aloud what you 
were trying to achieve. In articulating for someone else what you meant to argue, you will clarify 
ideas for yourself. 

• Construct a backward-outline of your essay. Identify the main idea(s) in each paragraph. Rank 
their importance in advancing your thesis. Consider connections between and among ideas. 

• Rethink your thesis. Based on what you did in the previous step, restructure your argument: 
reorder your points, cut irrelevancies or redundancies, add complications and implications. You 
may want to return to the text for additional evidence. 

• Now that you know what you're really arguing, work on the introduction and conclusion. Make 
sure to begin your paragraphs with topic sentences, linking idea(s) in each paragraph to those 
proposed in the thesis. 

• Proofread. Aim for precision and economy in language. Read aloud so you can hear stylistic 
infelicities. (Your ear will pick up what your eye has missed.) 

 

As you revise your work, keep the following principles in mind:  

• Revision entails rethinking your thesis. Because clarity of vision is the result of experience, it is 
unreasonable to expect to come up with the best thesis possible—one that clearly accounts for 
the complexities of the issue at hand—before beginning a draft, or even during a first draft. The 
best theses evolve; they are the products of the kind of precise thinking that is only possible to 
achieve by writing. Successful revision involves bringing your thesis into focus—or, changing it 
altogether. 

• Revision entails making structural changes. Drafting is usually a process of discovering an idea 
or argument. Your argument will not become clearer if you only tinker with individual sentences. 
Successful revision involves bringing the strongest ideas to the front of the essay, reordering the 
main points, cutting irrelevant sections, adding implications. It also involves making the 
argument's structure visible by strengthening topic sentences and transitions. 

• Revision takes time. Avoid shortcuts: the reward for sustained effort is a clearer, more 
persuasive, more sophisticated essay than a first draft can be. 
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20. Reorganizing drafts 

From The Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

What this handout is about 

This handout gives you strategies to help you rethink your draft's organization. 

Prerequisites 

Two prerequisites will help you reorganize your draft. One is vital: a working thesis statement to give 
you a focus for organizing. The other thing you might want to check before you begin is your paragraph 
development. It will be easier to reorganize your ideas if they are all fully fleshed out. 

Strategies 

Here are five effective strategies you can use to reorganize: reverse outlining, talking it out, sectioning, 
listing and narrowing your argument, and visualizing. Read through all of them before you begin and 
decide which seems like the best fit for your current needs. 

Strategy 1. Reverse outlining 

Let's say your paper is about Mark Twain's novel, Huckleberry Finn. Your thesis is: 
"Through its contrasting river and shore scenes, Twain's Huckleberry Finn suggests 
that to find the true expression of American democratic ideals, one must leave 
'civilized' society and go back to nature." You feel uncertain whether your paper really 
follows through on the thesis as promised. 

Your paper may benefit from reverse outlining, to make sure it delivers on its promising thesis. A 
"reverse" outline is one you make after you have written a draft. Your aim is to create an outline of what 
you've already written, as opposed to the kind of outline that you make before you begin to write. The 
reverse outline will help you evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of both your organization and your 
argument. You will be able to see how your ideas are arranged, look for gaps in your reasoning, identify 
unnecessary repetition, check whether you are answering all parts of the assignment prompt, identify 
places that need transitions, and tell whether you are presenting ideas in a logical order.  

Read the draft and take notes 

Read your draft over, and as you do so, make very brief notes in the margin about what 
each paragraph is trying to accomplish. You may find it helpful to number your 
paragraphs; if you decide that your organization needs some changes, the numbers will 
make it easier to locate paragraphs and move them around.  

If you are concerned that your paragraphs may not be unified (that is, that you are talking 
about more than one main idea in each paragraph), you can make a more detailed reverse 
outline that includes a note about the main idea of each sentence. This will ultimately 
help you decide where to break your paragraphs so that each one sticks to one main idea. 

Make the outline 
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After you've gone through the entire draft, make your outline by transferring your brief 
notes to a fresh sheet of paper, listing them in the order in which they appear. You can 
write in whatever style you are comfortable using; it's o.k. to write in sentence fragments 
or use abbreviations, since you are the only person who will be using the outline. Make 
sure you are creating an outline of what is actually in your paper, rather than what you 
intended to have in it or think should be in it! A reverse outline of your paper about 
Huckleberry Finn might look something like this: 

• Paragraph 1: Intro. Thesis: "Through its contrasting river and shore scenes, 
Twain's Huckleberry Finn suggests that to find the true expression of American 
democratic ideals, one must leave 'civilized' society and go back to nature."  

• Paragraph 2: Background on Huck Finn 
• Paragraph 3: River for Huck and Jim. Also shore for Jim. 
• Paragraph 4: Shore for Huck. Shore and laws for Jim. 
• Paragraph 5: Shore and family, school. 
• Paragraph 6: River and freedom, democracy. 
• Paragraph 7: River and shore similarities. 
• Paragraph 8: Conclusion. 

After making the outline, take a break for a few minutes! 

Examine the outline 

Now it's time to focus on your outline. Look at each point and ask yourself questions that 
address your top concerns.  

• If you are worried about coherence, you can ask: 
How is this idea related to my thesis? 
How is this idea related to the ideas that come before and after it? 

• If you are worried about repetition, you can ask: 
Do the same words or phrases appear in several places here? 
If so, could I eliminate or combine some of the paragraphs or sentences? 

• If you are concerned about overall logic and transitions, you can ask: 
Is this the order I would use if I were explaining my idea to a friend in 
conversation? Will this order be easy for readers to follow?  
Why did I put the ideas in this order—what was my organizing principle? 
Are there places where I seem to suddenly change topics or bring up a new idea? 
If so, do those places have strong transitions? 
Did I follow the order my thesis suggests, and did I include everything the thesis 
promised to cover? 

• If you are concerned about answering the prompt, you can ask: 
If I look at the prompt as a checklist, did I answer all of the questions in the 
prompt? 
Do I have the right balance between different parts of the assignment (for 
example, have I balanced my summary of someone else's argument and my 
criticisms of the argument)? 

Feel free to create more questions that address your concerns about the particular paper 
you are working on. 
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Let's go back to our Huckleberry Finn example for a moment. There seems to be a lot of 
repetition in our reverse outline—the word "shore" comes up in almost every paragraph. 
You may have noticed other issues, too. If you revise, what are some of your options? 

1. You might decide that you want to combine all the shore scenes into a single 
section, so all the paragraphs on that topic are adjacent to each other. 

2. You might decide to give "shore for Jim" its own paragraph, instead of having it 
as an add-on in paragraph 3. 

3. You might end up dropping the discussion of the law for Jim, if you decide it is 
off-topic. 

You might decide to move your discussion of the similarities between the shore 
and the river to an earlier point in the paper. 

4. You might decide you need a new paragraph to address an idea you forgot to 
include. 

Your revised outline might look like this:  

1. Paragraph 1: Intro. Thesis: "Through its contrasting river and shore 
scenes, Twain's Huckleberry Finn suggests that to find the true 
expression of American democratic ideals, one must leave 
'civilized' society and go back to nature."  

o Paragraph 2: Define American democratic ideals and how 
they're truly expressed 

o Paragraph 3: River and shore similarities 
o Paragraph 4: River for Huck and Jim (river=nature) 
o Paragraph 5: Shore for Huck and Jim (shore=civilization) 
o Paragraph 6:Shore, family, and school 
o Paragraph 7: River, freedom, and democracy 
o Paragraph 8: Conclusion. 

Re-examine the thesis, the outline, and the draft together 

Look closely at the outline and see how well it supports the argument in your thesis 
statement. You should be able to see which paragraphs need rewriting, reordering, or 
rejecting. You may find that some paragraphs are tangential or irrelevant to the focus of 
your argument or that some paragraphs have more than one idea and need reworking. 
You might also decide that you need to revise your thesis statement to better fit what you 
ended up discussing in the body of your draft. 

Once you are happy with your outline, go back to your draft and make the necessary 
changes. It's wise to finish all of the changes to your organization before you begin 
proofreading.  
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Strategy 2. Talking it out 

Let's say you're writing about Franklin Delano Roosevelt's New Deal, and your working 
thesis is: "The New Deal was actually a conservative defense of American 
capitalism." 

Since we are more accustomed to talking than to writing, the way we explain things out loud often 
makes more sense both to us and to our audience than the way we first write them down. Talking 
through your ideas can help you reorganize your draft. 

Find a friend, your TA, your professor, a relative, a Writing Center tutor, or any sympathetic and 
intelligent listener 

Your listener does not need to be an expert on the subject matter your paper addresses.  

Explain what your paper is about 

Pay attention to how you explain your argument. Chances are that the order in which you 
present your ideas and evidence to your listener is a logical way to arrange them in your 
paper. Let's say that you begin by describing your working thesis. As you continue to 
explain, you realize that one of the first things you talked about was private enterprise—
but your draft doesn't address this subject until the last two paragraphs. You may realize 
that you need to discuss private enterprise near the beginning of your paper. 

Take notes or record the conversation 

You and your listener should keep track of the way you explain your paper. Written notes 
are extremely helpful—you won't be able to remember all the details of your 
conversation. Compare the structure of the argument in the notes you or your listener take 
to the structure of the draft you've written. 

Another good strategy to try is recording your conversation using a tape recorder, digital 
voice recorder, computer microphone, or iPod and microphone. This will allow you to 
talk without worrying about taking notes. Later, you can review the conversation and 
make changes to your draft.  

Get your listener to ask questions 

It is in your interest as a writer to receive constructive criticism so that your draft will 
become stronger. You want your listener to say things like, "Would you mind explaining 
that point about being both conservative and liberal again? I wasn't sure I followed" or 
"What kind of economic principle is government relief? Is it communist? Archaic?" or "I 
thought I knew where your argument was going, and I wasn't expecting you to bring up 
that issue." Questions you can't answer may signal an unnecessary tangent or an area 
needing further development in the draft. Questions you need to think about will probably 
make you realize that you need to explain more in your paper. In short, you want to know 
that your listener fully understands you; if he or she does not, chances are your readers 
won't, either. 
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Strategy 3: Sectioning 

Let's say you're working on a paper on euthanasia. Your thesis is: "Voluntary 
euthanasia for terminally ill patients is justified on the grounds that it reflects 
humane values, respects individual autonomy, avoids needless costs, and reduces 
suffering." 

Sectioning works particularly well for long papers where you will be contending with a number of ideas 
and a complicated argument. It's also useful if you are having difficulty deciding on the goals of each 
paragraph. 

Put paragraphs under section headings 

Your argument has four main categories of support. Put each of your paragraphs into one 
of the four categories: values, autonomy, costs, and reduction of suffering. If any 
paragraph (besides the introduction or conclusion) fits into two categories or all three, 
you may need to look at our paragraph development handout. Ideally, each paragraph 
should have just one central idea. If some paragraphs don't fit any category, then they 
probably don't belong in the paper. 

Re-examine each section 

Assuming you have more than one paragraph under each section, try to distinguish 
between them. For example, under "humane values," you might have listed an argument 
in favor of euthanasia, a counterargument, and a reply to the counterargument that 
strengthens your position. Or perhaps you have two separate arguments under "humane 
values" that can be distinguished from each other by author, logic, ethical principles 
invoked, etc. Write down the distinctions—they will help you formulate clear topic 
sentences. If a single paragraph includes several arguments or points—for example, two 
arguments and one counterargument—you probably need to revisit paragraph 
development. You may be trying to do too many different things within a single 
paragraph. 

Re-examine the entire argument 

Which section do you want to appear first? Why? Which second? Why? In what order 
should the paragraphs appear in each section? Look for an order that makes the strongest 
possible argument. 

 

Strategy 4: Listing and narrowing your argument 

Let's say you're writing a history paper, and your working thesis is this: "While both 
sides fought the Civil War over the issue of slavery, the North fought for moral 
reasons, while the South fought to preserve its own institutions." 

For this paper, what might be giving you trouble with organization is that you've created some very 
broad categories to work with (slavery, morality, institutions). They're all relevant to the Civil War, but 
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there's only so much you can do in a three-, five-, or even ten-page paper. If you look more closely, you 
can narrow your argument by finding more specific terms; narrowing your argument will, in turn, help 
you rethink your organization. 

In a compare and contrast paper like this one, where you distinguish between and explain two sides of 
an issue, listing can help clarify both the organization and the argument. 

Make a list 

In two columns, list the reasons why each side fought the Civil War, limiting yourself to 
reasons you address (however briefly) in your draft. Let's say you come up with the 
following: 

North South 
slavery slavery 
moral issues self government 
humane treatment right to property 
against tyranny against tyranny 
against oppression of slaves against federal government oppression 

As you can see, some of the issues pertain to both sides and some just to one or the other. 
Thus, the listing process should relatively quickly confirm whether the draft obeys the 
argument laid out in the working thesis. 

Re-examine the thesis 

You can now see that the draft offers clearer terms for your argument. A revised thesis 
statement might now read: Both sides believed they fought against tyranny and 
oppression, but while the South fought for the political and economic rights of slave 
owners, the North fought for the human rights of slaves. This revised thesis offers more 
specifics, which should help you organize your draft more successfully by narrowing the 
scope. 

Re-examine the draft's general structure 

It seems from the list and the revised thesis statement that you probably want to establish 
the similarities first and then explain the differences. Check your draft; did you begin 
with the similarities and then move on to the differences? If not, you need to reorganize. 

Reorganize the argument 

You still need to ask yourself which differences are most important. The order in which 
you present your points generally reflects a hierarchy of significance for your readers to 
follow. 
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Strategy 5: Visualizing 

Many people find that a visual technique called clustering, mapping, or webbing is a good tool for 
rethinking a draft's organization. We tell you how to use these techniques in our handout on 
brainstorming. 

When you are working on reorganizing a draft, clustering, mapping, or webbing can help you visually 
connect the points in your draft. Mapping your draft helps you see its structure in a new way: you'll get a 
clearer sense of the location and arrangement of your ideas. As a result, it should be easier to make 
editorial choices that will lead to a more cohesive final draft.  

 

Final thoughts 

Learning new strategies for reorganizing your drafts will greatly strengthen your writing process. Most 
writers find that their ideas develop as they write and that outlines made during the pre-writing stage 
don't always reflect the structure of the completed draft. Taking the time to examine and, if necessary, 
rework your organization after writing your first draft will result in a final paper that is easier for readers 
to follow. We hope the techniques suggested in this handout will help you get things organized! 

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5 License. 
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G. Performing Research 
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21. Performing Research At UC Berkeley 
 

By Sarah Ruth Lorenz, UC Berkeley, 2012 
 
Before you start: Be sure you are using a computer that has access to all of the electronic 
resources to which the library subscribes. Either use an on-campus computer, or, even better, 
configure your own computer to use the university's proxy server. See easy instructions at: 
www.lib.berkeley.edu/Help/proxy.html  
 
 
Now go to the library website, www.lib.berkeley.edu. Here you find links to all of the library's 
resources. Research involves using a few different tools to find different kinds of material. 
Here are three categories of secondary sources that will be useful for you in an R&C course: 
 
 

1) Books: Some books provide a general overview of a writer's life, work and historical 
context, but more frequently they approach a writer or a series of writers from a particular 
interpretive angle. Books provide a certain depth that is lacking in articles, but they also 
demand more time. If your research time is limited, you might find it most practical to read 
only the introduction or only the chapter that treats your topic. 
• To find full-length books, use UC Berkeley's online catalog, Oskicat. (Melvyl is a catalog 
of all the UC libraries. There's no need for you to use Melvyl unless you're looking for 
something very rare.) Once you find and select an item, Oskicat will give you the name of a 
library and a call number for the book. For this class, the books you need will be either in 
the Main (Gardner) Stacks, in Moffit, or at the off-site NRLF facility. If the book is at NRLF, 
you need to request the book online and wait a day for it to arrive. If it is available on 
campus, go to the library and look at a map to find out where on the shelves the needed 
call number is located. A few books may be available in digital format; if so, Oskicat will 
provide the link. 
 
2) Articles: Scholarly articles offer a relatively concise argument on a specific topic. 
• To find articles published in scholarly journals, look in an article database. In literary 
studies, the leading database is the MLA International Bibliography. Find it by clicking on 
"electronic resources" and then searching for "MLA." If you are off-campus, you may need 
to log in to the proxy server to access the database. Once you find an interesting-looking 
article, you need to track down the full text. Very many articles are available electronically 
from one of numerous organizations that archive scholarly work (e.g. JSTOR, Project 
Muse). For a few articles, on the other hand, you will need to physically retrieve the journal 
from the library. In order to find the article, you can click on "UC e-links" in the right-side 
column from within the MLA database and follow directions. Or, you can switch over to 
Oskicat and search the journal's title, not the article's title. Remember that Oskicat does not 
index individual articles and individual article authors; it indexes the titles of periodicals. 
Oskicat will tell you which years of the periodical are available electronically and where. 
 
3) Encyclopedias and general reference works: When you're starting out and just need to 
orient yourself, you might wish to read an entry from an encyclopedia specific to the field. 
Encyclopedias not only provide basic contextual information, but also often provide a 
select bibliography, which may be more useful to you than having 600 options pop up after 
you perform a search in a catalog. 
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• A useful encyclopedic resource in our field is the Literature Resource Center; you can 
find it by clicking on "Electronic Resources" from the library's home page and then 
searching by title. 
 
 
 

Research is an exploratory, trial and error process. As you gain experience, you will establish 
a combination of methods that work well for you. Here are a few tips. 
 
• Skilled, flexible use of database search functions is essential to successful research. 
Improper search techniques can lead to frustration or cause you to overlook large amounts of 
excellent material. The trick is to be neither too narrow nor too broad in your search. For 
example, searching for "Chekhov" in a general keyword field may give you too many records, 
including, for example, articles authored by anyone in any academic field whose last name 
happens to be "Chekhov." On the other hand, if you enter "Chekhov" and "Seagull" in the title 
field, you may miss many useful articles, since an article on Chekhov's Seagull may not have 
both of those exact words in the title. (There might be a good article on Seagull and Uncle Vanya 
called "Moments of Silence in Chekhov," but your search would miss that. Or an article might 
use the Russian title of the play, e.g. "The Artistic Persona in Chaika.") Use your own common 
sense as you search, and try multiple approaches. A good idea might be to search for both 
"Chekhov" and "Seagull" in the subject field. Then you will find articles that include a 
substantial discussion of Chekhov's play, while excluding articles that talk about seagull 
imagery in contemporary North American art, for example. 
 
• Sometimes browsing in the physical library stacks can help you find good materials 
without having to sort through a maze of search results. To find out where to start, go to 
Oskicat and do a general search, e.g. for books with "Chekhov" in the title. If you see a very 
similar call number appearing repeatedly (for language and literature, it should start with "P"), 
you can assume this is where most of the books on Chekhov are located. Go to that part of the 
Main Stacks or the Moffit stacks and browse. The Moffit selection is much more limited than 
that found in the Main Stacks, but it gives you a more "curated" experience—the books in 
Moffit are foundational, well-respected texts in the field that are expected to be useful to an 
undergraduate student. You can also go to the beautiful North Reading Room on floor two of 
Doe library and browse the reference collection. In the "P" section you might find a glossary of 
literary terms, a biographical dictionary of English dramatists, or a glossary of characters who 
appear in Russian literature. 
 
• You might start your research by looking at the bibliography for 2-3 of the most recent 
articles written on your topic. Look at the works cited list to find suggestions for further 
research. In particular, take note of sources that are cited by more than one researcher—these 
are probably some of the most useful, standard, well-respected sources in the field. 
 
• Most secondary sources offer a mixture of information and argument. You need some of 
both to write a good research paper. "Information" provides you with some foundational 
knowledge about your topic. When writing about literature, for example, it helps to 
understand something about the historical and cultural situation from which the text emerged. 
"Argument," on the other hand, gives you opinions rather than facts. An encounter with the 
interpretations and insights of other readers can help you make your own thesis stronger.  
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22. Evaluating Print Sources 
From the Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

 

WHAT THIS HANDOUT IS ABOUT 

This handout will discuss strategies to evaluate secondary printed sources—books, journal articles, 
magazines, etc.—based on three criteria: objectivity, authority, and applicability to your particular 
assignment. Printed sources, whether primary or secondary, provide the evidence for most of the 
academic essays you will write in college. Non-print sources, such as webpages, works of art 
(performance and fine), and interviews often provide significant source material for analysis but are not 
covered in this handout. 

INTRODUCTION 

At some point in your college career, you will be asked to write a research paper. While you may 
associate research papers with history or political science classes, the study of most disciplines involves 
the collection and interpretation of data with the intent of making and supporting an argument. To do 
this, you must use some printed texts, whether they are primary documents or secondary sources that 
analyze primary sources. 

If you have never written a research paper at the college level, the process may appear daunting. The 
first step, of course, is to develop a topic that investigates a problem important to your discipline. For 
this, talk to your instructor or the library Reference staff and check out our handouts on understanding 
assignments, constructing thesis statements, and argument in academic writing. 

So you come up with a good idea and head to the library to begin research. UNC’s Davis Library 
contains over five million books and journals. Which ones are useful to your study? What if the 
information they present is false, outdated, or biased to the point of inaccuracy? How can you tell? This 
handout will help answer these questions. 

Researchers approach an unfamiliar source and ask questions of it with the intention of discovering 
clues that will tell them if they can trust the source and if it can add anything to the argument. The steps 
that are outlined below may appear drawn-out and perfunctory to some; each step is outlined in detail so 
that both novice and advanced researchers can benefit. It will help you approach your sources more 
carefully and critically. 

 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCES 

This handout will focus on how to evaluate secondary sources, but the critical skills you learn here will 
help in analyzing primary sources too. Before we can get to secondary sources, we need to differentiate 
primary from secondary sources. Primary sources come in various shapes and sizes, and often you have 
to do a little bit of research about the source to make sure you have correctly identified it. 

In a nutshell, a primary source was produced at the same time that the events described in the source 
took place. Sound easy? In most cases it is. Here are some examples and problem areas: 

  Diaries and letters written by people who were participants in the actions they describe are easy 
to classify as primary sources, but what about memoirs or autobiographies? These are usually 
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written well after the events took place and often will tell you more about the period in which 
they were written than about the period they describe. 

  What about newspapers? The author of an article presents an interpretation, but if the article 
reports current events, it is primary. If the article reports past events, it is secondary. Keep in 
mind that an article about a past event can present valuable primary evidence concerning the 
author’s context. 

  What about fiction? If you are studying the novel or poem for its own sake, it is a primary 
source. If you are using the novel or poem as evidence—a historical novel, for example—it is a 
secondary source. In the same vein, a 19th-century history textbook can be considered a 
primary source if you are studying how the work was influenced by the period in which it was 
written or how it fits into a continuum of historical analysis (that is called historiography). 

 
Check out this table to help differentiate primary and secondary sources. 

Primary Secondary 
The Tempest by William Shakespeare An article that analyzes the motif of the ‘savage other’ in 

The Tempest. 
The Diary of Anne Frank A book about the Holocaust 
The Declaration of Independence A biography of Thomas Jefferson 
Population statistics on Ethiopia from 
The World Factbook 

An article titled “The impact of population growth on 
infant mortality in Ethiopia.” 

Secondary sources will inform most of your writing in college. You will often be asked to research your 
topic using primary sources, but secondary sources will tell you which primary sources you should use 
and will help you interpret those primary sources. To use them well, however, you need to think 
critically about them. 

There are two parts of a source that you need to analyze: the text itself and the argument within the text. 

 

EVALUATING THE TEXT 

You evaluate a text to determine the objectivity of the author and the credibility of the work. Do not 
assume that your sole motive or goal is to eliminate sources. While this may be a consequence of your 
analysis, your goal should be to understand the context of the work so you can assess how it can inform 
your argument. To do this, you must analyze the text according to three criteria: the author, the 
publisher, and the date of publication. 

Author 
Remember back at the beginning of this handout I wrote that critically analyzing sources is all 
about asking questions? Well, here is where you show off that skill. The next time you pick up a 
book in the library, look at the author’s name. Have you heard of her? Do you know if he is cited 
in other books on the subject? Has your instructor mentioned the author’s name? Is she affiliated 
with a university (which may or may not add to her authority)? Does the author acknowledge an 
organizational affiliation? The acknowledgements and preface are good places to get the answers 
to most of these questions. 
 

Publisher 
The questions you will ask about the publisher are similar to those asked about the author. Look 
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in the first few pages of the book for the copyright and publisher information. Did a university 
press—for example, UNC Press, UT Press—publish the text? Did a popular press—Jones and 
Bartlett, Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich—publish it? You can be relatively sure that if a university 
press published the book, it has been held to a high academic standard. Popular presses differ in 
their standards. You may have to look at other aspects of the book (see below for tips on 
identifying tone and audience) or look at other books produced by the same publisher to judge 
the credibility of the text. Remember, you are not looking for ways to exclude works. Rather, 
you are trying to understand the context in which the book was written so you can better analyze 
its content. 

 
Date of Publication 

If you are researching a current issue, it stands to reason that you want the most up-to-date 
sources you can find. If your topic is not so current, it is often acceptable to go back ten or even 
twenty years for your sources. If there is a more recent book on the same topic, make sure that 
you look at it. Maybe the author found new evidence that drastically alters the argument of the 
first book. The age of a work can be easy to determine, but it is sometimes tricky. The page that 
has all the publisher’s information has a copyright date. Has the work been translated? If so, that 
date is probably the date of the translation. Is there more than one date listed on the page? In that 
case, you probably have a newer edition. If so, the author wrote most of the book at the time of 
the first date of publication, although new information may have been added since then. 

 
 
OBJECTIVITY 

After analyzing the text, you may find some bias. That does not mean you should discard it. Perhaps the 
author thanks an anti-homosexual religious organization for funding his research on same-sex marriages. 
You may be tempted to toss the book aside because you feel that a biased work will not provide the 
‘facts.’ But you may be missing out on some good evidence. No secondary work is going to give you the 
‘facts.’ Secondary sources provide interpretations of primary data. Every interpretation is influenced by 
the author’s context. Find out where the author is coming from and use the evidence accordingly. For 
example, the book about same-sex marriages funded by the Southern Baptist Convention may provide a 
clear presentation of the conservative side of the issue. Paired with a book that provides a liberal 
interpretation, the conservative book may provide valuable information about the various positions 
within the discussion. 

 

EVALUATING AN ARGUMENT 

Analyzing the author, publisher, and age of the text provides a good place to start your analysis. You 
should not stop there, however. You have to move beyond the appraisal of the text and begin to analyze 
the content. To do this, you can use the same technique of asking questions and searching for responses. 

Applicability 
Is the work applicable to your study? The first place to look for answers is the table of contents. A 
book can have a great title but then can be full of tangential ideas or take an approach that simply 
may not add to your study. The next place to check out is the index. The index is a wonderful 
resource for researchers. You can use it to quickly jump to particular passages if your topic is well 
defined. More often, you’ll scan the index to get a feel for the authority and scope of the text. Often 
you can learn most of what a book can tell you by reading the preface and the introduction and 
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scanning the table of contents and index. 

Argument 
Analyzing the argument gets to the heart of a critical approach to your sources. While this task may 
seem daunting at first, here are some tips and techniques you can learn to make it a lot easier. 

• Is the information supported by evidence? Take a good look at the footnotes or endnotes. 
What kinds of sources did the author use? Does the bibliography mention the important books 
in the field? 
• What is the major claim or thesis of the book or article? Is it clear what the author is trying to 
prove? 
• What are the primary assumptions on which the author bases the argument’s main claim? Do 
you agree with those assumptions? Is the author taking too much liberty in making those 
assumptions? 
• Check out the Book Review Index in the Reference section of the library. Read what other 
scholars have written about this book. Are the reviews generally positive? Do they consider the 
book useful or important to the field? This is not considered cheating. On the contrary, it will 
enable you to read the book with your eyes open, so to speak. 
 

Audience 
An analysis of the audience can tell you a lot about how much authority a book or article can claim. 
Most of what you uncovered in your analysis of the text will inform your judgment of the intended 
audience. You can find out more by looking at how the book is written and what type of format it is 
written in. Is the work full of technical terms or graphs? Then the audience may be academic. Is the 
language very simple with lots of pictures? Then the audience may be a younger crowd, or the book 
may be intended for light reading. If you are reading a newspaper or magazine, look at the 
advertisements. Who does the publisher hope will read the source? An advertisement for Lexus 
automobiles or Johnny Walker Red scotch in “Newsweek” may indicate a wealthy, educated (and 
possibly male) audience. An advertisement in “People” for Tommy Hilfiger or Pepsi may indicate a 
different audience. 

Tone 
The tone of a book is how the author represents himself or herself through language. Strong and 
impassioned language may indicate to you that the author is too emotionally connected to the work 
to provide an objective analysis. Most academic authors try to appear impartial in their writing by 
always writing in the third person and staying away from loaded adjectives. Here are some questions 
you can ask about the author’s tone: 

• Does the author’s language seem impartial to you? Are wild claims made? Is a lot of 
emotional language used? 
• Does the author remain focused on the argument? Does he or she jump from point to point 
without completing any thoughts? 
• Does the author seem objective? Does the information appear to be propaganda to you? Is a 
specific agenda put forth through the selection of data or the manipulation of evidence? 
Remember, finding a bias does not necessarily mean you should discard the book. Take it in 
stride and use it accordingly. 
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AUTHORITY 

Answers to all the questions posed above will help you determine whether you can accept a source as an 
authority. Can you trust it? What can you trust about it? There is no easy way to answer that question, 
but by carefully approaching both the text and the argument you can feel more confident about the 
source. 

 

FOLLOWING THE TRAIL 

It may happen that you come up with a topic and go to the library to find sources. You sit down with ten 
books that you gleaned from a keyword search on the library’s online catalog. You put all ten books 
through the critical analysis steps outlined above, and only one fits all your criteria. What do you do 
now? Go back to the library catalog? Browse the shelves near where you found the first ten? Those 
methods may work, but a quicker way is to follow the trail of sources in the one book you have decided 
to use. Look at the footnotes and bibliography. Note titles that the author relies on or refers to as pillars 
of the discipline. Then look up those book or articles in the library catalog and begin the critical analysis 
process all over again. This time, however, you know what one author thinks about the book, so it 
already has achieved a level of authority or importance. Following the trail from one book or article to 
others can lead to an understanding of the entire structure of the literature on a particular topic. 

 

APPLY WHAT YOU’VE LEARNED 

Now that you know the key terms and what questions to ask, put your newfound knowledge to the test. 
What questions would you ask of this handout? 

  Is the author an authority? 
  Is the author biased? 
  Can I learn anything from this handout? 
How would you go about finding out the answers to these questions? For the first question, go to the 
UNC Writing Center Homepage. There you will find out who funds the Writing Center and who works 
there. The answer to the second question is yes, I do have biases, although I am probably not aware of 
all of them. Do they affect what I write? Of course. Is that necessarily bad? Of course not. The answer to 
the third question is more difficult. There is no table of contents because this is a short work, but the 
bold section breaks and bulleted lists should help you scan the document for applicability. Everyone 
approaches a learning situation from a different angle, and what is useful to one person might not be for 
the next. That is an assessment you must make from your own perspective. 

Don’t forget to follow the trail of this handout to continue thinking about these ideas: check out the list 
below. 

 

WORKS CONSULTED 

We consulted these works while writing the original version of this handout. This is not a 
comprehensive list of resources on the handout’s topic, and we encourage you to do your own research 
to find the latest publications on this topic. Please do not use this list as a model for the format of your 
own reference list, as it may not match the citation style you are using. For guidance on formatting 
citations, please see the UNC Libraries citation tutorial. 
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Booth, Wayne C., et al. The Craft of Research. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003. 

Ede, Lisa. Work in Progress: A Guide to Academic Writing and Revising. Boston: Bedford/St. Martins, 
2001. 

http://www.library.cornell.edu/okuref/research/skill26.htm 

http://www.lib.calpoly.edu/infocomp/modules/05_evaluate/index.html 

http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/library/infosrv/lue/evalu.html 

[Thanks to Emily Jackson-Sanborn of Duke University's Perkins Library Reference Department for the 
web references.] 

 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5 
License. You may reproduce it for non-commercial use if you use the entire handout and attribute the 
source: The Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 



 

MLA Documentation Format 
When writing research papers in the humanities, you will be required to document all the information you use 
in the format standardized by the Modern Language Association (MLA). Other fields may use a different 
standardized format. Always check with your professor or publisher concerning his or her preferred format. 
MLA documentation is commonly used for RHE 306 papers. There is a new online resource available to 
writers called NoodleBib. NoodleBib helps writers generate works cited pages for MLA or APA style 
documentation and is brought to you by the UT Libraries and the UWC. Check out NoodleBib at 
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/noodlebib/index.html. 

Parenthetical Citations within your Text: 
Anything you include in a paper that is not your original idea must be properly cited. Failing to cite the source 
of something that is not your original idea is like taking credit for others’ work and in most cases is 
considered plagiarism. Support for an argument frequently comes from an outside source and must be cited 
within the text. In-text citations are enclosed in parentheses at the end of the sentence and include 
the author’s last name and page number, when available.  

Short Quotations 
If you quote a source without using the author’s name in the sentence, include the author’s last name and the 
page number enclosed in parentheses at the end of the quotation. If you do mention the author in the text, 
then you only need to include the page number (see examples below). Note that the parenthetical citation 
comes after the quotation mark and before the period. 

Example: 

I really admire Warren’s professionalism and meteoric rise on the Hollywood scene: “the former Sports 
Illustrated swimsuit model has made five films in that last year (her very first in Hollywood)” (Griffin 57). I hope 
one day to emulate her prolific career.  

Long Quotations 
If a quotation takes up more than four lines of your text, indent the quotation one inch and do not use 
quotation marks. This type of quotation is also referred to as a block quote. Note that the citation will come 
after the period in this case. 
Example: 

Warren’s professional attitude gives her the courage and the clout to keep directors honest, even without 
years of experience on a set: 

For the forthcoming Jerry Bruckheimer comedy Down and Under, in which she plays a 
zoologist, Warren agreed to wade into a pond in the Australian outback wearing a bra and 
underpants, provided the tone of the scene was lighthearted and demure. But what she 
didn’t agree to was a scene that crept into the script after she signed on that had her hanging 
off a cliff . . . in her underwear. (Griffith 112) 

Paraphrases 
Commonly, you can paraphrase what an author says without quoting him or her word for word. If you 
summarize an author’s work in your own words or refer to a source using specific examples, you must cite 
the source in your text. 
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Examples: 

• Griffith returns at the end of the article to reiterate Warren’s desires to be a good actor (113). 

• Warren’s beginnings in a small town outside of Toronto underline her firm sense of family (Griffith 58). 

• According to her interview with Warren, Griffith notes that the young star originally wasn’t suitable for 
runway model work because of her background as an Olympic athlete (59). This became an advantage in 
advertising and catalogue work, where Warren found niche with Chanel and Victoria’s Secret. 

Note: If the source does not have an author, cite it using the next available piece of information (in most 
cases, the title, underlined for books or in quotation marks for articles), followed by the page number. If there 
is no page number, omit it. 

Works Cited Page: 
At the end of your paper, you must list every source you cited within the paper on your Works Cited page. 
This enables the reader to check your sources. Your Works Cited page should be double spaced. 

Sources should be listed on your works cited page in alphabetical order by author’s last name. When 
listing sources on your works cited page, you generally need the following information about the source (in 
order of importance): author, title, publication information, date. If the source lacks any of the above, on to 
the next item. For example, if a source does not have an author, then list it alphabetically starting with its title. 
If a citation takes up more than one line, subsequent lines are indented one half inch (five spaces). 

Basic Format for Books (print):  
Author’s last, first name. Book Title. Place of publication: Publisher, date. Print. 

Example: Lowenthal, David. The Past is a Foreign Country. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985. Print. 

If the source has more than one author, reverse only the name of the first author, add a comma, and give the 
other name or names in normal form. 

Example: Eggins, Suzanne, and Diane Slade. Analysing Casual Conversation. London: Cassell, 1997. Print. 

Basic Format for Articles (print):  
Author’s last, first name. “Article Title.” Periodical Title. Volume (date): page #. Print. 

Example: McKenna, Bernard. “How Engineers Write.” Applied Linguistics. 18 (1997): 189-211. Print. 

Basic Format for Websites:  
The variety of Web pages is staggering, so you will have to adapt your documentation to particular sources. In 
general, include as much of the following information as possible (in order): author, title of the source found 
on the website (if you are not citing the entire website), title of the website (underlined), date of electronic 
publication or recent update, publication format (Web), date you accessed the site. Since most websites do 
not have page numbers, omit the page number from the in-text citation. If, and only if, the source cannot be 
found through a search engine or database, include the URL in angle brackets (< >) at the end of the citation. 

Examples:   

• Shafer, Jack. “The New Walter Cronkite.” Slate 18 Oct. 1996. Web. 12 July 1998. 

• Doe, Jane. “25 Things About Me.” Facebook. 4 Feb. 2009. Web. 19 Feb. 2009. 
<http://www.facebook.com/home.php?#/note.php?note_id=6712401054499&ref=mf>. 

Note: The above formats and examples are by no means exhaustive. For other types of sources not mentioned on this 
handout, or for any questions about MLA documentation, consult the Scott Foresman Handbook for Writers or the MLA 
web site at www.mla.org. For examples of bibliographic citations for various types of sources, see the “MLA 
Documentation Examples” handout.  
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Understanding Plagiarism  
 
In writing, we draw upon others’ words and ideas and the intellectual heritage of human 
progress.  Scholarship entails researching, understanding, and building on the work of 
others, and requires that proper credit be given for any “borrowed material”.  UC 
Berkeley students are responsible for knowing the expectations for academic integrity. 
 
WHAT IS PLAGIARISM? 
 
Plagiarism means using another’s work without giving credit.  You must put others’ 
words in quotation marks and cite your source(s).  Citation must also be given when 
using others’ ideas, even when those ideas are paraphrased into your own words. 
 
“Work” includes original ideas, strategies, research,”1 art, graphics, computer programs, 
music and other creative expression.   The work may consist of writing, charts, pictures, 
graphs, diagrams, data, websites, or other communication or recording media, and may 
include sentences, phrases, innovative terminology,”2 formatting or other representations.   
 
The term “source” includes published works (books, magazines, newspapers, websites, 
plays, movies, photos, paintings, and textbooks) and unpublished sources (class lectures 
or notes, handouts, speeches, other students’ papers, or material from a research service).   
 
Using words, ideas, computer code, or any work by someone else without giving 
proper credit is plagiarism.  Any time you use information from a source, you must 
cite it. 
 
WHY SHOULD YOU BE CONCERNED ABOUT PLAGIARISM? 

• If you plagiarize, you are cheating yourself.  Plagiarizing a paper is like seeking a 
friend to practice baseball for you – you’ll never hit a home run yourself. 

• Plagiarism is dishonest because it misrepresents the work of others as your own. 
• Plagiarism violates the Berkeley Campus Code of Student Conduct and could 

result in Suspension or Dismissal from the University.   
• Plagiarism devalues others’ original work.  Submitting a professional writer’s 

work in place of your own is taking an unfair advantage over other students who 
do their own work.   

• It is wrong to take or use property (an author’s work) without giving the owner 
the value or credit due.  Copyright violations can also result in fines or damages. 

• UC Berkeley’s reputation affects the value of your degree: academic 
misconduct hurts Berkeley’s standing and can make your diploma worth less.   

 
HOW TO CITE SOURCES 

 
The most common citation method is to identify the source in the text, putting the 
author’s last name and the publication year in parenthesis, with the page number of 
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the cited material (Hacker, 1995, p. 261).  The author’s last name links the reader to a 
list of sources at the end of the paper where the full publishing information is given: 
 
References: 
Hacker, Diana., A Writer’s Reference (St. Martin’s Press, 1995) 
 
Two other methods are footnotes and endnotes, which use raised numbers at the end 
of an idea or quoted words to link the reader to the source given at the bottom of the 
page (footnote) or at the end of the paper (endnote).   
 
For all three methods, you must include the source in a reference list at the end of the 
paper.  Here, sources are fully identified by author’s name, title, publisher’s name, 
year of publication, and page number(s).  For more information, see the MLA 
Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 4th ed., J. Garibaldi, (Modern Language 
Assn. 1995) or visit mla.org or apastyle.apa.org. 
 

EXAMPLES of ETHICAL SCHOLARSHIP 
 

Citing a source for factual information: 
 
In describing the role of the Los Angeles Times in the conflicts and events 
surrounding the diversion of water from the Owens Valley, I have relied upon the 
factual account in Thinking Big – The Story of the Los Angeles Times (Gottleib and 
Wolt, 1997).3 

 
Identifying the source “up front” means the student does not need a page cite until the 
end of this paragraph, but additional page citations would be required to reference 
facts used later in the paper. 
 

The Original Source: 
“In research writing, sources are cited for two reasons:  to alert readers to the 
sources of your information and to give credit to the writers from whom you have 
borrowed words and ideas.”4 

 
Plagiarism (same words, no quotation marks): 

In research writing, sources are cited to alert readers to the sources of your 
information and to give credit to the writers from whom you have borrowed words 
and ideas. 
 

The student has used the author’s exact words, leaving out only a phrase, without 
quotation marks or a citation. 
 
Also Plagiarism (incorrect paraphrase): 

In research writing, we cite sources for a couple reasons:  to notify readers of our 
information sources and give credit to those from whom we have borrowed. 
(Hacker). 
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The student has made only slight changes, substituting words such as “a couple” for 
“two”, “notify” for “alert”, and “our”/”we” for “your”/”you”, leaving out a few words, 
and giving an incomplete citation. 
 
A Solution (appropriate paraphrase): 

 A researcher cites her sources to    ensure her audience knows where she got her 
information, and to recognize and credit the original work. (Hacker, 1995, p. 260). 

 
The student has paraphrased in her own words, while accurately reflecting and citing the 
author’s ideas. 
 
A Different Solution (quotation with cite):       

In her book A Writer’s Reference,  Diana Hacker notes, “In research writing, 
sources are cited for two reasons:  to alert readers to the sources of your 
information and to give credit to the writers from whom you have borrowed words 
and ideas.” (1995, p.260). 
 

By introducing the source, the student signals that the following material is from that 
source.  All verbatim words are in quotation marks, and the source of the quote is cited 
with a page number. 
 
GETTING HELP 
 
Read the syllabus and the assignment; ask your instructor how to cite sources; and 
get a book on writing and citing research papers.  Also, contact the Student 
Learning Center at 642-7332.  
 
 
1 Brenda Spatt, Writing from Sources (St.             Martin’s Press, 1983), p.438. 
2 Id. 
3 Robert Gottleib and Irene Wolt, Thinking Big – The Story of the Los Angeles Times (G. 

P. Putnam’s Sons, 1997). 
4  Diana Hacker, A Writer’s Reference (St. Martin’s Press, 1995). 
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H. Style and Grammar 
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25. Style 

 From The Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

What this handout is about 

This handout will help you recognize potential problems in your writing style and learn to correct them. 

 

What do we mean by style? 

Have you ever wondered what your instructors mean when they write "wordy" or "passive voice" or 
"awk" in the margins of your paper? Do you sometimes sense that your sentences could be stronger, 
clearer, shorter, or more effective? Do you often feel that you know what you mean but do not know 
how to say it? If you sometimes get feedback from your instructors that you need to "tighten your prose" 
or "look at your word choice," you may need to work on your writing style—the way you put together a 
sentence or group of sentences. 

Part of the problem with style is that it's subjective. Different readers have different ideas about what 
constitutes good writing style, and so do different instructors and different academic departments. For 
example, passive voice is generally more acceptable in the sciences than in the humanities. You may 
have an instructor who keeps circling items in your paper and noting "word choice" or "awkward" and 
another who comments only on content. Worse yet, some of what readers identify as writing problems 
may technically be grammatically correct. A sentence can be wordy and still pass all the rules in the 
grammar handbooks. This fact may make it harder for you to see what's wrong, and it may make you 
more likely to think that the instructor is picky or out to get you when you read her comments. In fact, 
the instructor probably just cares about your development as a writer. She wants you to see what she 
thinks interferes with your argument and learn to express your ideas more directly, elegantly, and 
persuasively. 

Say what you mean 

First, remember that your goal in academic writing is not to sound intelligent, but to get your intelligent 
point across. You may be reading complicated textbooks and articles, and even when they don't make 
sense to you, they all sound smart. So when you have to write a paper, you may try to imitate this type 
of writing. But sometimes when you imitate the style, you miss the most important goal—
communicating and being understood. a Your instructor can't read your mind—she can only read your 
paper. And if she can't understand what you are saying, she's going to have trouble giving you credit for 
it. Remember that the most important goal in every paper is to get your point across as straightforwardly 
as possible. 

Say it in the appropriate tone 

Beware too of the opposite problem: writing exactly like you speak to your friends over lunch at Lenoir. 
We've written this pamphlet in a chatty, friendly style, hoping that you'll read it and think, "This isn't 
such a painful way to learn about style." Ours may not be the appropriate style for an academic paper. 
Some instructors may think it's okay to say "capitalism is so lame" or "the awesome thing about the 
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Balkans is...," but most won't. When in doubt, be conservative, and don't think that because a discipline 
is "artsy" or "out there" that instructors in that discipline want you to write like that. 

This caution doesn't mean you should write all your sentences in a choppy, obvious, "see Jane run" style. 
It just means that you should make sure that your instructor isn't distracted from what you are trying to 
say by how you are saying it.  

How to improve 

If you learn how to recognize matters of style in your writing, you will have more control over your 
writing—the way someone reads your paper will be a result of choices you have made. If those choices 
are deliberate, you'll have more control over how the reader reacts to your argument. So let's look at 
what instructors often perceive as the biggest style "crimes." You probably don't have trouble with all of 
these, so focus your attention on those issues most relevant to your own writing. First we'll explain some 
common, style-related writing problems, then we'll show you some handy tips for finding them, and 
finally we'll work on correcting them in your revision process. (That's right: at first you may have to 
include a revision devoted entirely to style in your writing process, at least until you get used to 
recognizing and correcting these issues as you write.) 

  

Wordiness 

This term is used to cover a couple of style problems that involve using more words than you absolutely 
need to say something. Especially when we talk, we use a lot of little "filler" words that don't actually 
have anything to add to the meaning of our sentences. (The previous sentence has several examples—
see if you can take five words out of it without losing any of its meaning.) In writing, these filler words 
and phrases become more obvious and act as delays in getting the reader to your point. If you have 
enough delays in your sentence, your readers might get frustrated. They might even start skimming your 
paper, which seems a shame after all of your efforts to communicate with them.  

Your wordiness may derive from a problem unrelated to your writing style: uncertainty about your topic, 
lack of a developed argument, or lack of evidence. If you're not sure what you want or have to say, you 
may have trouble saying it. As you struggle to find what you mean or play with a vague idea or concept, 
you may write garbled or rambling sentences. If this happens to you, it doesn't mean that you are a "bad" 
writer or that you have a "bad" writing style or "bad" ideas. It simply indicates that you are using writing 
as a way to think—to discover your point. It's okay to let yourself think on the page and write to 
discover precisely what you mean. Taking thirty minutes (or more) to let yourself write and clarify your 
point for yourself may save you lots of time later. Write to yourself until you can quickly explain to a 
friend what you are writing about, why you believe it, and what evidence supports your position. Then, 
sit down to write your paper with your reader in mind. Note: Some writers, in an effort to make a page 
limit, will be wordy on purpose—this tactic will be obvious to the reader, and most instructors will be 
less than impressed. 

Wordy constructions such as cliches, qualifiers, and redundant pairs are easy to fix once you recognize 
your tendency to use them. Read several of your old papers and see if you can locate any of these 
tendencies or consider whether they have become a habit for you in your writing: 
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1. Problem: Clichés 
Example: France bit off more than it could chew in Vietnam, and America's intervention was too 
little, too late. 
How to correct it: Clichés stand in for more precise descriptions of something. Slow down and 
write exactly, precisely what you mean. If you get stuck, ask yourself "why? or "how?" 

Better example: As the French faltered in Vietnam, even American intervention could not save 
the collapsing regime. 

2. Problem: Lots of qualifiers (very, often, hopefully, practically, basically, really, mostly)  
Example: Most people usually think that many puppies are generally pretty cute. 
How to correct it: Eliminate some of these qualifiers and you will have a stronger, more direct 
point. Some qualifiers are necessary, but you should use them carefully and thoughtfully. 

Better example: Most people think that puppies are cute. 

3. Problem: Using two words that mean the same thing 
Example: Adrienne fulfilled all our hopes and dreams when she saved the whole entire planet. 
How to correct it: Choose the most precise term and delete the extra one. 

Better example: Adrienne fullfilled all our hopes when she saved the planet. 

Some "wordy" constructions take a little more practice locating and correcting: 

4. Problem: Overuse of prepositional phrases (prepositions are little words such as in, over, of, for, 
at, etc.) 
Example: The reason for the failure of the economic system of the island was the inability of 
Gilligan in finding adequate resources without incurring expenses at the hands of the 
headhunters on the other side of the island. 
How to locate and correct this problem: Locate this problem by circling all of the 
prepositional phrases in your paper. A few are okay, but several in a sentence (as demonstrated 
here) make the reader struggle to find and follow your subject and point. Correct this problem by 
reading the sentence, looking away from it, and writing or saying out loud what you meant when 
you wrote the sentence. Try asking yourself "Who did what to whom?" Replace the first sentence 
with your new sentence. 

Better example: Gilligan hurt the economic system of the island because he couldn't find 
adequate resources without angering the headhunters.  

5. Problem: Stock phrases you can replace with one or two words.  
Examples: The fact that I did not like the aliens affected our working relationship. 
The aliens must be addressed in a professional manner. 
How to locate and correct this problem: Locate this problem as you do cliches. Is this just 
something people say? What do the words actually mean? Correct this problem by looking for a 
single word that expresses your meaning. 

Better examples: 
My dislike of the aliens affected our working relationship. 
The aliens must be addressed professionally. 
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Here's a list of common or stock phrases to find in your paper and replace with a single word 
(see Joseph M. Williams, Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace): 

  

The reason for 
For the reason that 
Due to the fact that 
Owing to the face that 
In light of the fact that 
Considering the fact that 
On the grounds that 

because, since, why 

  

Despite the fact that 
Regardless of the fact that  

although, even though 

  

In the event that 
If it should happen that 
Under circumstances in which 

if 

  

On the occasion of 
In a situation in which 
Under circumstances in which 

when 

  

As regards 
In reference to 
With regard to 
Concerning the matter of 
Where ___ is concerned 

about 

 

It is crucial that must, should 
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It is necessary that  
It is important that 

 

  

Is able to 
Is in a position to 
Has the opportunity to 
Has the capacity for 
Has the ability to 

can 

  

It is possible that 
There is a chance that 
It could happen that 
The possibility exists for 

may, might, 
can, could  

  

Prior to 
In anticipation of 
Subsequent to 
Following on 
At the same time as 
Simultaneously with 

before, when, as, after 

  

Not different  similar 
Not many few  
Not have lack 
Not include omit 
Not consider ignore 
Not the same different 
Not often rarely 
Not allow prevent 
Not admit deny 
Not accept reject 
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 Verb trouble 

Nouns (person, place, thing, or concept) and verbs (words that describe an action or state of being) are 
the hearts and souls of all sentences. These become the essential elements—what your grammar teacher 
may have called the "subject" and the "predicate" or the "actor" and "action" of every sentence. The 
reader should be able to clearly locate the main subject and verb of your sentences and, ideally, the 
subject and verb should be close together in the sentence. Some style "crimes" are varied symptoms of 
one problem: the subjects and verbs or the actor and action of your sentence are hiding from the 
reader.The reader has trouble following who is doing what to whom. Instructors may write comments 
like "passive voice" or "weak verbs" in your paper's margins. While using passive voice or weak verbs is 
grammatically correct, it may make the reader work too hard to decipher your meaning. Use passive 
voice and weak verbs strategically once you get the hang of them. If you're still struggling to figure out 
what they are, you need to aim for "active voice" and "strong verbs" to improve your writing. 

1. Problem: Passive voice. When you hide the actor by putting it somewhere after the action (not 
in the usual subject part of the sentence) and add a "to be" verb, you are using passive voice. For 
more detailed coverage, see our handout on the passive voice. 

Examples: Here's a passive sentence with the actor at the end of the sentence (not at the 
beginning, where you would usually expect the subject):  
The alien remains were lost by the government. 

Some passive sentences omit actor entirely: 
The alien remains were lost. 
The car was wrecked. 

Better (active) examples:  
The government lost the alien remains. 
I wrecked the car. 

How to locate and correct this problem: Locate passive voice in your papers by circling every 
"to be" verb (am, is, are, was, were, be, been, being ) in your paper. Not all of these verbs will 
indicate a passive construction or one you want to change, but if the "to be" verb is sitting next to 
another verb, especially one that ends in "ed," ("was lost", "was wrecked") then you may be 
using passive voice. If you have trouble finding "to be" verbs, try finding the subject, verb, and 
object in each sentence. Can the reader tell who or what is doing the action in your sentence? 
Correct passive constructions by putting that actor back in the subject of the sentence and getting 
rid of the "to be" verb. Note that you may have to add information in the sentence; you have to 
specify who in your sentence and thereby keep the reader from guessing—that's good: 

2. Problem: Nominalization—a fancy term for making verbs and adjectives into nouns. Again, 
sometimes you want to use nominalization and may do so purposefully. But too much 
nominalization in a paper can sound abstract and make the reader work to decipher your 
meaning. (Professional academic writing often has a lot of nominalization—that's one reason 
why you may struggle with some of your assigned reading in your courses!) 

Examples: The discovery of the aliens was made by the government. 
The car wreck was a result of a lack of visual focus. 
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How to locate and correct the problem: Locate nominalization in your papers by circling all of 
the nouns. Do you have several in a single sentence? You might be hiding the action (the verb) 
of your sentence inside of a noun. Correct nominalization by returning the abstract noun to its 
function as verb or adjective. This will take practice—focus on making the sentence simpler in 
structure (actor and action):  

The government discovered the aliens.| 
My sister wrecked the car when she forgot to wear her glasses. 

Also, look for sentences that begin with the following phrases: there is, there are, this is, that is, 
it is. Sometimes you need these phrases to refer to an immediately preceding sentence without 
repeating yourself, but they may be hiding nominalizations.  

Example: There is a need for further study of aliens. 
How to locate and correct this problem: Circle these phrases in your paper and try omitting 
them from the sentence. Who is doing what to whom? 
Better example: We need to study aliens further. 

3. Problem: Weak verbs. If you have located and corrected passive voice and nominalization 
problems in your essay but your sentences still seem to lack meaning or directness, look for 
"weak" verbs. Verbs such as "to be" verbs and "have" verbs can often be replaced by "strong" 
verbs, verbs that carry specific meaning. Concentrate on what the subject of your sentence does 
and make that the verb in the sentence.  

Example: The aliens have a positive effect on our ecosystem. 

How to locate and correct this problem: Locate weak verbs by circling all of the "to be" and 
"have" verbs in your paper. Correct weak verbs by omitting them and replacing them with a 
more meaningful verb. Notice that you will need to add information as you specify the nature of 
the action. Answer the question: "What does the subject really do?" 

Better example: The aliens improve our ecosystem. 

 

Ostentatious erudition 

You may be inclined to improve your style by sounding more "collegiate" or by using multi-syllabic 
words. Don't ever do so without looking up those words to make sure you know exactly what they mean. 
And don't blindly accept the recommendations of your word processing program's thesaurus—these 
tools may be dangerous unless you double-check the meaning of the words in a dictionary. Many times, 
an inappropriate synonym will make you sound like you don't know what you are talking about or, 
worse yet, give the impression that you are plagiarizing from a source you don't understand. Never use a 
word you can't clearly define. It's okay to use big words if you know them well and they fit your overall 
tone—just make sure your tone is consistent. In other words, don't say "That miscreant has a superlative 
aesthetic sense, but he's dopey." 
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You may use overly "erudite" words because you think it is wrong to use the same words over and over 
again in an essay. In fact, it's often okay to repeat the same word(s) in your paper, particularly when they 
are significant or central terms. For example, if your paper discusses the significance of memory 
represented by the scent of wisteria in William Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom, you are going to write the 
words "memory" and "wisteria" a lot. Don't start saying "recollection," "reminiscence," "summoning up 
of past events," and "climbing woody vine" just to get a little variation in there. A thesaurus might even 
lead you to say that the significance of nostalgia is represented by the odiferous output of parasitic 
flowering vegetation. Such sentences may cloud rather than clarify your point.  

 

Now you are ready to edit 

You are probably not guilty of every style "crime" in this handout. If you consistently struggle with one 
of these issues, focus your attention on that one. If you struggle with two or more, work on one at a time. 
If you try to fix all of them at once, you may find your approach too scattered or the task just plain 
overwhelming. You may also find that you use different styles for different assignments, with different 
responses from instructors. Whatever the case, the next time you finish a paper, take the issue you want 
to address and isolate it. Edit your paper using our "locate and correct" suggestions for that one issue. 
Ignore everything else (spelling, punctuation, content) and look for only that one issue. This strategy 
may sound time-consuming, but by isolating your style problems, you will find them easier to fix. As 
you become more proficient, you will include fewer and fewer style problems in your initial draft, and 
therefore your draft will need less editing. In the end, you will be a better writer—so what are a few 
minutes now? 

If, after reading this handout and looking at your own writing, you are still struggling to understand style 
problems, bring a few of your old papers to an appointment at the Writing Center. Using already 
finished papers will help your tutor show you where your chronic style problems occur, why they occur, 
and how you can fix them. 

By the way, a lot of students who come to the Writing Center almost immediately locate their own 
problem sentences when they read them aloud. Try this technique yourself, before you hand in your 
paper. 

Works consulted  

We consulted these works while writing the original version of this handout. This is not a comprehensive list of resources on 
the handout's topic, and we encourage you to do your own research to find the latest publications on this topic. Please do not 
use this list as a model for the format of your own reference list, as it may not match the citation style you are using. 

Lanham, Richard A. Revising Prose, 3rd ed. New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1992.  

Strunk, William Jr. The Elements of Style, 4th ed. Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 2000. 

Williams, Joseph M. Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity & Grace, 4th ed. New York: HarperCollins College Publishers, 1994.  

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 2.5 License. 
 



 

Passive Voice 
 

English verbs have two voices—active and passive.  Students often use the passive voice because they think it 
sounds more professional.  The truth is that passive voice, instead of making a paper sound more 
professional, actually makes the writing unclear, hard to follow, and boring.  Good writing keeps passive 
voice at the bare minimum and uses active voice.  Active sentences are usually more economical and fluid 
than passive ones.  Plus, they simply sound better. 

 

Active verbs occur when the subject of the sentence performs the action of the sentence.  The person or object 
performing an action is called the agent.  Passive voice occurs when the subject is the recipient of the action. 

 

Passive: The man was bitten by the dog.                              Active: The dog bit the man. 

 

Passive: Jackie was given a gift by her mother.                    Active:  Jackie’s mother gave her a gift. 

 

Passive: The pencil was sharpened by me.                          Active:  I sharpened the pencil. 

 

Passive voice presents problems when the prepositional phrase at the end of the sentence, often beginning 
with by, is left off.  The sentence loses information.  (This is a common strategy in politics.) 

 

The man was bitten.                  Jackie was given a gift.          The pencil was sharpened. 

 

In many sentences the agent/recipient relationship isn’t immediately clear.  In the following example, 
“Professor Murray” is the agent and “the lecture” is the recipient. 

 

Active: Professor Murray delivered the lecture.   Passive: The lecture was delivered by Professor Murray. 

How do I change passive constructions into active constructions? 

1. Identify the passive verb.  Go through your whole paper and circle every instance of the verb “to be”: 
am, is, are, was, were, be, being, been.   

Remember that not every to be verb indicates passive voice.  To identify passive voice, look for past 
participles, which often end in -ed (selected, loaded, side-swiped, bitten, delivered) that are next to a to be verb. 

 Fred was [to be verb] selected [past participle] by his peers to serve on the student council. 

 Linda was [to be verb] fired [past participle] by Donald Trump. 

Passive voice can occur in many different tenses.  So to identify a passive verb form, always look for both the 
past participle and a form of to be. The sentence below contains two examples of the passive construction in 
different tenses. 

 The van had been loaded with cream pies when it was side-swiped. 

You also regularly find passive voice in present tense:  

 The van that is parked on the street is full of cream pies. 
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2.  Locate the agent who actually performs the action. 

 Fred was selected by his peers to serve on the student council. 

  Linda was fired by Donald Trump. 

3. Put the two together in the active construction. 

Fred’s peers selected him to serve on the student council. 

 Donald Trump fired Linda. 

Exceptions to the Rule 

Not every passive verb can or should be made active. Sometimes you simply don’t know who or what 
performed an action, or you deliberately want to obscure who performed an action.  Sometimes you want the 
focus of a sentence to be the recipient, such as when who did an action is unimportant or less important than 
to whom it was done. A passive verb puts the recipient right up front in the sentence where it gets attention: 

 

Examples: Tracy was featured on the TV nightly news. 

                   Ten people were killed in the plane crash. 

      George was born on April 27th. 

 

The passive is also customary in many expressions where a writer or speaker may choose to be vague about 
assigning responsibility: 

 

Examples: Mistakes were made. 

                   Flight 107 has been cancelled. 

                   The check was lost in the mail. 

 

When you need passives, use them. But most of the time, you can improve a sentence by changing a passive 
construction to an active one.  Also, some academic disciplines prefer the use of passive voice.  Always check 
with your professor if you have questions about this. 
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Avoiding Nominalization 

Ugly things happen when we nominalize. Nominalization occurs when we turn a strong verb 
into a noun (usually a subject) and plug in a weak verb for the missing strong verb. Terrible 
things happen to the sentence: passive voice, unnecessary words, loss of agent, to be verb as a 
main verb, and incoherence. 

Denominalizing helps us create sentences that are clear, concise, and unified. 

Clues to finding nominalization: 
1) Verbs turned into nouns 
2) The use of to be verbs (am, is, are, was, were) as a main verb 
3) The use of passive voice 
4) A missing agent 

1) Verbs turned into nouns:  Locate verbs that are functioning as nouns and turn them into 
action words. 

Nominalization: The detective conducted an investigation of the crime. 
Concise Sentence: The detective investigated the crime.  

2) The use of a to be verb (am, is, are, was, were) as a main verb: Replace simple “to be” 
verbs with more sophisticated verbs. 

Nominalization: The hope of the student is to earn good grades. 
Concise Sentence: The student hopes to earn good grades. 

3) The use of passive voice (passive voice = to be verb + past participle of a verb): Create the 
active voice by removing the passive voice.  

Example: Passive Voice – The door was closed by Jen.  
Active Voice – Jen closed the door.  

Nominalization: There was flooding in the building by heavy rains. 
Concise Sentence: Heavy rains flooded the building. 

4) A missing agent: Provide an agent by indicating who or what is doing the action in the 
sentence. 

Nominalization: A ski trip should be planned.  
Concise Sentence: Jim should plan our ski trip. 
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Exercises 

1. The budget cuts for the Writing Center were the topic of our debate.  

2. The intention of the jury is to reach a decision.  

3. There is a need for reinforcement of this law. 

4. We did a study of the progression of prostate cancer.  

5. The delay of the flight was caused by the storm.  

6. There was scorching of vegetation by the 2007 fires in Morgan Hill.  

7. Our presentation was about a new regulation.  

8. It was expected that our collection of data would be quick.  

9. The coroner did an examination of the body.  

10. A demand must exist for clean energy.   

Possible Answers 

1. We debated the budget cuts for the Writing Center. 2. The jury intends to reach a decision. 3.  The city 
government must reinforce this law. 4. We studied how prostate cancer progresses. 5. The storm delayed the flight. 
6.  The 2007 fires in Morgan Hill scorched vegetation. 7.  We presented a new regulation. 8.  We expected to collect 
data quickly. 9.  The coroner examined the body. 10. We must demand clean energy. 
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Eliminating Wordiness 

In order for a sentence to flow well, it should not be cluttered with unnecessary words. Sentences 
should be concise and direct. 
 

 Avoid redundancy by removing words that do not contribute to the sentence. 
 

Examples: I  enjoy power walking at a quick pace in the nighttime twilight 
       under the dark sky.  

 
She is one of the many girls who attends and walks the corridors of 
my school. 

 
 Remove words that are redundant. These are some common pairs of words that are 

redundant; one word should be removed from each pair. 
   

First and foremost    

Each and every 

Any and all 

Hopes and desires 

Always and forever 

Final outcome 

Ancient history   

Future plans 

Free gift    

Terrible tragedy 

Reflect back   

 Intensifiers such as so, very, many, quite, really, and definitely are unnecessary. If they add 
no significance to the sentence, they can be removed. 

 
Examples: Lisa is definitely a very skilled writer. 
   

She really, truly dances quite well. 
 

 Limit the number of prepositions used in one sentence. Using excessive prepositions 
consecutively within a sentence is known as a preposition pile-up  -

 
Before : I go [to work] [from between 9:00 a.m.] [to about 5:00 p.m.] [with and 

take a one-hour break] [in between] [at about around noon]. 
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After :   I work from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and take a one-hour break around 
noon. 
 

 Avoid lengthy expressions that make a sentence wordy. Eliminating this problem may 
require moving words around in the sentence. 

 
Before: At this point in time, There are currently far too many prisoners of war, 

also known as (POWs). 
After :   There are currently too many prisoners of war (POWs). 

 
 
Before: If you really want to know, I can truthfully say that I  actually do  really 

care about where we go to eat for dinner. 
After :   eat dinner. 

 
Exercises 

 
Instructions:  Eliminate any unnecessary words in the following sentences. Rephrase if 
necessary. 

 
1. I really love my daughter very much from the bottom of my heart. 
2. In my essay paper, I wrote about my absolute hopes and desires. 
3. There are possibly only three reasons why she could have done what she did. 
4. Water polo is basically a water sport that involves a multitude of players struggling to 

compete against each other in successfully capturing the ball in the respective goal. 
5. After that fight that we had, our amicable friendship is basically ancient history. 
6. The honest truth is that I really do not like shrimp very much. 
7. About the email you sent me last week on July 3rd about your vacation, I wanted to talk to 

you in person before responding. 
8. If the two groups cooperate together, there will definitely be positive benefits for both. 
9. There are some people who think that the metric system is basically un-American. 

 
Answers (may vary sl ightly):  
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29. Independent and Dependent Clauses 
 

Copyright Armstrong Atlantic State University (Writing Center), Savannah, Georgia, 2011. 
 
A clause is a group of words that contains a subject (a noun or noun phrase) and a predicate (a simple 
verb or compound verb phrase, along with any objects complementing the verb). Clauses are of two 
types: independent and dependent. The first type is also known as a main clause; the second type is also 
known as a subordinate or relative clause. 
 
Recognizing independent clauses 
 
An independent clause can stand alone as a complete sentence. This kind of clause cannot begin with a 
subordinating conjunction, such as after, although, as, because, before, even though, if, once, since, so 
that, though, unless, until, when, whenever, where, wherever, whether, or while. Neither can an 
independent clause begin with a relative pronoun, such as who, which, that, what, whomever, and so on. 
An independent clause does not have to be joined to a dependent clause to make sense; it is sufficient 
unto itself. 
Ex: A band of musicians entertained a crowd of tourists in City Market. 
 
Recognizing dependent clauses  
 
Even though it contains a subject and a predicate, a dependent clause cannot stand alone as a sentence. 
This kind of clause usually begins with a word indicating that it must be linked to an independent clause 
in order to make sense. 
 

Dependent clauses that begin with subordinating conjunctions are subordinate clauses. 
Subordinate clauses function as adverbs. They modify verbs, adverbs, adjectives, and even whole 
main clauses. Such clauses usually answer questions like how?, why?, where?, or under what 
conditions? When an adverb clause precedes an independent clause, the clauses must be 
separated with a comma. 
Ex: While waiters served cold beer in plastic cups, a band of musicians entertained a crowd of 
tourists in City Market. 
 
Dependent clauses that begin with relative pronouns are relative clauses. Relative clauses 
function as adjectives. They modify nouns, noun phrases, and pronouns. The word at the 
beginning of a relative clause refers to and modifies a noun- antecedent somewhere else in the 
sentence. 
Ex: While waiters served cold beer in plastic cups, a band of musicians that had been brought 
in from Atlanta entertained a crowd of tourists in City Market. 
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Sentence Types 

As you write, it is important not only to express your ideas clearly but also to keep your reader engaged.  
One of the most effective ways to make your writing exciting and engaging is to vary the type of sentence 
structures that you use.  By writing sentences of different length and grammatical structure, you make your 
writing less monotonous.  Additionally, different sentence structures can help you express your ideas in 
different ways.  These different functional purposes help you decide which sentence is best for the information 
you are trying to convey to your reader.  Below are examples of the four basic sentence structures. 
 

Sentence Type Example Functional Purpose 

Simple Sentence: A simple sentence 
has a single independent clause with 
no dependent clauses. 

The students walked to school 
together. 

Simple sentences help you 
make a concise and strong 
point. 

Compound Sentence: A compound 
sentence has two or more independent 
clauses joined by a semicolon or a 
comma plus a coordinating 
conjunction (for, and, nor, but, or, yet, 
so) and no dependent clauses. 

The students walked to school 
together, but they all walked home 
alone. 

Compound sentences help you 
show the relationship between 
two complete sentences or 
ideas.  

Complex Sentence: A complex 
sentence has one independent clause 
and one or more dependent clauses. 

Because the rain had stopped, the 
students walked to school together. 

Complex sentences help you 
further explain or clarify one 
point or idea.  

Compound-Complex Sentence: A 
compound-complex sentence has two 
or more independent clauses and one 
or more dependent clauses. 

The students walked to school 
together, but because it started to 
rain, they did not walk home. 

Compound-complex sentences 
help you not only show the 
relationship between two ideas 
but also further clarify and 
modify those two ideas. 

 
Practice 
Identify the type of each sentence. 
__________1. The friends went to the movies, but they did not have any popcorn. 
__________2. When the teacher arrived, the students stopped talking, and they took out their books. 
__________3. The teacher wrote the answers on the board. 
__________4. The students used pen since the teacher did not like pencil. 
__________5. Since the test was tomorrow, the students went home to study, and the teacher stayed late to 

write the exam. 
Answer Key: 1.Compound 2. Compound-Complex 3. Simple 4. Complex 5. Compound-Complex 
 
Further Practice 
While reflecting on the events of your day, free write for five minutes.  After you have written about your day, 
identify the types of sentences you used.  Then, restructure some of your sentences, ensuring that you have at 
least two of each type of sentence and that the sentence types are appropriate for the functional purpose of the 
information within the sentence. 
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31. Parallelism 

Copyright Dr. L. Kip Wheeler, Carson-Newman College, 1998-2011. 

To get across ideas of equal value or to create snazzy sentences, use parallel sentence structure. 
Good sentences attempt to form parallel patterns. Without this parallel structure, they can sound 
stilted and awkward. For instance, which sentence sounds better below?  

(1) King Alfred tried to make the law clear, precise, and equitable. 

(2) King Alfred tried to make clear laws that had precision and were equitable. 

Most people would argue that the first sentence somehow "sounds better" than the second. The 
first sentence uses parallel structure in its adjectives. The second doesn't. If we label the parts of 
speech, the first sentence has this grammatical structure after the word law: [Adjective--
Adjective--Adjective]. The second sentence has this grammatical structure after the word laws: 
[Relative Pronoun--Verb-- Direct Object--Conjunction--Verb--Adjective]. The first sentence has 
a clear pattern of adjective, adjective, adjective. The second sentence has no pattern at all! 

To hear the difference between a parallel and non-parallel sentence, read aloud the sentences 
below. 

faulty parallelism: She revels in chocolate, walking under the moonlight, and songs from the 
1930s jazz period. 
good parallelism: She revels in sweet chocolate eclairs, long moonlit walks, and classic jazz 
music. 
more good parallelism: She loves eating chocolate eclairs, taking moonlit walks, and singing 
classic jazz. 

Do you hear the difference? What causes that distinction between "good" and "bad" sentences? 
Again, the difference appears in the pattern of grammar. If we dissect the sentence, the faulty 
sentence on top has a grammatical pattern that looks like this: 

"She revels in . . . "  

"chocolate," [Object of Preposition,] 
"walking under the moonlight," [Gerund--Preposition--Definite Article--Object of Preposition] 
"and songs from the 1930s jazz period." [Conjunction--Direct Object--Preposition--Definite Article--
Adjective --Adjective--Object of Preposition] 

It's all a jumbled mess of different parts of speech being used in different ways. On the other 
hand, the second sentence has a clear parallel pattern: 

"She revels in" 

"sweet chocolate eclairs," [Adjective--Adjective--Object] 
"long moonlit walks," [Adjective--Adjective--Object] 
"and classic jazz music." [Adjective--Adjective--Object] 
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The same pattern (adjective, adjective object) reoccurs in the same way. It is parallel in its 
structure, and thus musical and rhythmical to read and to hear spoken aloud. The second example 
is also parallel, just in a different pattern. 

"She revels in" 

"eating chocolate eclairs" [Gerund--Adjective--Object of Gerund]  
"taking moonlit walks" [Gerund--Adjective--Object of Gerund]  
"and singing classic jazz." [Gerund--Adjective--Object of Gerund]  

 

Good writers attempt to form these good sentences. Here are some more examples culled from 
Karen Gordon's The Transitive Vampire: 

faulty parallelism: I like to eat rich deserts, playing fast card-games, and riddles.  

good parallelism: I like eating rich deserts, playing fast card-games, and solving difficult riddles.  

more good parallelism: I like to eat rich desserts, to play fast card-games, and to solve difficult 
riddles.  

more good parallelism: I like rich desserts, fast card-games, and difficult riddles. 

bad: She is unfathomable, with a head of strawberry blond hair, and has a seductive manner.  

good: She is an unfathomable, seductive strawberry blond.  

bad: He is cute, wears a pinstriped suit, and has a dashing way about him.  

good: He is cute and dashing in his pinstriped suit.  

bad: The faun has shyness, with rough hooves, and behaves in a sylvan fashion. 

good: The faun is shy, rough-footed, and sylvan. 

good: The rough-hoofed faun is shy and sylvan.  

Note that faulty parallelism isn't really a grammatical mistake. It's actually a stylistic problem. 
When editors are marking up a paper for revisions, you may note they place a pair of slanting 
lines in the margin--like this //. Those two slanting lines (//) indicate the editor has spotted faulty 
parallelism in that line of text, and the editor wants the author to fix it. 

 

 

 



 

Fragments and Run-ons 

Fragments and run-ons don’t respect the boundaries of complete sentences.  They should be avoided in 

formal academic writing.  In general, when you read through your paper, make sure that every sentence has a 

subject and a verb and that independent clauses are connected appropriately.  

What is a sentence fragment? 

Sentence fragments are phrases that lack one of the major components of a sentence: a subject or a verb.  

Also, a fragment can be a clause (a group of words) that has a subject and verb, but that begins with a 

subordinating word, such as although, because, since, than, that, if, when, where, which, why, though, how, or unless.  A 

clause that begins with a subordinating word, also called a subordinate clause, can only function within other 

sentences.  

1. No Subject    Waiting in line at the computer center.   

No Verb     Many students.    

Subordinate Clause   Until a computer was available.   

Fragments are more difficult to identify when they follow a complete sentence in context or resemble 

conversational speech, such as in the following examples.    

2. I saw two people I know at the computer center. A guy who’s in my economics class and a friend from 

my dorm. 

3. It will be a miracle.  If I finish typing my paper tonight. 

4. At least I’ve already planned the major parts.  For example, the thesis, body paragraphs, and supporting 

evidence.   

Note how the second “sentence” in each of these examples logically belongs with the sentence before it.  No 

fragment, whether it’s a subordinate clause or missing a subject or verb, can stand on its own, even if it 

“sounds right.” 

How do I correct a sentence fragment? 

Most of the time, the easiest way to get rid of a fragment is to connect it to a complete sentence, usually 

either the one before or the one after it, and change the punctuation accordingly. Hence, the revised versions 

of examples 1, 2, 3 and 4 could read as follows: 

1. Many students were waiting in line at the computer center until a computer was available. 

2. I saw two people I know at the computer center: a guy who’s in my economics class and a friend from 

my dorm. 

3. If I finish typing my paper tonight, it will be a miracle. 

4. At least I’ve planned the major parts—for example, the thesis, body paragraphs, and supporting evidence. 

Another way to get rid of a fragment is to turn it into a separate complete sentence.  Every complete sentence 

needs a subject and a verb.  Be aware that some subjects are understood rather than implicitly stated, although 

they are still complete sentences. For example, the following sentence is a command where the subject is 

understood to be you: 

1. Please be quiet so I can concentrate. 
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What is a Run-on? 

A run-on is the flip side of a fragment—a sentence that is “too much” rather than “not enough.”  A run-on 

occurs when two independent clauses (clauses with subjects and verbs that can stand as complete sentences) 

aren’t joined correctly. Run-ons are classified as either fused sentences or comma splices. Most commonly, 

writers will try to connect the independent clauses with a comma, resulting in a comma splice (Example 1). If 

a writer puts no punctuation between independent clauses, the result is called a fused sentence (Example 2). 

1. The UT tower was built in the late 1930s, it has since become a distinctive part of the Austin skyline.  

2. The Old Main building on the UT campus had a library, 9 lecture halls, 30 classrooms, and a grand 

auditorium it was not large enough for the growing University. 

How do I correct a run-on? 

• You can use a semicolon. For example, you could rewrite Example 1 as follows: 

1. The UT tower was built in the late 1930s; it has since become a distinctive part of the Austin 

skyline. 

• A semicolon can also be used with an appropriate conjunctive adverb or transitional phrase (as in 

Example 4.) In addition, you may use a colon when the first independent clause introduces the second (as 

in Example 5.) 

2. To make room for the new UT tower, the Old Main building was torn down in 1932; 

however, many people protested its destruction.  

3. The UT tower houses the largest carillon in Texas: it contains 56 bells. 

• You can also connect the two independent clauses with a comma and a coordinating conjunction (and, 

but, nor, or, for, so, yet).  You could rewrite Example 2 as follows: 

4. The Old Main building on the UT campus had a library, 9 lecture halls, 30 classrooms, and a 

grand auditorium, but it was not large enough for the growing University. 

• Of course, you can always fix a run-on by turning the independent clauses into separate sentences, as 

long as the result doesn’t sound too choppy. Here is another acceptable revision of Example 1: 

5. The UT tower was built in the late 1930s.  It has since become a distinctive part of the 

Austin skyline. 

• Finally, you can restructure the sentence to get rid of one of the independent clauses, usually by 

subordinating one of the clauses.  Example 2 may be rewritten in this manner: 

6. Although many people protested its destruction, the Old Main building was torn down in 

1932 to make room for the new UT tower.  
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33. Gender-Sensitive Language 

From The Writing Center, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

What this handout is about 

This handout will explain some of the current thinking on gender issues and writing and will provide 
suggestions to help you appropriately express gender relationships as you write. 

What is "gender-sensitive language" and why should I use it? 

English speakers and writers have traditionally been taught to use masculine nouns and pronouns in 
situations where the gender of their subject(s) is unclear or variable, or when a group to which they are 
referring contains members of both sexes. For example, the U.S. Declaration of Independence states that 
" . . . all men are created equal . . ." and most of us were taught in elementary school to understand the 
word "men" in that context includes both male and female Americans. In recent decades, however, as 
women have become increasingly involved in the public sphere of American life, writers have 
reconsidered the way they express gender identities and relationships. Because most English language 
readers no longer understand the word "man" to be synonymous with "people," writers today must think 
more carefully about the ways they express gender in order to convey their ideas clearly and accurately 
to their readers.  

Moreover, these issues are important for people concerned about issues of social inequality. There is a 
relationship between our language use and our social reality. If we "erase" women from language, that 
makes it easier to maintain gender inequality. As Professor Sherryl Kleinman (2000:6) has argued,  

[M]ale-based generics are another indicator—and, more importantly, a reinforcer—of a 
system in which "man" in the abstract and men in the flesh are privileged over women. 

Words matter, and our language choices have consequences. If we believe that women and men deserve 
social equality, then we should think seriously about how to reflect that belief in our language use. 

If you're reading this handout, you're probably already aware that tackling gender sensitivity in your 
writing is no small task, especially since there isn't yet (and there may never be) a set of concrete 
guidelines on which to base your decisions. Fortunately, there are a number of different strategies the 
gender-savvy writer can use to express gender relationships with precision. This handout will provide 
you with an overview of some of those strategies so that you can "mix and match" as necessary when 
you write.  

 

Pronouns 

A pronoun is a word that substitutes for a noun. The English language provides pronoun options for 
references to masculine nouns (for example, "he" can substitute for "Tom"), feminine nouns ("she" can 
replace "Lucy"), and neutral/non-human nouns ("it" stands in for "a tree"), but no choice for sex-neutral 
third-person singular nouns ("the writer," "a student," or "someone"). Although most of us learned in 
elementary school that masculine pronouns (he, his, him) should be used as the "default" in situations 
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where the referent (that is, the person or thing to which you're referring) could be either male or female, 
that usage is generally considered unacceptable now. So what should you do when you're faced with one 
of those gender-neutral or gender-ambiguous situations? Well, you've got a few options . . .  

1. Use "they"  

This option is currently much debated by grammar experts, but most agree that it works well in at least 
several kinds of situations. In order to use "they" to express accurately gender relationships, you'll need 
to understand that "they" is traditionally used only to refer to a plural noun. For example,  

Sojourner Truth and Elizabeth Cady Stanton were famous "first-wave" American feminists. They were 
also both involved in the Abolitionist movement.  

In speech, though, we early twenty-first century Americans commonly use "they" to refer to a singular 
referent. According to many grammar experts, that usage is incorrect, but here's an example of how it 
sounds in our everyday speech:  

If a student wants to learn more about gender inequality, they should take Intro to Women's Studies. 

Note that in this example, "a student" is singular, but it is replaced in the second sentence by "they," a 
plural pronoun. In speech, we often don't notice such substitutions of the plural for the singular, but in 
writing, some will find such substitutions awkward or incorrect. Some people argue that "they" should 
become the default gender-neutral pronoun for English writing, but since that usage can still sound 
awkward to many readers, it's best to use "they" only in plural situations. Thus, one other option the 
gender-savvy writer may choose to employ is to make her/his sentence plural. Here's one way that can 
work:  

A student's beliefs about feminism may be based on what he has heard in the popular media.  
can become 
Students' beliefs about feminism may be based on what they have heard in the popular media.  

2. Use she or he or she/he.  

There is another, simpler option the gender-savvy writer can use to deal with situations where a pronoun 
needs to refer to a person whose gender isn't known: write out both pronoun options as "she or he" or 
"she/he." For example,  

Each student who majors in Women's Studies major must take a course in Feminist Theory. She or he 
may also get course credit for completing an internship at a local organization that benefits women.  
OR  
Each student who majors in Women's Studies major must take a course in Feminist Theory. She/he may 
also get course credit for completing an internship at a local organization that benefits women.  

3. Alternate genders and pronouns  

You may also choose to alternate gendered pronouns. This option will work only in certain situations, 
though—usually hypothetical situations in which the referent is equally likely to be a male or a female. 
For example, both male and female students use the Writing Center's services, so the author of our staff 
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manual chose to alternate between masculine and feminine pronouns when writing the following 
tutoring guidelines: 

• Respond as a reader, explaining what and how you were/are thinking as you read her texts so that 
she can discover where a reader might struggle with her writing.  

• Ask him to outline the draft to reveal the organization of the paper.  
• Ask her to describe her purpose and audience and show how she has taken them into account in 

her writing. 
• Explain a recurring pattern and let him locate repeated instances of it.  

Of course, this author could also have included both pronouns in each sentence by writing "her/his" or 
"her/him," but in this case, alternating "he" and "she" conveys the same sense of gender variability and 
is likely a little easier on the reader, who won't have to pause to process several different options every 
time a gendered pronoun is needed in the sentence. This example also provides a useful demonstration 
of how gender-savvy writers can take advantage of the many different options available by choosing the 
one that best suits the unique requirements of each piece of writing they produce.  

4. Eliminate the pronoun altogether  

Finally, you can also simply eliminate the pronoun. For example, 

Allan Johnson is a contemporary feminist theorist. This writer and professor gave a speech at UNC in 
the fall of 2007. 

Note how the sentence used "this writer and professor" rather than "he." 

Many people accept the negative stereotype that if a person is a feminist, she must hate men. 
could become 
Many people accept the negative stereotype that feminist beliefs are based on hatred of men. 

Note how the second version of the sentence talks about the beliefs. By avoiding using the pronoun 
"she," it leaves open the possibility that men may be feminists. 

 

Gendered nouns  

Like gendered pronouns, gendered nouns can also provide a stumbling block for the gender-savvy 
writer. The best way to avoid implications these words can carry is simply to be aware of how we tend 
to use them in speech and writing. Because gendered nouns are so commonly used and accepted by 
English writers and speakers, we often don't notice them or the implications they bring with them. Once 
you've recognized that a gender distinction is being made by such a word, though, conversion of the 
gendered noun into a gender-savvy one is usually very simple. 

"Man" and words ending in "-man" are the most commonly used gendered nouns, so avoiding the 
confusion they bring can be as simple as watching out for these words and replacing them with words 
that convey your meaning more effectively. For example, if the founders of America had been gender-
savvy writers, they might have written " . . . all people are created equal" instead of " . . . all men are 
created equal . . .." 
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Another common gendered expression, particularly in informal speech and writing, is "you guys." This 
expression is used to refer to groups of men, groups of women, and groups that include both men and 
women. Although most people mean to be inclusive when they use "you guys," this phrase wouldn't 
make sense if it didn't subsume women under the category "guys." To see why "you guys" is gendered 
male, consider that "a guy" (singular) is definitely a man, not a woman, and that most men would not 
feel included in the expression "you gals" or "you girls." 

Another example of gendered language is the way the words "Mr.," "Miss," and "Mrs." are used. "Mr." 
can refer to any man, regardless of whether he is single or married—but women are defined by their 
relationship to men (by whether they are married or not). A way around this is to use "Ms." (which 
doesn't indicate marital status) to refer to women. 

Sometimes we modify nouns that refer to jobs or positions to denote the sex of the person holding that 
position. This often done if the sex of the person holding the position goes against conventional 
expectations. To get a sense of these expectations, think about what sex you would instinctively assume 
the subject of each of these sentences to be:  

The doctor walked into the room. 
The nurse walked into the room. 

Many people assume that doctors are men and that nurses are women. Because of such assumptions, 
someone might write sentences like "The female doctor walked into the room" or "The male nurse 
walked into the room." Using "female" and "male" in this way reinforces the assumption that most or all 
doctors are male and most or all nurses are female. Unless the sex of the nurse or doctor is important to 
the meaning of the sentence, it can be omitted.  
 

Proper nouns 

Proper nouns can also give gender-savvy writers pause, but as with common nouns, it is usually very 
easy to use gender-neutral language once you've noticed the gendered patterns in your own writing. And 
the best way to avoid any confusion in your use of proper nouns is to use the same rules to discuss of 
women subjects as you already use when you're writing about men. In the examples below, notice how 
using different conventions for references to male and female subjects suggests a difference in the 
amount of respect being given to individuals on the basis of their gender.  

1. Refer to women subjects by only their last names—just as you would do for men subjects. 

For example, we would never refer to William Shakespeare as just "William;" we call him 
"Shakespeare" or "William Shakespeare." Thus, you should never refer to Jane Austen simply as "Jane;" 
you should write "Jane Austen" or "Austen."  

2. In circumstances where you're writing about several people who have the same last name, try using 
the full name of the person every time you refer to him/her.  

For example, if you're writing about George and Martha Washington, referring to him as "Washington" 
and her as "Martha" conveys a greater respect for him than for her. In order to express an equal amount 
of respect for these two historical figures, simply refer to each subject by her/his full name: "George 
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Washington" and "Martha Washington." This option may sound like it could get too wordy, but it 
actually works very well in most situations.  

3. Refer to women subjects by their full titles, just as you would refer to men subjects.  

For example, you wouldn't call American President Reagan "Ronald," so you wouldn't want to refer to 
British Prime Minister Thatcher as "Margaret." Simply call her "Prime Minister Thatcher," just as you 
would write "President Reagan" to refer to him.  

 

Works consulted 

We consulted these works while writing the original version of this handout. This is not a comprehensive list of resources on 
the handout's topic, and we encourage you to do your own research to find the latest publications on this topic. Please do not 
use this list as a model for the format of your own reference list, as it may not match the citation style you are using. For 
guidance on formatting citations, please see the UNC Libraries citation tutorial.  

Harris, Muriel. Prentice Hall Reference Guide to Grammar and Usage. 3rd Ed. Upper Saddle River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1997. 
Kleinman, Sherryl. (September, 2000). Why sexist language matters. The Center Line, a newsletter of the Orange County 
Rape Crisis Center, pp. 6-7. 
Kolln, Martha. Rhetorical Grammar: Grammatical Choices, Rhetorical Effects. 2nd Ed.  
Lunsford, Andrea and Robert Connors. The St. Martin's Handbook. 3rd Ed. New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991. 
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34. Revising Prose 
 
1. Write in the active voice: 

Faulty: In each picture the responses are shown. 
Better:Each picture shows the responses. 

 
2. Use personal pronouns (I, we, our) when they are appropriate and especially when they 
clarify your text: 

Faulty: It has been found experimentally that genetically altered strawberries are frost-
resistant. 
Better: In this experiment, we found that genetically altered strawberries are frost-
resistant. 

 
3. Write sentences that have people doing things: 

Faulty: It was decided that company policy be changed to allow employee selection of 
personal leave days. 
Better: The personnel committee decided to change company policy and allow employees 
to select their own personal leave days. 

 
4. Avoid nominalizing (transforming verbs and adjectives into nouns): 

Faulty: We conducted an investigation of the accident. 
Better: We investigated the accident. 

 
5. Avoid stringing nouns together and creating what scientist Peter Medawar describes as 
"one huge noun-like monster in constant danger of falling apart."  

The following examples are from Commerce Business Daily: "fluidized bed waste heat 
recovery system demonstration" and "roof rock bolt bond integrity tester development."  
The examples below are from Joseph Williams: 
Faulty: Early childhood thought disorders misdiagnosis often occurs as a result of 
unfamiliarity with recent research literature describing such conditions. 
Better: Physicians unfamiliar with the literature on recent research often misdiagnose 
disordered thought in young children. 

 
6. Maintain parallelism: 

Faulty: The new regulations could cause problems for both the winners and for those 
who lose. 
Better: The new regulations could cause problems for both winners and losers. 

 
7. Emphasize important words by placing them where they receive natural stress, either 
at the beginning or, for even greater emphasis, at the end of a sentence: 

Faulty: Rather than being a judge who pronounces the verdict, the teacher becomes an 
editor who guides students' writing with this method. 
Better: With this method, the teacher becomes an editor who guides students' writing, 
rather than a judge who pronounces the verdict. 

 
8. Place subordinate ideas in subordinate constructions: 

Faulty: The value is 50 watts and is best determined by actual test. 
Better: The value, which is best determined by actual test, is 50 watts. 

 
9. Substitute descriptive verbs for vague verbs: 
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Faulty: He went to the island. 
Better: He sailed to the island. 

 
10. Substitute lean words for ponderous expressions: 

Faulty: Align the tubes in such a manner that they all heat at the same time. 
Better: Align the tubes so they all heat at the same time. 

 
11. Substitute familiar for unfamiliar words: 

Faulty: Everyone should be cognizant of the danger of explosion. 
Better: Everyone should be aware of the danger of explosion. 

 
12. Avoid overused expressions common to the business world: 

Faulty: Utilization of crystal clear goals and objectives will optimize our capacity to 
prioritize our concerns so that we will impact upon the major thrust of our company's 
future plans and prospects. 
Better: If we clarify our goals and objectives, we will be better able to concentrate on 
what is most important for our company's future. 

 
13. Cut unnecessary words: 

Faulty: After a time interval of one to two minutes, the tone usually stops. 
Better: After one to two minutes, the tone usually stops. 

 
14. Be precise: 

Faulty: The cost must not be prohibitive. 
Better: The cost should not exceed $100 per thousand gallons. 

 
15. Avoid confusing pronouns: 

Faulty: As the temperature falls, a compressive stress is exerted by the bezel on the 
glass because of its greater temperature coefficient. 
Better: As the temperature falls, the bezel, because of its greater temperature coefficient, 
exerts a compressive stress on the glass. 

 
16. Keep sentence elements in their proper order: 

Faulty: The sample to be analyzed first must be put into solution. 
Better: The sample to be analyzed must first be put into solution. 

 
17. Avoid dangling modifiers: 

Faulty: Walking up the hill, my umbrella was blown away by the wind. 
Better: While I was walking up the hill, the wind blew away my umbrella. 

 
18. Reduce strings of prepositional phrases: 

Faulty: The October 31 deadline for submission of proposals in response to an invitation 
from the National Science Foundation also applies to unsolicited proposals. 
Better: The deadline for both solicited and unsolicited proposals to the National Science 
Foundation is October 31. 
 

Developed by The Center for Communication Practices at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY. 
http://www.ccp.rpi.edu/revise.html 
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35. Commonly Confused Words 

University of Richmond Writing Center, Copyright 2010 

Words that sound alike or nearly alike but have different meanings often cause writers trouble. Here are 
a few of the most common pairs with correct definitions and examples: 

ACCEPT-to receive 
ex: He accepts defeat well. 
EXCEPT-to take or leave out 
ex: Please take all the books off the shelf except for the red one. 

AFFECT-to influence 
ex: Lack of sleep affects the quality of your work. 
EFFECT-n., result, v., to accomplish 
ex: The subtle effect of the lighting made the room look ominous. 
ex: Can the university effect such a change without disrupting classes? 

A LOT (two words)-many. 
ALOT (one word)-Not the correct form. 

ALLUSION-an indirect reference 
ex:The professor made an allusion to Virginia Woolf's work. 
ILLUSION-a false perception of reality 
ex: They saw a mirage: that is a type of illusion one sees in the desert. 

ALL READY-prepared 
ex: Dinner was all ready when the guests arrived. 
ALREADY-by this time 
ex: The turkey was already burned when the guests arrived. 

ALTOGETHER-entirely 
ex: Altogether, I thought that the student's presentation was well planned. 
ALL TOGETHER-gathered, with everything in one place 
ex: We were all together at the family reunion last spring. 

ASCENT- climb 
ex: The plane's ascent made my ears pop. 
ASSENT-agreement 
ex: The martian assented to undergo experiments. 

BREATH-noun, air inhaled or exhaled 
ex: You could see his breath in the cold air. 
BREATHE-verb, to inhale or exhale 
ex: If you don't breathe, then you are dead. 

CAPITAL-seat of government. Also financial resources. 
ex: The capital of Virginia is Richmond. 
ex: The firm had enough capital to build the new plant. 
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CAPITOL-the actual building in which the legislative body meets 
ex: The governor announced his resignation in a speech given at the capitol today. 

CITE-to quote or document 
ex: I cited ten quotes from the same author in my paper. 
SIGHT-vision 
ex: The sight of the American flag arouses different emotions in different parts of the world. 
SITE-position or place 
ex: The new office building was built on the site of a cemetery. 

COMPLEMENT-noun, something that completes; verb, to complete 
ex: A nice dry white wine complements a seafood entree. 
COMPLIMENT-noun, praise; verb, to praise 
ex: The professor complimented Betty on her proper use of a comma. 

CONSCIENCE-sense of right and wrong 
ex: The student's conscience kept him from cheating on the exam. 
CONSCIOUS-awake 
ex: I was conscious when the burglar entered the house. 

COUNCIL-a group that consults or advises 
ex: The men and women on the council voted in favor of an outdoor concert in their town. 
COUNSEL-to advise 
ex: The parole officer counseled the convict before he was released. 

ELICIT-to draw or bring out 
ex: The teacher elicited the correct response from the student. 
ILLICIT-illegal 
ex: The Columbian drug lord was arrested for his illicit activities. 

EMINENT-famous, respected 
ex: The eminent podiatrist won the Physician of the Year award. 
IMMANENT-inherent or intrinsic 
ex: The meaning of the poem was immanent, and not easily recognized. 
IMMINENT-ready to take place 
ex: A fight between my sister and me is imminent from the moment I enter my house. 

ITS-of or belonging to it 
ex: The baby will scream as soon as its mother walks out of the room. 
IT'S-contraction for it is 
ex: It's a beautiful day in the neighborhood. 

LEAD-noun, a type of metal 
ex: Is that pipe made of lead? 
LED-verb, past tense of the verb "to lead" 
ex: She led the campers on an over-night hike. 

LIE-to lie down (a person or animal. hint: people can tell lies) 
ex: I have a headache, so I'm going to lie down for a while. 
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(also lying, lay, has/have lain--The dog has lain in the shade all day; yesterday, the dog lay there for 
twelve hours). 
LAY-to lay an object down. 
ex: "Lay down that shotgun, Pappy!" The sheriff demanded of the crazed moonshiner. 
 (also laying, laid, has/have laid--At that point, Pappy laid the shotgun on the ground). 

LOSE--verb, to misplace or not win 
ex: Mom glared at Mikey. "If you lose that new lunchbox, don't even think of coming home!" 
LOOSE--adjective, to not be tight; verb (rarely used)--to release 
ex: The burglar's pants were so loose that he was sure to lose the race with the cop chasing him. 
ex: While awaiting trial, he was never set loose from jail because no one would post his bail. 

NOVEL-noun, a book that is a work of fiction. Do not use "novel" for nonfiction; use "book" or "work." 
ex: Mark Twain wrote his novel Adventures of Huckleberry Finn when he was already well known, but 
before he published many other works of fiction and nonfiction. 

PASSED-verb, past tense of "to pass," to have moved 
ex: The tornado passed through the city quickly, but it caused great damage. 
PAST-belonging to a former time or place 
ex: Who was the past president of Microsquish Computers? 
ex: Go past the fire station and turn right. 

PRECEDE-to come before 
ex: Pre-writing precedes the rough draft of good papers. 
PROCEED-to go forward 
ex: He proceeded to pass back the failing grades on the exam. 

PRINCIPAL-adjective, most important; noun, a person who has authority 
ex: The principal ingredient in chocolate chip cookies is chocolate chips. 
ex: The principal of the school does the announcements each morning. 
PRINCIPLE-a general or fundamental truth 
ex: The study was based on the principle of gravity. 

QUOTE-verb, to cite 
ex: I would like to quote Dickens in my next paper. 
QUOTATION-noun, the act of citing 
ex: The book of famous quotations inspired us all. 

RELUCTANT-to hesitate or feel unwilling  
ex: We became reluctant to drive further and eventually turned back when the road became icy. 
RETICENT-to be reluctant to speak; to be reserved in manner. Note that The American Heritage 
Dictionary lists "reluctant" as a synonym for "reticent," as the third definition. For nuance and variety, 
we recommend "reticent" for reluctance when speaking or showing emotion (after all, even extroverts 
can become reluctant). 
ex: They called him reticent, because he rarely spoke. But he listened carefully and only spoke when he 
had something important to say. 

STATIONARY-standing still 
ex: The accident was my fault because I ran into a stationary object. 
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STATIONERY-writing paper 
ex: My mother bought me stationery that was on recycled paper. 

SUPPOSED TO-correct form for "to be obligated to" or "presumed to" NOT "suppose to" 
SUPPOSE-to guess or make a conjecture 
ex: Do you suppose we will get to the airport on time? When is our plane supposed to arrive? We are 
supposed to check our bags before we board, but I suppose we could do that at the curb and save time. 

THAN-use with comparisons 
ex: I would rather go out to eat than eat at the dining hall. 
THEN-at that time, or next 
ex: I studied for my exam for seven hours, and then I went to bed. 

THEIR-possessive form of they 
ex: Their house is at the end of the block. 
THERE-indicates location (hint: think of "here and there") 
ex: There goes my chance of winning the lottery! 
THEY'RE-contraction for "they are" 
ex: They're in Europe for the summer--again! 

TO-toward 
ex: I went to the University of Richmond. 
TOO-also, or excessively 
ex: He drank too many screwdrivers and was unable to drive home. 
TWO-a number 
ex: Only two students did not turn in the assignment. 

WHO-pronoun, referring to a person or persons 
ex: Jane wondered how Jack, who is so smart, could be having difficulties in Calculus. 
WHICH-pronoun, replacing a singular or plural thing(s);not used to refer to persons 
ex: Which section of history did you get into? 
THAT-used to refer to things or a group or class of people 
ex: I lost the book that I bought last week. 

WHO-used as a subject or as a subject complement (see above) 
ex: John is the man who can get the job done. 
WHOM-used as an object 
ex: Whom did Sarah choose as her replacement? 

 


